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ABSTRACT 

Tbk volume is the Proceedings of the Budapest Workshop on Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions held in 
Budapest, 10-13 Anglist, 1992. The topics include «qterimental heavy km physics, Bose-Einstein correlations, in-
teraűtteacy, relativistic transport theory, Quark-Gluon Plasma reliadroniration, astronudear physics and cosmol
ogy-

Csörgő Т ч Hegyi S., Lévai P4 Nemzetközi elméleti műhely a relatívisztikus nehézion ütközések fizikájáról 
KFKI-1993-ША 

KIVONAT 

A kötet tanulmányokat tartalmaz a következő témákban: kísérleti nehézion fizika, Bose-Einstein kor
relációk, intermittenáa, relatívisztikus transzportelmélet, kvark-gluon plazma rebadronízádója, asztromagfizika 
és kozmológia. Az előadások az 1992. augusztus 10. és 13. között Budapesten tartott elméleti műhelyen hangzot
tak el. 



Preface 

Our Budapest Workshop on Relativistic Heavy km Collisions was an anniversary 
one. Tbe first international workshop in heavy km physics in Budapest was organized ten 
years ago in 1982 on the basis of financial support from the fund NEFIM — which is the 
Hungarian Acronym for International Workshops for Theoretical Physics'. During this 
ten years the topic became wider and wider, exciting new result arised, new ideas were 
born and lots of scientists were attracted and encouraged by this field. We could follow the 
trends of the field on these workshops — shortly named as Budapest Workshops — and 
we were glad to hear the recent results every year. During this ten years the childhood 
of the field ended and less enthusiasm - more work began to characterize the matured 
status of the heavy ion physics. However, the success of our workshop was indicated by 
the physicists who came back year by year to fill the seminar hall, to give talks and to ask 
questions. 

LP. Csernai, J. Zimanyi 

L.V. Brsvina, T. Csörgő, S. Hegyi and P. Lévai 
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At first we wish to thank all the speakers, contributors and participants sor creating 
a special and fruitful atmosphere for the Workshop. However, without our sponsors we 
could not guarantee the conditions for the care-free activity. So we thank the sponsorship 
of the following organizations: International Workshop for Theoretical Physics (NEFIM, 
Hungary); Hungarian MTA - US NSF, Hungarian MTA - Norwegian NAVF, Hungarian 
MTA - German DFG and Norwegian NAVF - US NSF mbrrnatinnal exchange projects. 
We would like to acknowledge the support of the Hungarian National Science Found under 
grants OTKA-2973 and OTKA-F4019. 
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New results in the Fritiof model and 
collective effects in nucleus collisions 

DepartsKatoflsvoreocalFhysacs 
University of Load 

SobegaonMA 
S-223 62 LUND, Sweden 

m this talk I want to discuss two topics: 

A: A dynamical cutoff for hard perton-parton coOiskx» ami a new Fritiof Monte Carlo for 
hadron or nadeas collisions, applicable also at very high energies. 

B: Effects of a transverse expansion caused by stririg-«rmfimeractionm nucleus collisicfls. 

A. The Fritiof model. A dysttsnkal catoff for kard partoa-partoa соШакма 

The new results and ideas presented in this section are obtained ш collaboration wimB. 
AnderMon and H. Pi[ l] . 

Jet production and minijets have very large influence on hadmic coffisioM at high energies. 
Ptrturbative QCD gives cross sections for рашм-parton scattering which diverges for smaD 
p±. Many models introduce a phenoroenologkal cutcfT around 2 GeV. The result is very 
sensitive to this cutoff, and extrapolations to higher energies depend strongly upon whether the 
cutoff is constant or assumed to vary with energy. 

We can compare with parton showers e.g. in *+e~-umihilation, where die emission probability 
for gluons contain soft and coOinear singularities. For this situation die string fragmentation 
model is infrared stable. Soft or coUinearghtons do not change die string motion, and dius do 
not give extra hadrons. 

li it possible to find a dynamical cutoff also for hard parton-parton scattering? The mechanism 
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we propose [1) exploits coherence effects for ghsonbaMaeftalMbagaBjeMrfaMdeLirwe 
iinilji iln Ггjinmaii itiagmn in fig I nr anr • • ! if I j j ii вУ 1и|г il nfair rifhangf il 
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Here t j j corresponds to the i 
(RPSX while *j j( i # 3)deacrihes j 
RadieifocdJcsflNBCttahraysbiyertiMidR^softhei 

епесиуесшои1ог|цев1П111авмпагаасапвпваз.кК1 
ibyRR(2] . 

Aoff dtscripooH üfwtt FnúofiHOün 

Study a collision with two incomiaf каков» whkhhaveh^u*ghtconeiiiG*enia^.s£+j^ 
and Л « £ - рг respectively, as shown in fig. 2a. b da? iViDofa»Md[3]kisassomedtfiaidK 
collision implies a longäodinal пошемшп master Q+,Q-, which prodoces two excited snag 
stales as stownm fig. 2b. These е ю Ы states fragi^^ 
DIS. 

The probability distribution for die roooieiawfmisícr kasnak to have tefbim 

This assumption has die foflowiog cliam^eristk consequences: 

1) The average mohipliciiy is approximate^ 
an **e~-anmhilation event. 

2) The floctnations ate larger than for «V* -annihilation, 
* 

3) The« are long range correlations. 

Within each string we have a separation of colour charges, whkhb expected to cntnegaian 
bremsstrahkng. In die string model a gluon is treated м а ЦА or trawvetse excitation, cf fig. 

^ 2c.G>nsequendyÜKmidtii>licityaridtrw 
way, and (fj.) will grow wim tereasing particle density dnldf. 

ira 



Soft radiatkm model 

Theghioabrtin^strihlHTigiiiänuWion^in^" aanmilatiiin events» bat thews is »difference 

because d e hadron nsnaants ans not pointtme, as teprodwxdquaricandvoqiHukinane'V-
evenLTmsimplassBatBign p± gnmuswmoe suppressed. 

Ut«notstiidyfjto»bnun>snablMHginrV snniailitinii «nd MS. For g V the coherent 
sum of die two diagrams • **• 3* give» das fouowiog ghmdúttümtion 

The allowed phase space region is given by 

*Í£*" 2 W (4) 

which correspond» to a triangular region in a (bi*l.y)-diagram, see fig. 4a. 

b DIS we have instead die two diagrams in fig. 3b. which conespond to final and initial stale 
nrfabtoiespectivdy. The conertttfnm 
density of giuons, eq. (3). The allowed phase space region will however be reduced as 
discussed below. 

b • siring picture the virtual photon produces a state containing a poindike hit quaik moving in 
one direction, and an extended siring piece, which mfehadronfccnu moves m die opposite 
direction, b aaemkiassical picture large k± ghiom in /V-aiinmilation are emitted early, 
when me separation between die q and Щ is small compared to the gloonwavelengdi. In DIS 
diere is no large energy concentaration in die target ftagnxntatkin end Already im 
colour charge is distributed over an extended tegioii, which implies u ^ small wavelengths and 
large k± are suppressed. 

A»fflusttateo'mfig.5weassimieftatihcre 
- Aj, - 1 / k±, which cm coherent tadiate gbons with nnsverre momentum itj.-The 
Kghtcone momentum, P^, of das effective aittniMisomyafnKnona/Lofdietotal/L-
momentum. If die energy in die string is linearly dú^ued we expect uta the fraction a is 
given by a - ц I k±, where die total transverse extension of die target remnant is given by l / / i 
and die parameter /i is of die order of a hadion mass. 

This assumption implies das following phare space limitations 

afi.e+'<kL<P+t~y with л«|1/Дг х (5) 



In die hadroniccms we have P. » P+ = W andeq. (5) implies 

HWe><kl<W2e'2y (6) 

Thus ghion emission is suppressed within the shaded area of fig. 4b. The iruximum value of 
ftjL is given by 

k L m u - W m t i m (7) 

This model called the soft radiation model [4], is implemented in die ARIADNE Monte Carlo 
by L. Lfanblad and Ü. Peotroon [51 It describes very well experimental dau from EMC and 
FNAL. 

(We note dot in the conventional approach to DIS a similar suppression of glnon emission in 
te target fragmentation region is obtained because to emit a gloonwim energy fraction z die 
initial quark must have an energy given by xB+z. The relative probability tofindsuchaqiark 
is given by die ratio of the structure fractions/. „ +z)/f{xe), which is a small numbet for 
large values of z. Our approach takes in a natural way into account coherence effects between 
initial and final state г L) 

If we now go to hadmnic collisions we assume dot a soft longitudinal momentum transfer 
doe* not pull out a pointlike quark, Thus both ends of die excited hadion correspond to non-
poindike extended objects. The available phase space is oVrefore suppressed in both die 
forward and die backward region, as shown in fig. 4c. The maximum transverse momentum is 
now given by 

t loM-VÄf (8) 

where M is die mass of die excited hadron. Gluons widi larger k± can only be obtained from 
hard parton scattering. 

Hardparton-panon scattering 

As an example we look at an event wim a hard gluon-gluon scattering as shown in fig. 6. The 
two scattered gluons go out in opposite directions as kinks on die stringlike excited hadrons. In 
addition diere is associated gluon bremsstrahlung, emitted in accordance wim die soft radiation 
model described above. Here die string outpoints correspond to die hadron remnants, and are 
treated as extended colour charges, while die hard gluons are treated as poindike. For a more 
detailed description, see ref. [1]. 

In accordance with die discussion above we now only accept events with k1jurii > к^гет. If 



the generation would produce an event wim k1^nms > k1Avj it has been generated wim an 
erroneously too large probability. In this way small values of ftjjka^ are suppressed. Fig. 7 
shows the probability that a parton from a hard scattering will not survive. We note that the 
effective cutoff grows with energy, and for VI - 60GrV we have "*ии"~ 2GeV. 

Some results and comparisons wim experimental data are shown in figs. 8-12. We note that 
hard parton scattering has a rather modemé influence at VI «22GeV (fig. 8) but is very 
essential at collider energies (fig. 9). We see in fig. 10 «halbere is a|>r^ümateKNO-scaling 
for energies above 2 TeV. Also />j.-spectra for jets and hadrons (fig. U) are weU reproduced, 
as well as eg . ore forward-backward correlation (fig. 12). 

Nucleus collisions 

In an hA collision the projectile hadron may collide wim several писком in to target nucleus. 
In the Fritiof model die projectile is succesiivley excited to higher nusses. Wim vsubcoUisions 
die typical mass of ore excited projectile is 

A , w . u / M l / 2 > v (9) 

There will generally not be time enough for die excited projectik to fragnient between die 
different stibcollisions. 

Thk picture can be generalized to AA collisions. Nuckonsm bom ox? projectik and fc target 
nucleus suffer repealed sobcollisions and beconre correspondingly excited TteresuU is a act of 
excited strings which are stretched out and fragnieminroobseryabkhadrons. 

We note that rescattering widim die nucleus nnmiam is not included m t e Fritiof Monte Carlo. 
The spectator nucleons are assumed to continue with«* mteraoion,whk& л plies that the 
number of particles is rnidereisdmated in die fragiaentation regions. 

The result is not a simpk repealed incoherent model, brtttevettheku statistics and the law of 
large numbers imply ttnt dominating features are deterniinedbytliegecmetfy.Tlúsisfflustrated 
in fig. 13 which shows scatter plots for n^,, Ец#, Яц^ит/ and &fi>r*wd against die impact 
parameter. Entwarf i» dominaied by the energy of die ron-interacting spectators, and is mus 
large for peripheral comskmff we study £ j ^ 

distributions are essentially identical. This bmay^eenient with Ü^anticorrelaäon between 
Eamal and £^nwrf observed by the WASO collaboration (9), see fig. 14. 

In fig. 15 is shown results for E± distributions in SA1, SCu and SAu collisions, compared with 
dau from WA80 [10J. The agreement is generally rather good, but the total £j. may be 
somewhat underestimated We will return to diis point in die next section. 



We note m* at higher energies hard coffisknsberameevaiDoieifflpoctsni k n o c k » 
collisions than m hadn» collisions. V vt projectile nocieou collide «nth v^ooefcoos m a c 
target, dien dm nmiu» of haidooHisioM 
with nuclear size Jam me Dumber of excited strings, which a given by V| + v 2 . 

This is illustrated m fig. Id. Rg. 16a shows the distribution of transverre energy ш An-An 
folHsions at RHK energies» We see lhat the inclusion of hard scaotring has a dtsmatir effect ю 
гае cental region. The effect is of coarse largest lor central coOisioas. Tins is ffiostiaiedm fig. 
too, wmen snows юе paruca? oensay юг ошегеие trepan parameters. 

We also see m fig. 17 dttt Лете is a way large Bf pair ptodnctk» in юе central tegkaa. The net 
baryonaaanberiscontajswatedtoraefiagiucsi^^ 
baryon number is not totally aero. 

B. Collective «fleets. String internemen 

The Fritjof model describes what nun/ happen if men are no plasaMfonsatioo or collective 
effects. Also wiotaot a plasnm die sirmgsmu^ 
lane nuclei wffl give many strings dose together (see fig. 18) and M some levdihey cannot be 

b this section I will first disenss the inferactmg face betwew string* 
conaoűjcnces, 

Interacting/orte 

We imagine that a string is Шве a flux toteoravoriexlúiemasupeiconducmiginedíum.A 
superconductor has two different scales. The penettition depth, Л, specifies how fast a 
magnetic field is damped inside the superconductor. Ttecoheienceleagd>,{, specifies the sue 
of die Cooper pain, and thus how fast die pair density can very at die boundary between s 
superconduco^gaiidancfln»lphase,seefig. 19. 

A typr / superconductor is characterized by havmg Л <{.шоШ case a confined magnetic 
field will be compressed to a flux tube wim approximately a constant field inside die tube. At die 
boundary of die tube die field vanishes witfrin a short distance ~A,cf fig. 20. Thu behaviour is 
similar to die colour field confinement in die bag п ю ^ to a type I superconductor two flux 
tubes want to fuse to one wim die same field strength but twice die area. 

In a type И superconductor we have instead X > $. hi №csje a magnetic fieU is compressed 
i into a vortex line. Such a vortex line has a dun core, of size {. и whkhoV superconducting 

phase is broken. The magnetic field extends rordier ort, ma distance Л ffomu^ core, see fig. 



Two parallel vonex lines want to suyapaiLFor distances between {and Л they are repelled 
by a logarithmic force. For distances larger dian X die force is exponentially damped. 

Returning to colour confinement we may assume mat mis phenomenon is leiaied to Abelian 
subgroups of SUH) [11]. The vacuum may contain a supeiconducting condensate of colour 
magnetic monopcies, which confine die 'alow electric field to flux tubes or vonex lines. 

Let us start by assuming that vacuum behaves Шве a r>pe /iuprrcofuntctvr. A flux tube will 
contain an approximately constant colour electric fk^C^ compressed by die vacuum 
condensate excerting a bag pressure В (cf fig. 22). The radius and die area of the tube are r 
and А ж жг2, and die total flux is given by Ф * A -E. The energy density in die lube is given 
by C = %E2 + B. Thus die energy per unttlengdi of die flux tube becomes 

1 Ф 2 

Energy/unit length = С / * = ^ ~ + f i A (10) 

The equilibrium state corresponds to die minimum of diis quantity. This is obtained for 

Л = Лв = Ф / « Л 1 (11) 

which gives die string tension к. 

кжСоАожгВАо (12) 

Thus die area and radius of dv» Tux lube are given by 

Ao*)n$*Kt2B (13) 

With к »IGeV I fin and В - 0.2&V / / m 3 this implies r0 - 0.9fin. Including some surface 
tension for die flux tube would decrease die radius somewhat Thus we may expect that die 
radius r0 would lie within die range 03-0.9 fm. 

Next we consider Nfluxtubes compressed loa region within a radius it. The area A, 
available for each flux tube is dien A * «R* / N. We here assume diat A < AQ . The interaction 
energy V per unit lengdi and unit flux is obtained by subtracting die equilibrium energy in eq. 
(12) from die energy in eq. (10) 

V»C'A-eoAo»l^(A'l'ASl)*B{A^Ao) (14) 

From eqs. (11) and (13) we obtain 



If vacuum is instead a superconductor of type 11 die interaction energy for a pair of two panllel 
vortex lines a distance d apart is given by 

V^r-lC \n(\ld) S<d<X (16) 

Here die constant С is related to the sträg tension r via 

r * C - t a ( A / É ) (17) 

and V , ^ is exponentially decreasing for á > Я. 

Several vortex lines lend to arrange themselves in a ckee^tsxted hexagonal lattice. Fordiis 
configuration die interaction energy per vortex une and inihlenf^ Vis given by V « 3 V ^ . 
From eqs. (16) and (17) we dms i 

The ana per vonex line is A * - /3d 2 12. For Я - 0.5/m and 1п(Я / £) - 1 - 2 we find that this 
result is qualitatively similar to die result in tq.( 15) for a type I superconductor. 

Consequences 

The interaction energy between strings as in eq. (15) or (18) implies diatawretnt/gvir 
released when a аЩ pair is produced, reducing the total flux. Such an effect is studied by 
Í ^ong others Biro-Nielsen-Knoll [121, Bialas-Czyz (13), Andersson-Henning [14], and 
Brown-Pajares [15). This may imply e.g. a larger production of strange quarks and baryons 
and larger transverse momenta. 

Another consequence of die repulsion may be a transverse motion of the strings before diey 
break. Here I want to discuss this second effect 

Assume that we have N flux units within a radius R. The area per flux unit is thus 
A * *R2 IN. In die following calculations we also assume that vacuum is like a type I 
superconductor. The combined fluxrobe will dien expand if R is smaller than die equilibrium 
radius Ro*jNr0, where r0 is given in eq. (13). 

Our results can only be very approximate, due to die uncertainty in the value of r0 and in die 

L ^ 



iM^i^MWIW«l'.|l4i * 4 > » U I I < M P 

initial configuration of strings. For simplicity we wffl therefore study зтШсоац^^ 
mat the relative coropression S ш (RQ - R)l HQ ft snaD. ТЪеюЫ interaction energy is then (see 
eq.(15)) 

УтшН-У»И-2к^'/С> ( * < * ) (19) 

We also inakefe approximation dm die s y ^ ^ 
Я is nonrehtfivisac. For this case the total kinetic energy is given by 

ТШ*И^ (20) 

Combining eqs. (19) and (20) vre see that vre have an harmonic force. The frequency is given 
by 

2 а в ЛГ2г/д} 8 
NK/4 J? 

The time Tfor die radius R to reach the ео^пШтит valoe i^ is given by the period tiroe 
divided by 4. This implies 

This time is thu& rather insensitive to the initial compression. (For higher compressions, when 
eq. (19) is not a good approximation, the time will be shorter.) As an example we can look at a 
sutphor nucleus, which has a radius К of about 3fm. The expansion time T will then be 
approximately T - I5fin. 

For central SS collisions we would have №32 and thus an equilibrium radius RQ - V32 • r0. 
This is larger than R if ф > 0.5fin, which is likely to be the case. For SPb collisions we would 
have a repulsion as long as r0 > 0.3fin. 

The expansion time T-1.5fin should be compared with the time befoce the strings break by q$ 
pair production. In the Lund string fragmentation model this time is 1.5-2 fm. Thus we 
conclude that often the interaction energy is transformed into kinetic energy before the strings 
break. This will have two consequences: The transverse momenta will increase and the 
u.tcraction region (reflected in the Bose-Einstein correlation) will increase. However, 
strangeness and baryon production should be less affected. 

1) Increased transverse momenta. As we have assumed a homogenous expansion, the average 



string transverse velocity v, after the t ipám ion, is gtvca by 

И"*«.-«* CO) 
where the in^coerjressk» factor* is defined by í « ( ^ - * ) / J ^ . ft* particles with ' 

№)-№№)-*№ <**> 
2. Extended mieracáon region. The system wiD first expand to feeqiaiibritnnradras Ĵ , 
during me time T * Аф 12 (cf eq. (22)). It wfll then continue wiA constant ех{жшоп rate, 
J ^ « V I - 5 . m i f l t l i e s t n n i s b r e a L I f r » l J m i a n d o ^ s t r i n p b ^ 
expansion lasts for the time 0 5 fin. Thus die total increase m radios is given by 

AR-R9-R^Q.5fmkmm» (25) 

-(Ra -Jt)(l+0.5./m-VS / A ; ) - 1.5(1^ - Ä ) 

We note that the change in transverse momentum is ЗД52) white ДО is 0 (4) . Thus a small 
compression will have largest effect on me interaction region. A momentum change 
4Px / Pi. ~ 15% (*» possibly indicated by fig 15) would correspond to a radius increase 
ЛИ-I fin. 

In these calculations we made the approximation that the expansion is homogeneous. A more 
accurate calculation would give a higher expansion rate in the ovta pans and a smaller one in 
the centre. This will imply a possibly even larger fragmentation region, and also a possibility to 
observe the effects of an increased effective string tension (e.g. larger rates of strange particles 
and baryons) in the central part. 

Conclusion 

A. The transverse momentum exchange for a hard parton- parton scattering must be larger than 
die *x for the associated gluon bremsstrahlung. This condition gives a dynamical cutoff for the 
hard parton scattering. It is implemented in a new Fritiof Monte Carlo which should be 
applicable to hadron or nucleus collisions also at very high energies. 

B. In collisions between large nuclei the strings produced should interact widi each other and 
not be fully independent Such an interaction may cause a transverse expansion and often the 
strings move apart before they fragment into hadron*. This will imply somewhat increased 
values of transverse energy, but a larger effect is expected for the size of die fragmentation 
region related to Bose-Einsiein correlations 
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fig. За. To first older gloon emission in i**~-swuTiilation is determined by die coherent sam of 
two diagrams. 
b. Abo in DIS gmon emission is determined by the coherent som of two diagrams. 

Rg. 4a. The allowed phase space region for gluon emission in e*e" -annihilation'; a triangular 
region in the (y. In**)-diagram. 
b. In DIS the phase space region is suppressed in the target fragmentation region. 
с For an excited hadron in a soft collision, gluon emission is suppressed in "both ends". 
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Fig. 7. The probability a hard parton scattering 
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RPS transverse momentum, for fp collisions at 
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fig. 8. Multiplicity distribution in x*p 
collisions at /J* • 250CtV/ c. The foil line 
shows the results of Fritjof with bothgluon 
biemsstrahlong and RPS processes included. 
The dashed line is with gluon bftmsstrahlung 
but without RPS. The data are from [6]. 
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Rg. 9. Results for pp collisions at 900 GeV, a) charged panicle multiplrity distributions; 
b) transverse energy differential cross sections. Dashed lines: Fritiof with gluonbremsstraMung 
but without RPS. Solid lines: including RPS. The data are Ггол [7] and [8]. 

900 

Rg. 10 a) The multiplicity distributions in inelastic pp collisions at 100 OeV (dotted line), 2 
TeV (dot-dashed line), 16 TeV (dashed line) and 40 TeV (foil line), 
b) The same distributions plotted in KNO variables. 
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Fig. 11 Forward-backward multiplicity correlation strength b as a function of the 
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results with and without RPS. The data are from 17]. 
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without any gluon emission. 
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Abstract: The microscopic phase space approach RQMD [1] is used to investigate the 
•topping power of very h<»vy nuclei at very high energies. We And no gap in the rapidity 
distribution around mid-npidity even at RHIC energies (•/• - TQOAGeV), but strong filling of 
the mid rapidity region. Neither is there a broad plateau for secondaries nor are the correlations 
between space-time and momentum as strong as in the Bjorken-McLarren scenario. This renders 
the Bjorken picture questionable at these energies for systems of combined mass A > 400. 

One of the major a ins of today's nuclear physics is the discovery of the quark gluon 
plasma (QGP), a state in which the individual hadrons dissolve into a gas of free (or 
almost free) quarks and gluons in strongly compressed and heated nuclear matter1. For 
the study of the achievable energy- and baryon densities it is important to know to what 
extend the nuclei are stopped when penetrating each other as a function of mass number 
and bombarding energy. Today there is much belief in that no QGP has been formed in 
presently performed experiments (Si (14.5AGeV) 4 Ди at BNL-AGS, S (VOQAGcV) + S 
at CERN-SPS). However, it is a very important question whether there will already be a 
chance in the next expeiiment runs (gold beam at AGS, lead beam at SPS), or whether 
we have to wait for a печ generation of accelerators like RHIC or LHC. 

Most calculations end model estimates thus far have been performed assuming the 
Bjorken picture [3]: Ba-yons concentrated at projectile and target rapidity separated 

'Recently, Rischke et si. have shown that there will not be an ideal QGP, but that there will always 
remain correlations among t\v colour charges [2]. 
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by a large region which is totally baryon-free (in local «ad momentum space), i.e. the 
nuclei are totally transparent. The region between them is filled by the color fields which 
materialize, developping a plateau in the mesons' rapidity distribution. This scenario is 
supported experimentally for pp - and for pp - collisions at collider energies. It is the aim 
cf the present work to examine whether this remains true also for the collisions of large 
nuclei. From lower energy nucleus-nucleus collisions we know that only a small fraction 
of the total number of collisions takes place at the incoming energy while most of them 
take place at much lower energies [4], indicating that the collision of two nuclei is more 
than just A nucleon nucleon collisions at the same energy (s.g. the rescattering process is 
very important at all investigated energies). 

In the present work we study the stopping behaviour of baryonk matter in nucleus 
nucleus collisions for energies up to y/s = TOOAGeV (RHIC), using Rdativistic Quan
tum Molecular Dynamics (RQMD) [1]. RQMD has been successfully applied for the 
description of the collisions of heavy nuclei at AGS and SPS energies (5). It combines a 
Lorentz-invariant solution of the microscopic W-body problem with the most important 
quantum effects like stochastic scattering, particle production and decay. At energies 
of the RHIC regime, however, the most important ingredient of RQMD are string exci
tation and fragmentation and subsequent scatterings of hadrons and constituent quarks 
and diquarks. The strings are seen as longitudinally excited parton clouds. АО hadrons 
formed in the string fragmentation process get a formation time which is not put in as a 
parameter, but which emerges naturally from the string fragmentation formalism. Thus 
due to Lorentz dilatation only the slower hadrons are formed within the reaction region. 
These will then of course also interact with the other present hadrons. Since all particles 
(once they are created) are treated on the same footing, the rescattering processes are 
fully takeu into account. 

There are two main ingredients into RQMD: The atomic nucleus is composed of a 
variety of nucleons (Z protons and A — Z neutrons in the beginning). These particles 
can collide with each other and inbetween the collisions are moving under the influence 
of mean fields which reflect the properties of the nuclear equation of state. In addition 
stochastic scattering between the hadrons and the constituent quarks and diquarks is 
responsible for the excit ition of resonances, strangeness production, etc. The details of 
the Lorentz-invariant propagation of the jV-particle system can be found in the literature 
[1, 6]. For the scattering of the particles the experimental free cross sections are used if 
they are known, otherwise they are calculated using the additive quark model. For the 
details of the collision and the fragmentation scheme the reader is also referred to the 
literature [1, 7]. 

For the collisions of large nuclei at energies of У/SNN - TOOAGeV, any calculation 
must nece дгЛу be a veiy large extrapolation. High energy experiments only exist for 
pp (у/з up to 1800 AGeV). Already for the next heavier system (helium on helium) the 
highest available energy is y/s « 32AGeV (ISR [8]). Fixed target experiments have been 
performed at an energy f'u* = 450 GeV for proton beams and at Eut = 200AGeV for 
beams up to sulphur. Lead beams have been studied at LBL and GSI (£&•» < lAGeV), 
and very recently also at AGS (EUk = \2AGeV). Besides RQMD, which has from the be-

file:///2AGeV
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Au + Au at RHIC 

ginning on been optimized for the descrip
tion of nucleus-nucleus collisions at off en
ergies in one uniform approach, there are 
also different other programs like VENUS 
[9], SPACER [10], QGSM [11], HIJING 
[12], the Parton Cascade [13] and DTU-
JET [14]. However, not all of them are 
intended to describe heavy nucleus colli
sions also at lower energies. 

The experimental information on the 
rapidity loss of baryons within large nuclei 
at very high energies is very scarce. There 
exist measurements in pp - and pA - col
lisions [15]. It is found that almost inde
pendent of energy the rapidity loss of the 
proton in pp is 0.95±0.15 units of rapidity, 
whereas in pA it is 1.9 ± 0.3 (2.5 ±0.5 for 
central pA)7. Without any nuclear effects 
(e.g. rescattering) the stopping behaviour 
of central gold-fold collisions should be 
comparable to that of general proton-gold 
collisions. However, we .shall show in the 
following that this is not true. 

Standard RQMD J .07 uses LUND-
inspired [16] jet fragmentation algorithms, 
which include only the excitation of at most 
two strings. However, there are stong in
dications - both from theoretical consid
erations and from experiment - that at 
colli'ier energies the excitation of the sea 
will become more and more important3. 

The original RQMD 1.07 contained the below v^ = 50GeV is ~75% of the total, 
possibility to excite also three strings in a fashion corresponding to the LUND gluon-jets 
[16]. Since this process is known to fail in the description of nudeon-nucleon reactions at 
collider energies, this channel has been suppressed in all our calculations. 

The rapidity loss obtained in the RQMD calculations for pp reactions amounts to 
0.893 units of rapidity, for an energy of yfl = 200GeY, resp. 1.014 units of rapidity for 
an energy of yß e 540G<V. At much lower energies the experimental value 0.95 ± 0.15 
has been found [15]. Unfortunately the analysis referred to in [15] to our knowledge has 

'Unfortunately, the data presented in [IS] extend« to •/$ = 24 only. It would be very important to 
check experimentally, whether the extrapolations performed in [16] really remain true for collider energies. 

This problem is account «I for in a new update (RQMD 1.08) of cor programme, which has not yet 
been finalised. 

Fig. l : y/i distribution of the elementary colli
sions in a gold-gold collision at RHIC. The up
per figures show an enlarged y/s-%c*\t. The 
amount of collisions below yß — 5GeV is 
~60% of the total, the amount of collisions 
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not been performed for collider energies, although there exist many experiments in that 
regime. However, there are strong theoretical indications for a scaling of da/dxy which 
implies that these values are independent of energy. Thus RQMD is in agreement with 
the "canonical" value even at an energy much higher than RHIC, where we want to study 
heavy ioo collisions. 

In these considerations one should always keep in mind that if we proceed to nucleus-
nucleus collisions, most of the elementary collisions take place at energies much lower 
than the beam energy. This is fflustrated in fig. 1, whete we show a distribution of the 
elementary collisions in the gold-gold collision as a function of s/s. One can see that only 
15% of all collision« occur at J» > lOOGeV, while 60% of them occur at V? < 5Ge\! 

He + He at ISR Turning now to pA collisions (A > 
400) we must already extrapolate, since 
the highest available energy in this sce
nario is SOOGeV (protons on emulsion) reap. 
200GeV (proton on lead). The rapidity 
loss of the leading proton obtained in these 
experiments amounts to Ду = 1.9 ± 0.3. 
It is generally believed that this value is 
independent of energy for the same rea
sons given above for the antiproton-proton 
case. However, nobody really knows how 
the penetration of a nucfcon through a nu
cleus will change if the energy becomes 
very high. RQMD 1.07 reproduces the 
value obtained for 200 GeV protons on 
fixed targets [15] also for an energy cor
responding to RHIC. It is most interest
ing to examine, which kinds of collisions 
are responsible for the rapidity loss. A 
baryon which has hit another particle be
comes string-like excited Then the two 
string ends can still interact with cross 
sections reduced according to their con
stituent quark content. After the first col
lision the leading diquark carries in the 
average 47% of the proj'sctiles' light-cone 
momentum, corresponding to a rapidity 
loss of 0.931 units. After this collision it 
can further interact as a diquark, for which the corresponding rapidity loss is another 
0.951 units. All other contributions can be neglected. This means that the individual 
nucleon-nucleon interaction is not different from the pA case. In the case of two large 
nuclei colliding with high energy, however, we shall see, that rescattering effects play 
an important role. The«; effects are thus related to a correct treatment of the badron 

- 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 

rapidity у 
Fig.2: Rapidity distribution in the collision of 
helium on helium at ISR (y/s = WAGeV) 
compared to the data (dots) by [8]. This is 
the highest energy available today for collisions 
of nuclei larger than hydrogen. The open cir
cles (data) and the dashed line (RQMO) show 
the positives, the fitted circles (data) and the 
full line (RQMO) show the protons. 
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formation and of the nuclear geometry. 
The only collider-energy nucleus nucleus collisions studied thus far experimentally 

are the He + He experiments perfenned at the ISR at CERN [8]. The system helium 
on helium is very similar to proton-proton, thus we do not expect large differences to 
that latter case. In fig. 2 we show a comparison of the ISR data obtained in [8] with our 
calculations. One can see that the RQMD calculation is ш reasonable agreement with the 
experimental data. 

The modified RQMD 1.07 approach reproduces baryon stopping at all investigated 
It therefore seems to be well suited for an estimate of the stopping power in gold-

gold «Wsk>ns at RfflC. Fig. 3 shows the results of 1Ы ЫсиЫ1оо for ^u + Ли at v/i = 
200AGcV (RHIC). The nuclei suffer a mean rapidity shift of 2.6 units of rapidity. The mid 
rapidity region is apparently not baryonfree, in contrast to earlier expectations: The value 
of dN/dy at y w amount» to about 60 % 
of the value at the maxima. There is no 
rapidity gap at all at throe energies. Our 
results are supported by calculations in a 
simple approach using the Glauber picture 
and dual parton hadronisation chains [17]. 
That model, however, does not account 
for the dynamical treatment of the nucleus 
and low lying resonances. 

The study of the sources of this ra
pidity loss is most interesting. 1.98 units 
of rapidity are fost in baryon-baryon in
teractions, which reproduces the value ob
tained in proton nucleus scattering4. This 
is the value one would obtain by a simple 
A times overlaying of min. bias pA colli
sions. This would however mean to ne
glect a part of the nuclear effect: In pA 
collisions the target nucknis essentially re
mains intact and the secondaries formed 
by the (single) projectile nucleon are es
sentially formed outside the nucleus. The 
projectile nucleon only liits target nucle-
ons which had not scattered before (ex
cept with other target nucleons, which is a 
very soft process and does not result in ra
pidity changes). In a central AA collision, 
however, both nuclei are «cited (they are 
completely destroyed) and many projec-

4Observe tast the number of collisions per psrticipsot nudeon in pA minimum bias is roughly the 
came as in central to AA cdüsjoss. 

Au + Au (b=2fm) at RHIC 
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Fig.3: Rapidity distributions of baryons 
(dashed), antibaryons (dotted) and net baryons 
(full line) in the system Au + Ли at an energy 
of y/l m IMAGeV (RHIC). Calculations per
formed in the standard RQMD 1.07 code, but 
with gluon-jet suppression. A very central im
pact parameter b = 2fm has been selected. 
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tile nadeoas kit target nudeons (diquarks) which bad already scattered before and which 
thus have a rapidity somewhat doser. This means that also at the level of baryon-baryon 
coffisfcms there is an increased chance that a projectile nucleon (dkmark) hits a target 
nudeon (diquark) wbkh-is much doaer in rapidity than what corresponds to the original 
rapidity gap. Of ccmre tl>e secondaries produced by »collision of two soch 'decelerated* 
hadrons will also be much doser to mid rapidity. Finally the chance increases that secon
daries are already produced ш UK reactm sone and thw d^ 
This is the reason why there is a. chance that there can be baryon meson interactions at 
all although for pA they would be negligible. In AA they are not negligible and therefore 
it is very important to examine their influence on the reaction as well as their rapidity 
distribution. 

The rapidity distribution of pious and 
kaons is shown in fig. 4. The haons are 
multiplied by a factor 10 in order to be 
visible in the same diagramm. One real
izes that there is no plateau in the meson 
rapidity distribution (as would be present 
if the Bjorken scenario were applicable), 
but there is a pronounced peak. How
ever, it is most important that also locally 
there is no plateau in the meson rapid
ity distribution. To measure the asym
metry of the local meson raipdity distri
bution in the neighborhood of a baryon 
we studied the mean value rapidity dif
ference of colliding mesons and baryons. 
The quantity S := sign(yB) • (ув - 4M), 
which determines whether the meson ra-
pididy is doser to midrapidity than that 
of the baryon it collides with, should be 
zero if the local meson rapidity distribu
tion were symmetric However, we find in 
ouf calculations a value < 6 >= 0.42, in
dicating that in the mean any meson hit 
by a baryon has a rapidity 0.42 units closer 
to midrapidity than the baryon itself. The 
"width" of the local meson rapidity dis-
tribution wLcb is given by v < P > , is 

Au + 
1200 

1000 

Au (b=2fm) at RHIC 

rapidity у 
Fig.4: Rapidity distribution of pions (solid Кие) 
and kaons (dashed fine, multiplied by a fac
tor of ten to be shown in the same plot) for 
a go?*' on gold сойшо« at y/i = TOOAGeV 
(RHIC!- There b no plateau in dN/dy. but a 
pronounced peak i t y s O , indicating that the 
conditions for the Bjorken-picture to be appli
cable have not yet been reached. 

found to be * 1.55 (observe that this must be larger than S itself in order to be consis
tent!). This of course immediately explains why there is a linite rapidity loss of the baryons 
to the mesons due to the meson-baryon rescattering. In our RQMD 1.07 calculation 0.61 
units (i.e. 25%) of the total rapidity loss come from the rescattering of the baryons with 
mesons due to this effect. The mesons do not show boost invariance: dtlsrent у bins 
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exhibit different physics (both in the baryon and the meson sector). It will be important 
to study experimentally a broad range of rapidities, not only the central rapidity slice. 
The value 6 = 0.42 also means that coordinate-space and momentum-space are no longer 
correlated one-to-one. Thus we encounter two severe contradictions to Bjorken's basic 
assumptions: There is no local (nor global) plateau in the secondaries' rapidity distribu
tion and there is also no one-to-one correlation between coordinate space and momentum 
space. This is in severe contradiction to Bjorken's picture and emphasizes the importance 
of a correct treatment of the rescattering process. 

An important question to be studied in the immediate future is that of the baryon 
densities in coordinate space. In the Bjorken picture there is a strong correlation between 
coordinate and momentum spare W« have just tried to emphasize that at RHIC the 
Bjorken picture is not applicable Nevertheless it is of course an important question, to 
which extent the correlation between coordinate space and momentum space is hurt. In 
other words: Since there is a large number of baryons at у = 0, is there also a finite baryon 
density in the center of the reaction other than just the kinematical passing through of 
the nuclei? Can we apply concepts of thermodynamics like chemical potentials? These 
investigations are most important, since if there is stopping and high baryon densities 
are formed, many of the calculations performed up to now must be modified. Finite 
baryochemical potentials change the physics of the phase transition dramatically (energy 
densities, critical temperatures etc.). The emission rates of photons and dileptons drop, 
therefore electromagnetic signals of the QGP would be much harder to observe [18] [19]. 
[20]. 
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REHADRONISATION MECHANISMS 
IN ULTRARELATIVISTIC HEAVY ION COLLISIONS 
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Central Research Institute for Physics 
H-1525 Budapest 114. РОВ. 49., Hungary 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In ultrarelativistic hear. / ion collisions a piece of matter with extremely high en
ergy density will be produced. Considering central Pb-Pb collisions the estimates' for 
the energy density yield 1.5-2.5 GeV/fm*aA SPS energy (200 GeV/nud bombarding 
energy), 2.8-4.7 GeV/fm* at RHIC energy (,/* =г 200Л GeV) and 4.6-7.8 GeV/fm* 
at LHC energy {y/s ~ 6400A GeV). It is very improbable that hadronic matter could 
exist at these very high densities. According to present QCD pictures a kind of quark 
matter will be created. 

To understand the processes going on in such collisions, it is enlightening to 
discuss separately the production and the rehadronisation of the quark matter. In the 
present paper we shall compare different rehadronisation mechanisms. Specifically, 
we shall investigate the particle composition of the rehadronised quark matter, the 
way as the initial flavor composition of the quark matter is reflected in the hadronic 
yield. 

We assume that in the heavy ion reaction a quark matter droplet is formed 
in thermal and chemical equilibrium. This droplet will expand adiabatically until 
the quark matter reaches the phase boundary. At this point the droplet can be 
characterized with a given volume, VQCIP and the independent thermodynamics! 
intensives, namely the temperature, 7, and the chemical potentials /i f and /t« for the 
light and strange quavks. 

At this point one baa to emphasise, that the above consideration« are 
not valid for the heavy quarke ( charm, bottom, top ) . The heavy quarks, 
produced in earlier phase of the reaction, will survive the expansion of the 
expansion of the droplet. Thus the number of heavy quarks will be much 
larger, than the number corresponding to the chemical equilibrium at the 
phase boundary. 



The pressure, PQCP* *nd the entropy/baryon ( s/ng ) content of the initial state 
can be obtained from the above quantities using the equation of state far QGP. 

As the energy density of the droplet decreased to that corresponding to the 
quark-hadron phase boundary the droplet begins to hadronise fanning first a mixed 
quark-hadroo phase and finally the «bole matter «ill consist of hadrons. This is the 
final state «hose badronic composition is predicted. 

The paper is organised as fallows. In Chapter 2. «e renew the 1 
characterising the initial equilibrated quark-groan plasma state. In Chapter 3. Use 
quasistationary thermodynamic type rebadronisation models, «bűé in Chapter 4. 
the combinatoric (non-thermodynamkal) ones are discussed. In Chapter 5. the main 
characteristics of the rebadronisation models are compared. The.jwmeric results are 
collected in Chapter в. Finally the Chapter 7. contains the summary. 

2. THE QUARK-GLUON PLASMA STATE 

Since all rehadronisation models start with the quark gluoo plasma phase, its 
properties will be discussed in the present chapter. 

The Quark-Gluon Plasma in thermodynaimVal and chemical equilibrium is char
acterised by temperature T and a baryonic chemical potential t*B- The densities of 
light and strange quarks can be determined from the equilibrium. Fermi distribution 
functions: 

9i-9i J ( 2 з г ) » е ( ^ + ^ - « ) / Т ± 1 . 

Here the index i runs over i — u,dy»,g, and the plus sign is to be used for quarks, 
minus sign for gluons; цш = щ s цч = \рв; /*J в 0 due to the total strangeness 
neutrality of the initial state and nt = 0; p, ntj are the momentum and mass; T is the 
temperature and gi is the spin-color degeneracy factor. The initial quark and gluon 
numbers can be derived from the densities, eq. (2.1) as: 

\ n - l *,=^VQ 6^£i^£-e"* (2.2) 

Nf = N,-2VQcp(% + h,T>) (2.3) 

N. = N7 = ^Удагт^ tlTll^n^) (2.4) 

Nft s Ш1УясРТ« (2.5) 

with total baryon number NB = {Nf - Щ)/3. < »the Шешагш function. The total 
energy of the plasma is given by 

EQOP ** VQOP 
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(2.7) 

where the bag constant was taken as Ад = 220 MeV; K\, K2 are the first and second 
order Bessel functions of imaginary argument; m, is the mass of strange quarks and 

* = ¥• 
For extreme relativistic quark gase the pressure has a simple form: 

* " - K f ^ - * ) - * * • ,28) 

The entropy density can be calculated via 

*QGP= Zj. (23) 

3. QUASISTATIONARY T H E R M O D Y N A M I C T Y P E 
REHADRONISATION MODELS 

hi this part we discuss such models which assume the applicability of thermody-
namical concepts throughout the whole rehadronisation process. 

Quasistationary phase transition 

This model was discussed extensively in the literature. A very recent review 
was given in Ref.2. According to this model the matter iuitialy is in the Quark 
Gluon Plasma phase. It is characterised by its volume. VQCP. chemical potentials, 
/if and .«,, and by the temperature, T. The volume, VQGP increases slowly. This 
ha» the effect that the matter become thinner (the /<f chemical potential decreases) 
and its temperature will decrease. As the system arrives at the phase boundary, 
hadronic matter droplets appear. The volume will split into two sub-volumes: VH 
and VQGP, containing the hadronic and the quark matter, respectively. This evolution 
is illustrated in Fig.l., where the phase structure is shown in the temperature - baryon 
density plane (here p0 - 0.145 far* is the normal baryon density). In Fig. 1. the low 
T I low density area corresponds to the hadronic phase, the high T / high density 
area corresponds to the Quark Gluon Plasma phase. They are separated by the 
coexistence phase where both phases exist together in equilibrium: hadron matter in 
the VH subvolume, quark matter in the VQGP subvolume. 

In the simplest case this phase structure can be illustrated also in the (T,p4) 
plane as it is shown in Fig. 2. If we assume that the entropy is conserved (i.e. it does 
not increase) during the phase transition the rehadronisation goes along an isentrope 
i~ the {T,fif) or (T,p) plane. In the following the different characteristics will be 
compared using the specific entropy of initial Quark Gluon Plasma phase along this 
phase boundary. 
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Fig.l. The quark-matter hadron-matter phase diagram on (T,p) plane 
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Fig.2. The quark-matter hadron-matter phase diagram on (T,p f) plane 

The phase boundary is defined by the Gibbs rule: at each point of the phase 
boundary the temperature, the chemical potentials and the pressure of both phases 
have to be equal. Let us ignore first the strangeness; then TH = TQGP , /*a(#) -
tyiiQGP), PH — PQGP- Thus without strangeness the points of the phase boundary 
are defined as the (T,p f) values which satisfy the equation 

PH{T,HB) = PQOP{T^4) HB - 3 J Í , (3.1.1) 



To determine the phase boundary the most obvious procedure is to use eq. (2.8) 
for the Quark Gluou Plasma pressure, PQGP(T, /*,), and the corresponding expression 
of the ideal Boltzmami gas for nucleons and thermal pions for the hadronic pressure, 
Рн(Т,цв)- However, in tins case one obtains hadrou phase even for large baryon 
densities as it was discussed earlier3 , 4. This uuphysical behaviour is caused by the 
fact that the non-interacting Boltzmann gas yields large particle density and large 
pressure for a given chemical potential. In this way the pressure of the hadron gas will 
be larger than that of the quark phase at the same chemical potential. An easy way 
to improve the approximation is to use density dependent repulsive mean potential, 
W, introduced by the following set of equations3: 

Рн = Р. + Ры,г„ + Ро (31.2) 

where 

^ " ' - 2 ^ 3 J0 y ^ T ^ vV+,„i, ( J 1 J ) 

с Г + i 
У = т л г З - (3.1.4) 

Po 
Po = Ő<7"».VA>O(W/»O)2 (3.1.5) 

In these equations g is a dimensionless coupling constant, ш/v is the nucleon mass, 
p is the nucleon density (p0 = 0.145/m""3), Pm is the pressure of the non-interacting 
thermal pion gase. With g = 0.125 one obtains reasonable phase boundary such 
as shown on Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. (The contributions of the strange baryons to the 
repulsive potential will be calculated with gy = 2/Zg, g= = 1/3# and да = 0.) 

In the following we discuss the role of the strange quarks and the details of phase 
structure can be seen on Fig. 2. In colliding nuclei no strange particles ire present. 
However in the quark phase strange quark-antiquark pairs will be created. Initially, 
when the whole system is in a pure Quark Gluon Plasma phase, the chemical potential 
of the strange quark.; will be zero ^/i, = 0) because the total strangeness is zero. The 
number of produced strange quark pairs is denned by the temperature T and volume 
VQGP, as one can see in eq. (2.4). However in the hadionic phase which contains 
strange baryons and mesons the strange quark chemical potential will have a finite 
value, even at zero total strangeness. Since no chemical potential can jump at the 
phase boundary, /«, will incrase continuosly from zero to a finite value together with 
a slight change in цч. This small shift of /t 9 can be seen clearly on Fig. 2. Now, 
instead of eq. (3.1.1), the phase boundary will l>e defined by the equation connecting 
to three independent thermodynaiuical variables Т,рч,ц,, as follows 

Рн(Т,цч,(1,) = РЯ«р{Т,цч,ц,) (3.1.6) 

One has to observe that instead of a simple curve in the two dimensional space, 
the phase boundary is now a surface in the three dimensional thermodynamical vari
able space as it is displayed on Fig. 3. The coexistence phase can be seen as a 
thin belt on Fig. 2 which is the projection of Fig. 3 into the (T./i,) plane. Fig. 4 
shows the fit strange chemical potential a« a contour plot on the (T.ji,) plane with 
increment 10 MeV; the outermost curv~ belongs to u, = 0. 
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Fig.4. The three dimensional phase diagram as a contour plot 
on (Т./**) plane with increment 10 MeV for pt-

One can give a more detailed description of this situation along the lines of Ref.5. 
The system is characterized by the following set of variables. Phase QGP: volume, 
VQGP; energy, EQGP\ particle numbers, N.t ЛГу, Nt, Ny for quarks, antiquarks, 
strange quarks and strange antiquarks. Hadronic phase H. volume, V#; energy, EH, 
particle numbers NN, Ntf, #л» #Ä". NK, Njf,N„ for nucleons, antinucleons,lambda 
and antilambda particles, kaons, antikaons and pions. The gluon concentration need 
not be considered as an independent variable, it being determined by the temperature 

http://'ha.se


акте. The associated thenrodynamieal potential is the total entropy 5 = SQGP+SH-
Our problem is to determine the values of all these variables assuming that the system 
is in complete thermal equilibrium in the presence of the following constraints. 

VQGP + V„ = V (3.1.7) 
EQGP + En = E (3.1-8) 

|(JV f - JV» + |(ЛГ. - N7) + (NN - JV» + (JVA - Nj) = If в (3.1.9) 

{ff. - Ъ) + (JVA - JVj) - (NK - JV» = -JV 5 = 0 (3.1.10) 

Some relations arise from the reactions ? 4-q+q ++ N.q + q + s ++ \q + s *~* K, 
q + y*-*x and corresponding reactions for the antiparticks. This means that some 
particle numbers can change. On the other hand, the entropy is maximal (otherwise 
the system would not be in equilibrium). Consequently the corresponding SS must 
be 0. Whence /лч = —/iy, /i, = --;»* and 

Z^QGP) = UN (3.1.11) 
2/i, (QGP) + HAQGP) = /*л (3.1.12) 
u, (QGP) + MQGP)«/«* (3.1.13) 

0 = /«. (3.1.14) 

with a corresponding set for antiparticles. In addition, in a similar manner, eqs. 
(3.1.7-8) lead to eq. (3.1.6) and to a common T. 

Observing that eq. (3.) .6) yields a constraint between the three thermodynamical 
variables T, p4, /*, one can express in thermal equilibrium /t, as a function of the other 
two: fi, — F,(fit, Г). This function F, determines the surface in the three dimensional 
thermodynamical variable space as shown in Fig. 3. and on coutourplot Fig. 4. 

Let us consider now the equation for the particle densities pi expressing the 
requirement that the total strangeness be zero: 

0 =NS = Vqcrip, - pj) + VHÍPJ -pi* pK - rj.) (3.1.15) 

One can make the interesting observation that, since /i, is not equal zero in 
the coexistence phase, p, ф py, and thus the quark-gluon plasma phase does pos
sess strangeness charge. However this is not a contradiction with (3.1.15), since the 
hadronic component in the mixed phase will have an equally large anti-strangeness 
charge. This situation is exactly the same as the one appearing in the distilla
tion of mixed liquids (e.g. distillation of alcohol-water mixture). However it may 
have the consequence that in rehadronisation the anti-strange quarks go into the 
hadronic phase first and thus the quark phase droplet with large strangeness charge 
(strangelets) may be left behind*. 

Finally, we have to point out an important feature of the quasistationary phase 
transition model. If we conserve the baryon charge and the entropy of the 
system during this slow rehadronisation process, then the energy content 
of the hadrontsed system will be less than the energy of the system in quark 
phase! This missing energy can be found in the work made by the system during the 
very slow expansion, or if we allow a faster rehadronisation, the missing energy can 
be attributed to a hydrodynamics! flow in our expanding and rehadronising system. 
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In rehadronisation processes, where the produced hadron phase is not in complete 
chemical equilibrium and the density of the matter is large enough to garantee fur
ther collisions between the produced hadrons, further evolution, namely hadrochem-
ical evolution will take place before the system breaks up into independent particles. 
The hadrochemistry model7 describes the time evolution of the densities of different 
hadronic components by a, set of coupled dmerential equation. The time derivative 
of the densitiy of each species is expressed through the number of inelastic collisions 
which increase or decrease the number of the given type of particles. Further, an 
equation expressing the requirement, thai the time derivative of the total energy 
must be zero, is added to the set of differential equation. In the case of rehadro
nisation of quark gluon plasma a very large number of particles is produced. Thus 
the number of coupled differential equations is very large. The detailed treatment of 
the hadrochemical evolution of the strange particle numbers in the rehadronisation 
process can be found in the extended review article*. In this Chapter we will discuss 
a simpler case. We assume that our system consists of mtcleons, pions, Л hyperons 
and К mesons, with densities рцУ ря, рл, рк, enclosed in the volume V = V(t) . (All 
these quantities are functions of time.) Among these particles we have the following 
reaction and only this: 

JV + ir«—*\ + K 
Then the hadrochemistry suggests the following set of equations for the time evolution 
of particle numbers: 

±.{VpK) = V • (<r^v,N)(pnpN - »"'»» • pAPK) (3.2.1) 
«* РЛ,ещРК,ещ 

^[VpN\ = V . (a?A»*N)(-p.PN + P''4PN-4 - pKPli) (3.2.2) 
« Й\,пРК,ец 

^[VPK] = V • {<r^v,N){p9pN - *23£!L*1. P K P A ) (3.2.3) 
at PA,tiPh,€i 

±[Vpw) = V - ̂ vmN)(p,pN - ****** • PHPs) (3.2.4) 
« Р\,сцРКлч 

together with the equation expressing the energy conservation: 

%[EM\=£[V-e + E„.w]=0 (3.2.5) 

where t is the thermal energy density, which, for nos: interacting ideal Boltzmann gas 
has the following form: 

шт£пцВ{пц0)ц (3.2.6) 
i 

thus the energy conservation equation expressing the time evolution of the tempera
ture, l/ÉfJ"1 can be written as follows: 

| ( Vt + Е/1фт) = ( | V), + ( ± E „ „ ) 

+ v[^m é Ji(m^)(~/» i ) + £ m j m j A ' ( m é / ? ) ( | ^ ] = 0 (3.2.7) 



where Я is the derivative of R with respect to its argument, and the function Я is 
the average energy per particle iu a relativistic Boltzmann distribution defined as 

w 3T„ * , (? ) 

The quantity {aav) is the (thermal) averaged cross section*'' for an initial chan
nel to lead to a specific final channel including particle t. 

The hadrochemical method outlined above b widely used in describing heavy ion 
collisions. It has to be supplied by initial densities and also by a dynamic model for 
the time evolution of the reaction volume V(t). For this purpose a simple analytic 
model' was used many times. 

We have mentioned, that in most cases the experimental free reaction cross 
sections are used for the calculation of reaction rates. However, attempts have also 
been made to calculate the "in medium" cross sections. Anzlitic expressions10 could 
be obtained for the cross section containing the masses of the particles involved in 
the reaction. The masses were then replaced by effective masses obtained from a 
relativistic mean field calculation. The medium correction seems to be important. 
Therefore further work is needed to find the appropriate formulae for them. 

Near equilibrium phase transition driven by chemical potential 
differences 

The previous quasistatkmary model assumed that the thermodynamic variables 
take always their local equilibrium values. However, if the duration of the rebadro-
nisation process is not substantially longer then the tin«» scale of the processes es
tablishing the equilibrium, then the thermodynamical variables will deviate from the 
equilibrium values. If these deviations are moderate, then the description of the re-
hadronisation may be borrowed from non-equilibrium thermodynamics. Namely, the 
differences of actual and equilibrium values act as thermodynamic forces. This idea 
was used in the flavor kinetic model". For the rate of the hadronization reaction 

q + q<—• » (3.3.1) 

they propose the following expression 

| ( J M = F ( f + f . „ -11 - J'-'H-rtP) (3.3.2) 

where the factor F is a constant characterising the reaction probability. Note, that 
this formula is not the only possible one. E.g. the right hand side could contain the 
differences of the ц/Т values without exponentialisation: such expression could be 
assumed or would arise by keeping the first two term from the Taylor expansion of 
the exponential function. 

One can observe that for ideal gases the last term in eq. (3.2.2) is proportional to 
the ratio JVw/JVf N j . Such kinds of expressions appear in the hadrochemical model. 
Thus eq. (3.3.2) can be considered as an extension of hadrochemistry across phase 
boundary. 



4. COMBINATORIC TYPE REHADRONIZATION MODELS 

The simple combmatork break up 

In the first combinatoric break up model13 it was assumed that in the process 
of rehadronisation the light and strange quarks present in the quark phase will be 
grouped into hadroos. Therefore the number of a given hadron species formed from 
the quark phase, will be proportional to the product of the numbers of the quarks 
or antiquaries from which the given hadron consists. The proportionality factor may 
depend on the number of quarks to meet and it will be denoted by о for mesons, 
while the corresponding factor for baryons (or antibaryons) will be denoted by ß. 
Thus for the number of the different hadron species is given by the set of equations 
given below. 

Mesons: 

Baryons: 

NK=aNQNj Nx^aNqNs (4.1.1) 
N.^ONQNQ iV4 = aNsNq (4.1.2) 

NB = ßNQNQNQ/y. NY = ßNsNQNq/2\ (4.1.3) 
N3 = ßNsNsNQ/2\ Na = ßNsNsNs/3\ (4.1.4) 

A corresponding set of expressions is valid for the antibaryoas. The number of a 
given type of quark must be the same in the hadron side as it was on the quark phase 
side (this is the basic assumption of the simple combinatoric rehadronisation model). 
Therefore the following equations have to be fulfilled: 

Ns = i% + iV* + NY + 2N= + ZN0 (4.1.5) 
NQ = NK + N1,+NZ+2NY + ZNB (4.1.6) 
NQ - NT< + N' + NI + 2NY + ZNS ( 4 - 1 J ) 
JV? = JVA + N* + Ny + 2JV> + 3 % (4.1.8) 

Inserting into this set of equation» the previously given set of parameters for the 
baryon numbers, one obtains four restriction for the two independent parameters a 
and 0 . Fortunately the resulting equations are degenerated and the result is: 

ft Z(NQ + NS-3A)2+9A2 (4.1.9) 

s 2 (4.1.10) 
3(JVQ + J V , - 3 A ) * + Ö A * 

(4.1.10) 

Here we used the notation 

JV*Q + tfs*tf,+JVT+6A (4.1.11) 

Using these values for a and ß one can obtain the number of different hadrons 
produced in the process of the rehadronisation. If we want to obtain more details of 



the properties of the decay product of the quark phase further prescriptions are to 
be made: 

1. We subtract the energy corresponding to the rest-mass of the produced 
hadrons from the total energy of the system, EQCP (which can be calculated in 
the quark phase). The remaining energy can be used to cover the kinetic energy of 
the hadrons and a possible interaction energy. If one assumes that immediately at 
the rehadronisatkm the hadroos will have a collective flow velocity also, then one has 
to substract the flow energy from the total energy, Eqap, also. Thus only a fraction 
of the total energy, в • EQCP, will be converted to thermal energy in the hadronic 
phase leading to a smaller hadrooic temperature. 

2. The momentum distribution of the produced particles correspond to a thermal 
one and it is approximately a relativistic Boltzmann distribution. Thus a hadronic 
temperature, Тн, can be calculated from the energy conservation, considering a frac
tion of the initial total energy of Quark Gluon Plasma, В • EQCP- With decreasing в 
the hadronic temperature will be decreased to the temperature corresponding to the 
hadron side of the phase boundary. 

3. The rehadronisation is au iseutropic process. 

Using particle numbers N, obtained from the combinatoric model, the hadronic 
temperature Тн can be calculated from the energy balance (we use relativistic Boltz
mann approximation): 

в • EQCP = Енл^тп, = £ mMR {^\ (4.1.12) 

Having fixed the badronic temperature one can obtain the chemical potential for 
each hadronic component (since the particle uumbers do not correspond to chemical 
equilibrium numbers, the chemical potentials will also differ from the equilibrium 
values) from the following expression using relativistic Boltzmann approximation: 

MTH) = T„\IX\N' 2 * \ I (4.1.13) 

Here Vfi is the volume of the hadron "gas" ( which may be interpreted as a 
"Kuudsen gas", too ), fii,nii,dj are the chemical potential, mass and degeneracy 
factor for the hadron species "Г. 

The entropy, S//, of the hadronic system is given as 

Sw=£W<ré

 ( 4 U 4 ) 

i 

where a, is the specific entropy of component i 

Here one can insert the chemical potential* from eq. (4.1.13). Considering the ini
tial total entropy of Quark Gluon Plasma and assuming isentropic rehadronisation, 
SQCP - SH, one can directly calculate the volume VH occupied by the hadrons just 
after, the rehadronisation of the quark matter. 



Combinatoric break up with gluon fragmentation 

In the simple combinatoric break up model the gluous did not contribute to the 
hadron production and turned into pure internal energy. This can be responsible for 
very high TH or large flow energy appearing in that model. However if one assumes 
that the characteristic time for the fragmentation of gluons into quark - antiquark 
pairs is shorter than the rehadroniz&tion process, then one obtains enhancement in the 
quark and anti-quark numbers. This can modify the results of the previous Chapter, 
namely gluon fragmentation increases the final hadron numbers and decreases thermal 
and collective flow energy. 

However, beyond the simple gluon fragmentation, in the presence of strong QCD 
field the number of gluons can be increased also (e.g. by self-interaction, brehm-
strahlung, in-medium effects), which can cause a further increase in the number of 
quarks and anti-quarks. As a simple approximation we will consider here a constant 
to characterize this extra gluon enhancement (this constant could also be extracted 
directly from microscopic parton cascade calculations). 

The gluon number enhancement will lie characterized by the coefficient r/: 

N, — ,,N, (4.2.1) 

and we will use 7 = 1 as in the original model* and 1/ = 1.36 which is a maximal 
value as we will see reviewing the numerical re- <ilts. In the latter case the produced 
hadronic matter does not need to have collective Sow at low baryon density. 

The quark number enhancement coming from gluon fragmentation can be char
acterized by the coefficients a< (see Ref.8.): 

Я — N,+a,N, (4.2.2) 

where 

« f = a , = 0.85 (4.2.3) 
a, = a , m 0.15 (4.2.4) 

Considering the initial quark and gluon numbers, JVf, Nj, N,, Л*;- Nt one can get 
the following equations for their enhancement: 

N, « rjN, (4.2.5) 
* i V f S J V , + ttfnJV# (4.2.6) 

Nj^Nj + apiN, (4.2.7) 

N, « N, + л.т/ЛГ, (4.2.8) 

&T=Nj + atn*ft (4.2.9) 

Now, inserting these JV#, JVf, jVy, N„Nj into expressions (4.1.1-4) and eq». (4.1.5-
8) one will obtain a different particle ensamble after the combinatoric procedure. 



Combinatoric break up with gluon fragmentation 
and statistical weights 

If the transition lasts at least so long as several times an elementary hadronisation 
step, then the final state probabilities will also influence the probability of haclron 
recombination. Therefore (he probability to find a given badron in the final state 
will depend on both the combination probability and the number of the respective 
hadronic micro s tate 1 3 . Statistical probabilities are generally proportional to es, with 
5 being the entropy, but now we are interested in the change of the probability caused 
by adding a given hadron at a fix temperature to the system. Therefore, first 5 is to 
be substituted by the proper thermodynamical potential F/T and then F has to be 
substituted by its derivative with respect to the particle number. Thus one arrives 
to the probability expression 

P(h) Ä P q w k со«ы..и,п« x ( e - " / T ) (4.3.1) 

Here /к, is to be calculated in the hadronic phase at moderate temperature and 
densities its leading term is m*. Thus in the simplest approximation the extra factors 
will be oz c~m,kt'r. Now everything else can be repeated as in the previous model. 
Having this extra probability factor for the formation of the badrons one can proceed 
as in the previous model. 

Sequential fission 

The sequential fission model 1 4 descriljes the initial state as a color singlet bag 
containing colored quarks. (Tins idea was first mentioned in Ref. 15. and cited in 
Ref. 16.) We assume that the initial Quark Gluon Plasma is in thermodynamic^ and 
chemical equilibrium, and is defined by the light quark chemical potential, ц9, the 
temperature, T, and the volume, VQCP- From thesr data one can obtain the initial 
total energy, EQOP> the total entropy, Sqap, and the baryon charge, BQCP-

The first process is the random fission of the initial partition of quarks into 
two daughter partitions. We implement this fission by putting a randomly selected 
quark from the original bag into one of the two daughter bags. The daughter bag 
will in general not l>e color neutral and will cause a color field in between them. 
We assume that this field decays by quark-antiquark pair production leading to the 
color neutralisation of each bag. The color neutralisation is achieved by a random 
sequence of color decreasing steps and we end up with two colorless daughter bags 
with enhanced quark and antiquark content. The hadronisatiou process terminates 
when all the bags are already mesons or baryon*. This process ran give estimates not 
only for the concentrations of known hadrons but also for the occurrences of larger 
exotic objects (e.g. strangelets). * 

The energy, the baryon charge and the strangeness are also strictly conserved 
in the plasma fragmentation process. By running the Monte-Carlo algorithm many 
times we generate different patterns for the QGP binary fission chain from which we 
calculate statistical averages for the number of different hadronic species occurring 
in the final state. 



S. TIME SCALES OF THE REHADRONISATION MODELS 

In this Chapter we summarize some of the main characteristics of the different 
rehadronisation models. We introduce the following characteristic times: 

- duration of the rehadronisation: тгеь 
- characteristic time for quark pair production: r f C* 
- characteristic time for momentum equilibration: rmmm 

- characteristic time for hadronic chemical equilibration: r e* 
1) Quasistationary phase transition2: 

т„ь » r c k temperature Та — Tq 
Tnk » TW.nn chemical potential pa = PQ 
Tek » ТЩФШ pressure Pa —Pq 

11. 2) Near equilibrium transition driven by chemical potential differences 

Tnk < rck temperature Та ~ TQ 
тпк » тШфт chemical potential pa Ф H} 
тск * ттлт pressure Pa=Pq 

3) Sequential fission14 — PHASER: 

Trtk < Гс* temperature Та ф TQ 
тпк < Ттьт chemical potential pa Ф MQ 
Тек > ттот pressure РафРЯ 

4) Combinatoric break up with gluon fragmentation and statistical weights 1 9 

Trtk * Tctt temperature Та = TQ 
Trtk ^ Tmom chemical potential pa - /*Q 
тск »ттот pressure Рн =PQ 

5) Combinatoric break up with gluon fragmentation* 

Trtk «Тек temperature Та ^TQ 
Trtk * Tmom chemical potential pa Ф PQ 
Tftk > TQCD pressure pa tpq 

6) Combinatoric break up 1 2 

Trek « Тек temperature Та £TQ 
Trek < Tmom chemical potential pa ф pq 
Trtk > TQCD pressure pa + PQ 
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6. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In this section we compare the numerical predictions of the different rehadioni-
sation models. In Table 1. the values of the thermodynamic«! variables in the Quark 
Gluon Plasma side of the phase boundary are shown as the function of the inverse of 
entropy per baryon ( NB/S ). We start all of the equilibrium and non-equilibrium 
rehadronization process from these points. 

N B /S(Q) /»t /'. T(Q) p/pO e (GeV/fm*) 
O.0OOO2 0.1 0.0 150.1 0.0011 1.31969 
0.00710 31.0 0.0 149.S 0.4177 1.32029 
0.01468 63.7 0.0 148.9 0.8596 1.32159 
0.02320 99.4 0.0 147.1 1.3460 1.32487 
0.03293 13S.3 0.0 144.2 1.SS11 1.33006 
0.04451 181.5 0.0 139.9 2.4889 1.34226 
0.05646 222.0 0.0 134.9 3.0797 1.36161 
0.07061 264.6 0.0 12S.4 3.7345 1.39330 
0.08416 300.1 0.0 122.2 4.3178 1.43130 
0.09987 335.1 0.0 114.9 4.9304 1.47797 
0.11525 364.0 0.0 10S.1 5.470S 1.52581 
0.13195 390.1 0.0 101.1 5.9851 1.57515 
0.14964 412.6 0.0 94.3 C.4530 1.62285 
0.16705 430.6 0.0 SS.l 6.S415 1.66376 
0.18740 447.5 0.0 81.6 7.2157 1.70371 
0.21031 462.4 0.0 75.1 7.5521 1.73980 

j 0.23125 473.0 0.0 69.S 7.796S 1.76593 

Table 1. Values of the thermodynamical variables in the Quark Gluon Plasma 

The thermoflynamical variables for the hadrouic plia.se were calculated as follows. 
In the rehadronisation process a large amount of energy is released. A part of it is 
used for the production of the rest masses of the particles. The remaining part is 
distributed among the thermal energy and the flow energy. In most rehadronisatiou 
models one obtains an irrealistic high temperature, if one places all the energy into 
the thermal one. (The only exception is the sequential fission model, where more 
rest mass is produced than in the other models.) In the present calculations we 
assumed that in the hadion phase the temperature, T«. for all models is same as the 
hadrouic temperature of the quasi equilibrium phase transition model belonging to the 
same entropy. (For the rehadronisation with **xtra gluon fragmentation in numerical 
calculations we used the value i/ = 1.3G.) The remaining energy is assumed to be 
dissipated into the flow. The ratio, в = EH/EQOP. of the thermal plus rest mass 
energy in the hadron phase to the energy of the corresponding quark phase is shown 
in Fig. 5. for the different rehadronisatiou models. 

Since we fixed the T// hadronic temperature and all particle numbers are obtained 
from the models, one can obtain the vohune, V#, of the hadronic matter. The 
ratio of the hadronic matter volume to the quark matter volume, V Q W , is displayed 
in Table 2. (For the initial Quark Gluon Plasma volume we have used the value 
VQGP= 137.5 / m - \ ) 

http://plia.se
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Fig.5. Ratio of the hadronic internal energy to that of 
the initial quark phase energy for 4 different models. 

N B/S(H) I. II. III. IV. V. 
0.00002 9.2 6910 8.0 3.5 10.0 
0.01467 8.9 6140 8.2 3.6 9.5 
0.02319 8.6 5070 8.3 3.7 90 
0.03292 8.2 3600 8.4 39 8.5 
0.04451 7.6 2060 8.5 4.1 8.0 
0.07060 6.4 450 8.4 4.5 7.5 
0.08441 5.8 210 8.1 4.7 7.0 

Table 2. The hadron volume to quark volume ratios vs. inverse specific 
entropy in different rchadronisation models.The colums marked by I.-V. 
corresponds to the quaiustationary, simple coinbinatoric, coinbinatoric 

with gluon fragmentation, combinatoric with extra gluou fragmentation 
and to the sequential fission rehadronisation models. 



The following set of figures show the different particle numbers obtained in the 
rehadronization models. In Fig. 6. the total hadron number is displayed as a function 
of the inverse specific entropy. The baryon, anti-baryon and meson numbers produced 
in the rehadronisation are shown in Fig-7., Fig.8. and Fig.9. The anti-baryon to 
baryon ratios and the kaon to pion ratios are displayed in Figs. 10. and 11. The 
notation in all the figures is the same as in Fig. 5. 
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Comparing the different particle ratios in given rapidity ranges with the predicted 
particle ratios, oue can conclude, that what tyj>e of rehadrouisation was dominant at 
that rapidity interval. 

Fiualr we give an order of magnitude estimát»- for the rehadronisatiou time. 
From Fig.5. one can estimate that approximately 20% - 30% of the total energy must 
be converted into flow energy. This requires a flow velocity approximately v — 0.6c . 
From Table 2. one may guess an average volume expansion factor, F, around F = 8 . 
If one assumes, that a pancake of thicknes D = 3/»»» expands only linearly along the 
beam axis, then at the end of phase transition the surface of the pancake had to travel 
a distance L = (F— 1)* D with the velocity t» = 0.6c . Thus the rehadronisation time 
would be trtkai.iin = L/v = 2 1 / m / c . On the other hand, if one assumes a spherical 
expansion of a sphere with radius R = 2 / m , then these considerations will lead to a 
rehadronisation time t r r t i a d ,pi,rr = 3 . 3 / m / r . 

7. S U M M A R Y 

1. In the very high energy heavy ion collisions the produced intermediate state 
matter is not homogeneous and the subsequent expansion is inhereurly anisotropic. 
The leading particles carry the baryou charge and the middle of the reaction vol
ume may have very small baryon charge. Due to the strong correlation between the 
space-time and momentum space ditributious, this auisotropy appears in the rapidity 
distributions ан well. The chemical composition will depend on the rapidity for large 
bombarding energy. It would be rapidity independent only for absolute stopping cases 
(as e.g. i:i the Landau hydrodyuamical model.) Even within a given event such in
homogénéi ties are expected, in contrast to the low energy case. The entropy/bar yon 
values at mid rapidity are expected to be much larger than in the other rapidity 
regions. Those the different parts of the quark matter may undergo hadronizatiou 
via different ways. 

2. In most rehadronisation models the energy contained in the rest mass and the 
thermal energy (internal energy) of hadrous is much less then the corresponding value 
of the quark phase. Therefore during rehadronisation substantial increase of the flow-
energy expected. This is also consistent with the large volume increase connected 
with the rehadronisation. 

3. One can observe that just at tlu end of the rehadrnnization one obtains large 
hadron density, which would indicate that essential hadroclieinical processes will go 
on. However the large flow may invalidate this argument because it can lead to very 
early break-up. 

4. In the coinbinatoric type models the number of strange and anti-strange 
quarks are determined by two factor*: a, their equilibrium number in the quark phase; 
b, gluon fragmentation rates. In the quasi-staciouary type models the number of 
strange quarks contained in the strange hadrons are determined by thermodynamical 
equilibrium conditions for the hadrons. This basic difference between the two types 
of models reflects their strongly differing prediction for anti-hyperon rates. 

5. A comparison of different particle ratios in a given rapidity may indicate the 
tyi>e of rehadronizatiou characteristics for that rapidity range. 

C. Due to the appreciable number of heavy quarks produced at the colliders, 
one may expect the appearance of multi-heavy baryone, like e.g. triple charmed 
baryons at RHIC and perhaps even heavier baryons at LHC. 
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ABSTRACT 

The hadronitation process of an expanding quark-gluon plasma is studied within two different non-
equilibrium approaches. In the flavour kinetic model, we consider a bulk transition mechanism including 
resonance decay and particle evaporation, while in the second model we explore the decay through the 
evaporation of hadrons from the surface of a plasma droplet. The yield of differents hadrons are calcu
lated. In particular the production of strange hadrons and of vector mesons are discussed in the light 
of recent data from ultra-relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions. 

KEYWORDS: ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions, quark-gluon plasma, hadronication, 
strangeness production, di-lepton production 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With increasing beam energ) the collision of two nuclei leads to the formation of a transient state of 
nuclear/ hadronic «natter at high densities and high excitation energies or temperatures. For sufficiently 
large energy densities in the range of a few GeV/fm* one may expect to produce this strongly interacting 
matUr in a deconfined state. If such a qüark-gluon plasma is formed, its lifetime is very short, since the 
system rapidly cools due to the fast spatial expansion. The central problem is, how to device sensitive 
experimental tests, which provide physical information about this transient state of the system [l]. Of 
particular interest is the production of strange hadrons and vector mesons [2-13]. The experience over 
the last y^ifs has shown that these hadronic signals are less affected by the conditions of the plasma 
itself than by the hadroniiation process, i.e. the conversion of the plasma back to a form of matter, 
where hadrons define the basic quanta. This motivated us to study two dynamical non-equilibrium 
models, which descritr.- the phase-conversion from the deconfined state to hadronic matter. These 
two models cover the range Crom a volume transition model (flavour kinetic model), where the phase 
conversion happens throughout the entire volume, to a surface evaporation model, where hadrons are 
radiated from tfu surface of a plasma drop. Details are given in ref. [11-13]. 

2. TRANSITION DYNAMICS 

Bo»h models have a few of common if'•••?«. They concern the definition of the mieroteopie degrees 
of freedom and the concept for '.lie overall moerocopie dynamics. As an idealisation we assume that 
»he matter consists of two distinct phases with the following particles as constituents or elementary 
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quanta, la the plasm» phase these arc the glaoas, light aad straage quarks aad their aati-partaers. 
TVe kadroa phase consists of all members of the lowest flavoar STJ(J) asuttplcteofbaryoAsaad mesoas. 
The macroscopic properties of each phase are derived bom aa equation of state ia terms of temperature 
aad chemical potentials for all particles. For the quark-phase we employ a bag-model equation of state 
with a bag constant £*" = 235 lieV which leads to a traasmoa temperature of about Itt MeV. The 
hadroak matter is described by baryons, which are governed by a Wakcka type meaa-fieU interaction 
ia order to provide the «eccessary repulsion at large Ьагуоа densities, aad a free gas of i 

The expansion of the system is assumed to be spherical aad described by a kfdrodynvnicml scheme 
where the velocity field scales with the radial distance from the center and intensive quantities are 
averaged over the volume. Thus, the time change of the volume of the system fallows from the pressure 
through the equation of state. For the macrodynamics of the favour kinetic model we assume instant 
energy and volume equilibration among the two phases at aD times, which implies that both phases 
attain the same temperature and pressure obeying the conservation of total energy. 

Of particular interest is the time change of the abundances of the constituents. These abundances are 
allowed tobe off equilibrium, and their time changes is described by transport equations. Here the two 
different models employ different assumptions: 

In the /favour emetic mode/ the abundances of all constituents change in time both, due to collision 
processes among the constituents within each phase and due to reactions converting matter from one 
phase to the other. As already indicated, the conversion process is of particular interest. This is so 
not only, because it essentially influences the final particle yields but also since the deconfinement 
transition has features that cannot be described by rate equations of the standard kinetic type, with 
e.g. a Boltsmann collision term. Rather one has to employ some alternative scheme, which at least 
complies with basic requirement from thermodynamics and leads to proper equilibrium in the long lime 
limit. This requires the right balance between the forward rate F and the corresponding backward rate 
В of a reaction. As an estimate of the forward rate F for the hadronisation we oriented ourselves on the 
string fragmentation picture. The details of our model are explained in [11]. Further on it is essential 
that these rate equations include the reverse reaction as to provide proper equilibrium conditions, an 
ingredient of consistency that has not been included in other approaches, e.g. [5]. We take the difference 
in chemical potentials to govern the balance between forward and backward reactions. Formally the 
ansats accounts for the change in level densities with the change of the number of constituents. For 
example, the rate for the hadronisation reaction * + i ** ф + ф, where two ф mesons иге created through 
the fragmentation of a si string takes the form 

** = IF..** (1 - exp{(2u* - M. - J»i) /Г}], 
where F is the forward rate. This rate equation is only one example for all the possible conversion 
processes with three flavours considered in the model. It is also worthwhile to mention that this type 
of rate equations in terms of the chemical potentials is of a generic form as it reduces to the standard 
Boitimann collision term for free fermions, bosons and Boltsmann particles in the low density limit. 
The essential difference is that through the formulation by chemical potentials the interactions among 
the particles are included and the rates automatically drive towards the more stable phase. 

For the late stage of the reaction the model includes the evaporation of particles from the overall surface 
of the system. 

Alternatively, the $urfact-hadronization model (12] limits the dynamics entierly to the radiation of 
hadrons from the surface of an equilibrated plasma drop into the vacuum. Thus, in this model surface 
loss terms of black-body radiation type are coupled to the hydrodynamic equations. 

3. GENERAL BEHAVIOUR 

>ie degrees 
sume that 
•ltmentsry 27 

We first like to explain some general features of the hadronisation dynamics. Fig. 1 shows the phase 
diagram of the two phases and the coexistence regime as a function of baryon density and temperature. 
Due to the assumed first order phase transition the conversion from the plasma to the hadronic phase 



involves a considerable redaction in the number of intrinsic degrees of freedom from about thirty on 
the plasma side to essentially three pkm states on the hadronk side. This implies a corresponding 
reduction of the entropy density during the transition. In order to cope with this, the system has three 
principle choices: i) to increase the spatial volume, ii) to increase the momentum space volume (i.e. 
to raise the temperature), and iii) to increase the number of particles. The calculations show that the 
dynamics utilises all three possibilities. While within a pure phase the temperature drops monotonically 
with increasing volume the dynamical paths in fig. 1 show a slight increase in temperature during the 
hadronisation stage. The entropy stays almost constant during the transition. However, the number 
of constituent quarks and anti-quarks (counting also the valence quarks bound in hadrons) is roughly 
doubled and the volume increases by a factor of five or more during the transition. This implies that the 
hadronisation transition U.kes time: in the flavour kinetic model about 5 to 8 fm/c and roughly twice 
that much in the surface hadronisation model. For the second mode] any deviation from a spherical 
shape or the fragmentation of the drop into several dropletts would accelerate the transition. Then, 
however, the available hadronic phase-space may quickly saturate, reverse reactions set in and the 
flavour-kinetic picture would be more appropriate. 

During the transition the system looses its memory of tHe conditions in th? initial plasma phase. For a 
baryon rich plasma, the plasma part of the system enriches with strangeness such that finally there is 
about an equal portions of up, down and strange quarks in the plasma part. Fig. 1 shows three typical 
trajectories in the temperature and baryon density plane. At the end of the transition the tytltm a 
found in a state close to equilibrium of the hadronic phase at that density and temperature (roughly 150. 
lieV). Subsequent hadronic reactions do not alter this composition any more, as the system is already 
too dilute. Thus the final abundances observed give a picture of the system at the end of the phase 
conversion. Altogether, what can be observed are not directly the features of the initial plasma phase, 
but the characteristics of the hadronisation process (i.e. the transition from the plasma to the hadronic 
phase), and this shows features other than the ones observed in simple hadron-hadron collisions. 
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Figure 1. Phase diagram of the equation of state 
used in the flavour kinetic nr del. Tbe trajec
tories of baryon density versus temperature are 
results o» the dynamical calculation.., both for a 
featyon poor and a baryon rich case for fast and 
slow hadronisation rates. 

Figure 2. Ratios of hadron abundances as a func
tion of the initial energy per baryon. The esti
mated energies per baryon at AGS, 14.5 A GeV 
and CERN-SPS, 200 A GeV «re 2.8 GeV and 4.8 
GeV (half stopping), respectively. 



4. STRANGENESS PRODUCTION 

For the production of hadrons with different flavours the general trend can be characterised as follows: 
compared to p-p collisions the bulk-hadronisation considered here leads to an overall enhancement of all 
hadrons carrying strangeness. Thus, the ratio of positive kaons to pions are about a factor three larger 
than in corresponding the p-p collisions. The amount of anti-matter produced depends strongly on the 
baryon chemical potential, which in turn is expected to depend on the available cm. energy per baryon 
E/A. For large E/A the baryon chemical potential ßg decreases restoring the symmetry between matter 
and anti-matter. Comparison with recent light ion experiments, both at the Brookhaven AGS of 14.S A 
GeV [14] and at the CERN SPS of 200 A GeV energy (15) were done at excitation energies per baryon 
of 2.8 GeV and 4.8 GeV, respectively, the latter corresponding to half stopping. One observes that 
the predicted ratios of strange to normally flavoured hadrons still exceeds those of the corresponding 
data. We do in fact expect these ratios to further increase with the participating mass of the collision 
system as actually seen in recent gold on gold data at the Brookhave AGS. There were suggestions that 
the ratio of strange quarks to tight quarks (i + **)/(«; + q) produced in ultrarelatmstic nucleus-nucleus 
collisions depends on the violence of the collision. However, in our model we find, assuming that a 
plasma is formed, (s + !)/(«. + f) * 0.17 almost independent of the energy in the range considered. In 
fact, this ratio is in good agreement with the experimental value % 0.18, extracted from S+S collisions 
at 200 GeV per nucleon [IS]. It remains to be seen, whether the energy independence of this ratio is 
confirmed by experiment. 

5. THE 4 / 0 ' -i- u) RATIO 

Of particular interest is the production of vector mesons, like the ф-, (?- and v-mesons, which have 
been measured by the N A38 collaboration [10] through the dimuon decay. Apart from their difference 
in flavour these mesons have quite similar quark structures and the difference in mass of the ^-meson to 
the two other mesons is about the same as the corresponding difference in current quark masses. Since 
the ф mesons confine an »i pair, they give direct information on the strangeness balance. Moreover, 
as a probe that does notinteract strongly with the hadronic matter, dileptons open the possibility to 
directly observe the properties of the strongly interacting matter. 

Experimentally it was found that the /̂(/>* + w) ratio is increased by a factor of 2-3 in central collisions 
of O+0 and S+U at 200 GeV per nucleon compared to the p+U collision at 200 GeV proton incident 
energy. An important difference exist in the meson life-times. While the ф- and w-mesons have long 
life-times, the decay of the f-meson occurs already during the hadronisation transition. This can be 
seen in the time evolution of the ф-, р- and v-mesons as shown in fig. 3 for a plasma glob of an energy of 
4.8 GeV per baryon, which corresponds roughly to half of the energy being equilibrated in a 200 A GeV 
nucleus-nucleus collision. We note that the ф- and w-meson abundances are approximately constant 
for times i > 6 - 8 fm/c. At this stage the reactions decouple, since the quark phase is almost gone 
and the system is already fairly dilute. At lower energies the decoupling takes place at a later stage. 
Fig. 4. shows the ф/{/Р + w) ratio of dilepton-pair yields and N//N* шла Nt/{N/ + JV„) of effective 
vector-meson abundances. The effective abundances are the numbers of freely decaying mesons of a 
species needed to reproduce the corresponding dilepton yield. These were obtained by dividing the 
lepton yields by the branching ratios. This is analogous to the extraction of meson yields from the 
NA38 data [16]. 

The ratio of the effective abundances levels off for energies per baryon above 5 GeV. Such energies may 
be reached in 200 GeV A nucleus-nucleus collisions. The NA38 collaboration finds that the N4/(flf + 
ЛГ„) ratio is * 0.1 in O+O and S+Ü collisions at 200 GeV per nucleon in central collisions (Er/A*1* ss 8 
GeV) compared to * 0.03 in p+V collision at 200 GeV proton incident energy, i.e., an increase by roughly 
a factor 3 [16]. The hatched area in fig. 4 represents the empirical range of the Уф/(У^ + Nw) ratio. 
We observe that the model predictions are consistent with the present data. 
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Figure 3. Time evolution of the number of ф, p and 
u> mesons in a fireball initially in the plasma phase. 
The initial volume is V0 = 100 fm1 at a temper
ature of 180 MeV. The curve for the p mesons 
includes all members of the isospin triplet. The 
initial energy per baryon is 4.8 GeV. 

Figure 4. The ratios of effective meson abun-
dances NJ(N, + *„) and H//N. (right ordi
nate) as functions of the energy per baryon de
posited in the fireball. The curve [ф/(р + v)}0+0-
u the ratio of the expected diniuon pair yields. 
The hatched area indicates the boundaries of the 
JV,/(JV> + JV.) ratio for O+U and S+U collisions 
at 200 GeV per nudeon measured by the NA38 
collaboration. 

The relative smallness of the ratio iV*̂ /(JV/ + JV.) in our model is due to the fairly large effective p9 

abundance, which can be traced back to the continuous reproduction of рчппот during the plasma 
life time. This is a characteristic feature of a state close to equilibrium; the decay of the p-mtsons 
is continuously balanced by production processes. Consequently, an enhancement of the effective p9 

abundance would be a sign of equilibration in the hadronic phase, independent of whether a plasma was 
formed initially or not [9, 10, 13]. Basic assumption for this picture is that free hadrons and hadron 
resonances are still the dominant quanta even at the dense matter stage. However, if the properties of 
these resonances change in dense matter [17,18], in particular, if their widths grow, these resonances 
may no longer be visible in the dilepton spectrum, if they decay in the dense matter sone. In that case 
only surface decay processes may survive with about equal decay contributions from p°- and ui-mesons 
because of their similar quark structures and masses. The final state interaction between two pions 
may additionally contribute to the ^-channel. In any case an experimental separation of the dilep
ton yields resulting from these two very similar mesons would be highly desirabi*. It could clarify to 
which extent hadron resonances from the dense matter sone can be observed via the dilepton decay 
with corresponding implications also for the signals from other vector mesons, e.g. from the 7/*-meson. 

6. THE SURFACE EVAPORATION PICTURE 

Complementary to the above scenario where the transition from the quark gluon to the hadronic phase 
takes place in the whole volume is a pure surface evaporation picture. This has been studied in some 
detail {12}, in particular with the intention to explore the possibilities for the formation of longlived 
strange quark-matter droplets (strangelets) [19, 20]. 

Such an evaporation pictures show* some surprising features, fig. S. The particle abundances behave 
quite as expected; the pions being the most abundant particles followed by kaons, nucleons, anti-kaons 
and lambdas. Also, the radius of the glob shrinks. However, the temperature shows an unexpected 



behavioar; the evaporation of partkks dees not 
lend to a cooliag,inteadtW temperature resnaint 
•boat constant «t ^ 150 MeV! TU» peculiar be-
nnvioar can be traced back to the «niirioa of 
baryons (essentially nudeoas) «kick occur« for a fi
nite «aloe of the baryon chemical potential. While 
the esmssion of mesons leads to the expected cool
ing of the droplet, the emission of andeona induces 
an increase ia temperature in most canes. Thus, 
the competition of both processes lends to a limit
ing temperature which the system approaches ir
respective of the initial temperature. At high tem
peratures pion cooling prevails while at low tem
peratures the heating from nucleon emission takes 
over. Only for small values of the bag constant, 
namely for Л"* < 146 MeV for {«,4}чгаагк mat
ter or Btf* < 160 MeV for strange quark matter 
in beta equilibrium, the emission of nucleons can 
also lead to cooling. In these cases, however, the 
quark matter is more bound than the correspond
ing nuclear matter. 

In astropysical processes strangelets can only sur
vive if they are absolutely stable which limits the 
bag constant to £"* < 160 MeV. In heavy ion 
collisions it may be possible to detect straagelets 
also if cold strange quark matter is metastabte, 
i.e., stable with respect to strong interactions, but 
unstable with respect to weak interactions. 

The time-evolution of the quark-giuon plasma 
droplet leads to somewhat longer living droplets 
with a net baryon content At in the range of a cou
ple of percent of the initial baryon number Ai de
pending on the initial temperature T„ strangeness 
fraction / , and bag constant B'1*. The baryon 
and strange quark chemical potentials rapidly ap
proach constant values. The final temperature is 
rather low, so that the evaporation rates are small, 
fig. 6. We note that the evaporation of nucleons is 
still very important and leads to a net strangeness 
per baryon (strangeness fraction) f, = S/A above 
unity for all values of the bag constant. Thus, the 
evaporation of nucleons cannot be neglected, as 
was done in some early calculations[l9]. Our re
sults are, in spite of rather different model assump
tions, in rough agreement with those of Greiner 
and Stöcker [21]. 

Still, the evaporation rates lead to lifetimes of a 
strangelet of mass number A » 10 for Ai ~ 100 
of about r ~ 10~ u seconds, in thi case of V1* = 
180 MeV. An object of such a short life time would 
be very difficult to detect. Thus, only for smaller 
values of the hag constant, £"* < 100 MeV, one 
can expect the strangelets to have sufficiently long 
life times to be directly detectable. 
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Figure 5. Pressure, temperature and radius of 
the decaying glob as well as the number of em-
mitted hadrons as a function of time. The initial 
baryon content is TV« = 36 and the bag constant 
U Bl>* = 235 MeV. 
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Figure 6. The evaporation rates as a function of 
time for an initial temperature of 100 MeV, bag 
constant 180 MeV and sero initial strangeness. 



7. CONCLUSIONS 

The flavour kinetic modX calculations slow that for hadnak probes the kadronisatioa transition 
obscures the view back to the flavour compositioB of the initial plasma phase. The system attains 
near chemical equilibrium, right after thr hadroaisatioa transition and freeses out there at a nearly 
constant temperature just below the transition t'snperature. This is a consequence of the first order 
phase transition assumed ia the model and implies that some yield ratios do not change significantly 
with a change of the initial energy density. The hadrooisation process considered here leads to an 
enhanced production of strangeness. Though quite indirectly, this may signal that a quark gluon 
plasma was formed. However its properties can no longer be iafered from the obtained flavour ratios. 
The calculated ratios of strange to nonstrange particles exceed or are in reasonable agreement with the 
ratios observed in experiments. To extract clearer signals of a plasma phase an increase of the currently 
achieved energy densities is desirable. We have also studied the possible formation of strangelets, i.e., 
cold globs of strange quark matter. We find that in this case the evaporation of nucleons, which has 
been neglected in earlier considerations, is very important. It leads to a heating of the remaining glob, 
Mich th«t it decays within times of less than 1 6 ' s ' seconds. 
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1 Introduction 
In a series of experiments at the AGS (ESO'J. ES"»'). liSli(i). the ESO'J Collaboration lias mea
sured inclusive and semi-inclusive production oi identiiied shargci! particles and two particle 
correlations, with global event characterization, using beams of 1J.ri A ( W / c protons. "'(). 
2 8 Si on targets of Be, AI. Cu. Ag and An. in April and May W>2. a l ; , 7 Au twain of mo
mentum 11.56 A CJeV/c was commissioMed at the B.\'L-A(!S Tandem Complex. Preliminary 
results of measurements from the Hist Aii+Au run will l>e presented as well as a review of 
other selected results. 

2 The detector 
The detecto.[lj consists of a rotatable magnetic spectrometer with charged particle identifi
cation over the momentum range 0.."> < // < 4.7 CleV/e; a Phoswich Array for measurements 
of target rapidity protons of kinetic energy 40-ISO MeV in the polar angular range Л0-
130 degrees; and three event characterization devices: a zero degree calorimeter (Z('AL) 
for detecting the forward energy, the remnants of the projectile after an interaction: a tar
get multiplicity array (TMA) for measurement of the distribution ami nnmlier of charged 

'This nianuw-ripi lias bern рге|>аг»ч1 inulrr contract number DE-A(.'02*"(i('HOOOI6 with die V.S. Depart
ment of Епггцу. 



particles over the full phase space—the pseudorapidity interval -1.2 to 3.1, with nearly full 
azimuthal coverage; and a semicircular array of lead glass Cerenkov counters (PbGl). cov
ering polar angles 9° < 9 < 32°, whose response provides a good measure of the yield of 

д produced particles in the pseudo rapidity interval 1.25 < q < 2.50, "mid-rapidity" for these 
reactions. For the initial run of ES66 with 2*Si and , 9 7 A u beams on an Au target, the az
imuthal coverage of the PbGl was completed, similarly to the first run of E802[2], by the 
addition of a second array of lead glass covering essentially the same polar angular aperture 
on the opposite side of the beam. Following a survey run in the full azimuthal configuration, 
the second array was remove«! and measurements were performed iu the standard Ei>02. E85<) 
geometry[3.4]. The incident rate for the An beam was 20.000 to 60.000 ions per I second 
spill, with 3 second repetition rate. Targets for , a 'Au and **Si beams were 2% interaction 
probability in alt cases. 

l 

3 "Energy Stopping" 
In the spring of 19S7, ESU2 in its standard routiguration—the magnetic spectrometer and 

j half-azimuthal lead glass array—ti»ok data with a w S i beam. Previous to the initial run. 
there was a machine development run in the fall of 1})8(». with a "*0 beam, during which 
a small experiment[2] was performed using components of Ei*02 assembled in a different 
configuration. Most importantly, there was a full azimuth lead glass array covering the 
polar angles 10 to 32 degrees and the wall of the target multiplicity array (TMA) which 
со rend the taint angular intrreel[n]. The results of this first run were striking. To quote 
the presentation at QM'ST [3j, "The Ey0y spectrum [energy response in the lead glass] for 
'"O-r-Au shows a broad plateau, a peak and then a sharp drop-off. The 1 6 0- f ( 'u data also 
show evidence of considerable energy emission, even though the thickness of a C'u nucleus is 

lias me;»- only -- '_'/-{ that of An. It is of particular interest that the [upper] edges of the l 6 0 + ( ' u and 
•o particle '''O-rAu sjn'ctra liecoine virtually identical if thr Си civ** wtion Ы multiilied by a far tor 
tuns. '"'О. of -« (i... The general appearance of the charged particle [multiplicity distributions in the 
in of mo- same angular interval] is similar to that of the £"0-j- spectra. However it is clear that the 
reliminary high-multiplicity edge of the "O-rAu distribution extends well beyond that of , hO-M'ii, in 
review of со и traft to the btharior of thr £-"<yr spectra." 

We called this observation "energy stopping" and we could understand the different l»e-
havior of the multiplicity and lead glass array spectra as l»eiiig due to the different responses 
of the two detectors to protons—the lead glass detector is only sensitive to relativist!«- par
ticles. ,i > O.S. while the multiplicity counter was sensitive to all charged particles. To 
quote the conclusions in reference [5J, "The observation that the maximum energy emitted 
in , 6 0 + ( - u collisions [into our detector] is essentially the same as iu '*0+Aii collisions shows 
that the u 4 ) projectiles [at AGS energies] can be sufficiently stopped in i'u so that pion 
emission effectively ceases. The cross sections near the maximum observed £J ( >T r a n I** , | u " 
derstood by simple geometrical arguments if it is assumed that only a few nucleou-nucleon 

' interactions are required to exhaust the energy of the iuccming nucleoli. Surprisingly, the 
i largei p+Au £ T O T spectrum can be used to reconstruct the entire "4)+Au and , d O+('u spectra, 

I'.S. [Vjtari- which lends further support to this argument. The charged particle multiplicity distribu
tions are qualitatively different from the Eyiyr spectra of produced particles at AGS energies. 

le identifi-
iMiretneiits 
range Л0-



This difference is attributed to pro»ons of [kinetic] energy from 30 to 400 MeV, which can 
be easily knocked out of a nucleus even if the projectile energy is too low to produce pions". 

4 Indications of "Stopping" in p+A reactions 
Another indication of "stopping" appeared in the earliest p+A data from the standard half-
aperture lead glass array. Preliminary results were presented in QM'87[3], and these were 
remeasured and verified[4]. The observed energy spectra in the lead glass E^*A for proton 
interactions in Be, ('. Al, Си and Au targets are virtually the same shape for all the targets. 
This is again consistent with the presumption of the projectile losing most of its energy 
in the first few interactions at AGS energies, and is in marked contrast to the behavior of 
Ej spectra at central rapidity at CERN[6], where the p+A spectra clearly show a multiple 
interaction effect with incre«4sing target nuclear-thickness. 

A similar effect was observe«! in E802 spectrometer ineasi. .*eineiits[7) of charged pioii 
production,"* A gradual increase of dn/dy for /%* + per projectile muleon is observed from 
p+Be to p+Au to central Si+An collisions, while pions show no significant increase." More 
recent measurements of JT* production in proton interactions with Be. Cu and Au targets[S) 
show another startling effect at AGS energies (see figures 1,2): every one of the measured 
values of dn/dy for x+ and r~ in p+Au is lower than the corres|>ouding measurement for 
p+Cu in the rapidity range I).*) to 2.7. Again this appears to be in marked contrast to the 
classical NA"» measurements ítt CFHN ener«ie>[«)]. but the precision of the classical CERN 
data would need to lie improved within 1 unit* of beam rapidity to really address this issue. 

5 Preliminary results from Au-f A a collisions 
Preliminary results[U>] from the fuli aperture lead «hiss array are shown as Ef spectra in 
figure \ for Si + Al and Si+Au at M.n.\ (!f\';V and Au+Au at ll.fi.A G e V / c The data are 
ail taken within a I week jieriod so that there j> negligible (< l Vi) relative scale error among 
the curves. Particularly striking for tbe An+Au data is the long sloping plateau and the 
relatively rounded edge which are morc-or-less ,i simple consequence of the nuclear geometry. 
The exact shape and position of tin* upper edge are dependent on the collision dynamics. 
This is being further investigated. Preliminary attempts tu estimate the increase in the 
tipper edge of the Aii+Au spectra relative to the Si+A! and Si+Au by simply rescaliug the 
energy of the latter s|»ertra are shown in ligure I. There is roughly -!.•"> times as much energy 
response in the lead glass aperture for Au+Au compared to Si+Au, which is somewhat 
("» 20%) higher than predicted by a variety of models, but. not obviously indicative of a new 
qualitative effect. 

The preliminary results from the E>U2 spectioiiie»er[ll] are rather more spectacular. In 
figure 5. the itu/dy of protons from Si+Al and Au+Au central collisions are shown. The 
actual measurements are for rapidity less than 2. while for rapidity greater than 2 the points 
are reflections of the measurements about the symmetry point, y*; v . Note that the centrality 
ruts are slightly different for the two cases, being roughly 4% of the interaction cross section, 
measured in the Zero Degree Calorimeter (Z('AL), for Au+Au, and the upper 7% of the 
charged multiplicity (TMA) distribution for Si+Al. The dn/dy distribution of protons from 
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Si+AI still shows a dip a t central rapidity with a tendency to rise toward the projectile 
and target rapidities. However, the distribution again begins to fall near the projectile and 
target rapidities, resulting in a peak of the distribution near у ~ 1 unit of rapidity, which 
indicates that the uucieons have been pushed towards the center-of-mass by the interactions. 
The dn /dy distribution of protons from Au+Au collisions shows no peak near у — I, but 
appears to be monotically increasing away from the projectile and target rapidities and 
towards the center-of-mass. If the distribution were indeed peaked at y^f , this would be 
an unambiguous indication of stopping in the real sense—the protons would be "completely 
stopped", i.e. at rest, in the center-of-mass of the collision. Clearly, the Au+Au data are 
consistent with "real" stopping over the range where the measurements could be performed 
(backwards of 20 degrees). The particle density forward of 20 degrees is too high for the old 
E802 spectrometer, as expected, and a new forward spectrometer is being built. 

After nearly six years of indirect evidence, it is rewarding to begin to see directly the 
effects of "nuclear stopping" at the AGS. 
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Abstract 
NA44 ш a teamé ntatratioa si ии1ши1, oftJsMW* far the study 

ofidMtitkdnafkawltwopvtkkélrtribwtkMfttmM-raaiaity. TW 
spettroeneter is a fofsaiaf spsttronutsr, a desbjn which oatjarieas 

Hif>st»UstksaCawst«dlMofa«taas^tWcsndatioafaBctio^D«U 
oa the following subjects wffl bt discussed 

• lowptealwKcintattep+PlaadA + Adata. 
• t+w+ corrtUtioBS bom S + Pb oaffiakas at 200 GeV/c per au-

deoB 
• KK correlatioas 
• maltidimeMMNul analysis 

and 
• the resonance influence on the condatiom inaction as simnlated 

by the Fritiof-Spacer model. 

1 Introduction 
NA44 is a second generation experiment, optimised for the study of iden
tified single and two particle distributions at mid-rapidity. Last year here 
in Budapest we bad a lot of discussions on the reasons to the anorootous 
low pt enhancement seen in thn>NA34 and NA35 experiments. The NA44-
experiment is designed to measure identified particles at low pi having accep
tance down to 'negative' pt and it will be shown that there is no anomolous 
low p» production in our p + Pbat AA data as compared to p + Be data. 

The spectrometer is a focussing spectrometer, a design which optimizes 
the acceptance for pairs of particles with small momentum difference. This 
allows small statistical uncertainties in the two particle correlation function 
in the region of the signal from Bose-Einstein correlations. These small 
statistical errors demand good control of the systematic errors. Corrections 
will be described in detail. Additionally, a Coulomb correction generated by 
integration of Coulomb waves (1) will be applied, in place of the more common 
but less accurate Gamow correction. The high statistics allow a study of the 
shape of the correlation function. A Gaussian parameterization is frequently 
applied to fit two particle correlation functions [2], however an exponential 



distribution could arise due to partide production dynamics sum as string» 
breaking or decay of resonances. Most previous studies have integrated over 
the transverse momentum of tbe mesons and analysed the condation in tbe 
four-momentum difference of the two particles. This procedure is followed 
here to obtain a basis for comparison. Some simulations are presented which 
show thai this way to present theditsswminot to be very informative on the 
reaction mechanism, kaon pairs and high Pt psoas are better choices. Some 
preliminary results on the correlation between kaon pairs will be presented, 
Preliminary results are given from a multi-dimensional analyses which are 
more sensitive to dynamics of tbe reactions. ' 

2 Experiment Setup 
The experimental layout is shown in Fig. 1.' There are three dipok magnets 
and three quadrupoles; the first two dipoles select the momentum and the last 
one is used for momentum calibration, while the quadrupoles are configured 
in such a way that the momentum of the particle is strongly correlated with 
the position on hodoscope # 1. Only one charge state can be detected 
in the spectrometer at one time. The momentum range selected by the 
spectrometer covers a band of ± 20% at its nominal momentum setting 
(Лют)- Consequently, the 4 GeV/c setting accepts tracks in the momentum 
range 3.2 < P < 4.8 GeV/c. Tbe angular coverage is approximately -0.3 to 
4.5 degrees in the horizontal and ±0.3 degrees in the vertical plane. 

The beam rate and tiroe-of-flight start signal are determined using two 
systems: a Cherenkov beam count**, labeled BCX, and a scintillating optical 
fiber hodoscope, labeled BCF. The intrinsic time resolution of the scintillat
ing fiber array is about 85 ps, while for the Cherenkov beam counter it is 
about 35 ps. A forward calorimeter is available for triggering on missing en
ergy. A silicon multiplicity detector is used to measure the charged particle 
distribution with 2* acceptance in the pseudorapidity range 1.5 < о < 3.3. 
Finally, a forward scintillator (labeled To) is used as a trigger device, to 
signal "minimum bias" events (at least one minimum ionizing particle) or 
"central" events, for which the particle multiplicity recorded in To is large. 
Our so-called minimum bias data still contain a bias toward small impact pa
rameters due to tbe requirement of finding two particles in the spectrometer 
acceptance. The events with tbe lowest multiplicities in the silicon detector 



have been excluded during the offline analyses in ocder to «паше that the 
empty target contribution is negligible. 

In tbe spectrometer are three highly segmented scintillator hodoscopea, 
named HI, H2 and H3, divided into vertical slats 50,60, and 50, respectively. 
PhotomuHiplier tubes are mounted on either end of the slats to ̂ m t i f the 
time-of-fiight resolution, and to alio« determination of the y-position of each 
particle using tbe time difference between top and bottom. 

Tbe analysis presented here uses only the time measured on H3 for partidé 
identification with a time resolution of approximately 100 ps. The Cberenkov 
detectors are used for differentiation between я-, К and p (Cj, freon It at 1.3 
and 3.0 atmospheres) and to separate e and ж (Cj, nitrogen/neon mixture at 
atmospheric pressure). They are implemented in the trigger in either "veto* 
or "require" mode, or used in the offline analyses. 

The strength of tbe two independent systems for particle identification is 
illustrated by Fig. 2. A good separation of the different particle species is 
obtained. 

The wire chambers, labeled MWPC #1 through MWPC #4 , are used 
for momentum calibration in conjunction with dipole # 3. The Uranium 
calorimeter, U-Sc Calorimeter, which was not used in this analysis, allows 
identification of e,*, and /i. 

3 Single Particle Measurements 
The single particle inclusive spectra presented here are from the following 
measurements: 

Minimum bias 450 GeV p + Be -»(**,ff*,p,p) + X, 
Minimum bias 450 GeV p + Pb— (**,#*,?,£) + X, 
Central 200 AGeV S + S ~> (**, A'*,p,p) + X, and 
Central 200 AGeV S + Pb -»(*•*,K*,p,p) + X, 
The data are preliminary, and they do not constitute the entire sample 

obtained. These runs were at the nominal 8 GeV/c setting. The kaons and 
protons arc detected simultanously. The contamination of p and p by /f+and 
K~, respectively, is no more than 1%. Tbe contamination of K* and K- by 
ж* and t" is less than 5%. All other forms of contamination are negligible. 
The single particle momentum resolution is (aft,aPr,afl) - (10,10,15) in 
units of MeV/c. Tbe cross sections presented here have been corrected for 
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geometrical acceptance, r-construction efficiency; and decay. The acceptance 
for ж, К and p at the nominal 4 GeV/c and SGeV/c settings is shown in Fig. 
3a and b. The acceptance and reconstruction corrections are generated using 
Monte Carlo simulation; the systematic uncertainties might be relatively 
large as the analysis is still in an early stage. 

The inclusive spectri 21р.£& *°* у * " о и * P*rtkles emitted from central 
S+S and central S+Pb collisions are plotted versus p» in Fig. 4. The error 
bars are only due to statistical uncertainties. The shape of the spectrum 
for the positively charged particle is the same as for the negatively charged 
particle. The ratio — is about 1, the ratio j£r is about 2 and the ratio 
' around 10. These ratios are reproduced by a simulation using RQMD ( 
see talk by Schőnfeld in these proceedings) over our acceptance, however a 
similar simulation with the old FRITIOF version ( the ancestor to the one 
described by Gustafson in these proceedings) have all these ratios equal to 
about 1. 

Last year here in Budapest we had a lot of discussions on the reasons to 
the anomolous low pt enhancement seen in the NA34 and NA35 experiments 
[3, 4]. The NA44-experiment is specially designed to measure this effect 
having acceptance down to 'negative' pt. It is clear that there is no low p, 
rise in the p+Pb or AA data as compared tj> p+Bc data, see Fig S. It should 
be noted thai the 8 GeV setting is forward in central rapidity, while these 
other experiments contain data at lower rapiuities and over large ranges of 
rapidity. 

4 Two particle data analysis 
The data sample, Ä(fc|, Jtj), contains 227,000 reconstructed x+ pairs from S 
+ Pb collisions at 200 GeV/c per nucleon. The single particle acceptance 
curve is shown Fig. 3a, and spans a rapidity range from 3. to 4, and a Pt 

range from 0. to 0.4 GeV/c. The lead target thickness was 2mn. i.e. 1% 
of an interaction length. There was no centrality (low impact parameter) 
requirement in this data sample. However the two particle trigger itself 
favours central events. 

Tracks are reconstructed from hit positions on the three hodoscopes, with 
pattern recognition constrained by straight line trajectories after the mag* 
nets. The \ l in the vertical direction provides additional track quality infor-



mation. Partides are identified by cuts on the Cherenkov pulse height* and 
the time-of-flight. Contamination of »ж pairs by *K was estimated to be 
less than 2%. Pairs with neighbouring hits on the horoscopes are not used 
in this data, sample to avoid the possibility of two trade reconstructed from 
a single particle. The $ , , resolution for two particles is 13 MeV and bins of 
•ize 10 MeV/c are employed for the correlation study. 

The raw correlation function is determined using 

C*Uklkt) = %&& (1) 
В(кикг) ' 

where the "real distribution" /?(*i, £*) is the distribution of the relative mo
mentum, and the "background distribution" £(*i,*j) is constructed from 
tracks mixed randomly from all events contained in R(ki,kt). The back
ground distribution is generated as follows: For each event in А(&1,&з), 10 
pairs of events are selected randomly to form the background pairs. In each 
case, one of the particles in each of these events are selected randomly to 
constitute a new "event" for the B(kuk%) distribution. As in constructing 
the real distribution, events from B(kt, кг) are rejected when the tracks have 
neighbouring hits on the hodoscopes. Thus the effects of the loss of close-by 
pairs cancel for the two-particle correlaticn. There are 1,903,000 events in 
the background sample which is normalized to 227,000 events. Consequently, 
the statistical error is dominated by the real distribution. 

This event mixing technique is equivalent to creating background pairs 
from the single particle spectrum arising from the real pairs, 

S(*0«£/K*1.£) (2) 

В[кхМ) = В{к\)®В&) (3) 

B(kx,k~i) will be treated as created from the single particle spectrum B(kt) 
for the discussion of the HBT analysis in the following sections. 

A distortion of the background sample is present compared to the ideal 
uncorrected two-particle spectrum due to the effect of the two-particle cor
relations on the single particle spectrum (5]. The correct single-particle spec
trum can be obtained by use of the observed correlations and the two-particle 



spectrum, 

where CSPC is the fitted two-particle correlations corrected for the distortion 
of the single particle spectrum. Since it is not possible to know the two-
particle correlations in advance, an iterative procedure is needed to find the 
two-particle correlations and the uncorrdated single particle spectmm. The 
initial single particle spectrum, Bgpc(kt) is taken from the two particle event 
sample. 

Л 5 ю ( < ) - £ « < . £ ) . ( 5 ) 

F + 1 (* . . £ ) = *&?(*!) x F 5 f c ( 6 ) (7) 

cSfert.ft--Srfi ( 8 ) 

with i = 0,1 • • •» where #5/>c(*i) is the •ingle-particle reference sample cre
ated from the r+*+ data set corrected with the two-particle correlations, 
C'gpc, calculated from the last iteration, and В*(к\,кг) is the two-particle 
reference sample created from the corrected single-particle reference sample, 
£jpc(*i)- CSPC is well represented by a Gaussian distribution, 

Cspcfa.) = Ml + » « » ( - i t ) ) W 

and this was used in the iterative procedure, finally, the correction factor, 
KSPC, is calculated as 

*»»<•->-ftá <10» 
with B'iqinv) from the final iteration. 

The procedure is similar to the approach jn [6]. With Monte Carlo sim
ulations, the results converge to the input parameters within four or five 
iterations. When this correction is applied to the experimental data, the re
sults converge inside the experimental statistical error within four iterations. 



This technique conecta tbe distortion; of tbe angle particle spectrum da* 
to tbe two-particle oombtion of tbe partidéi that are ia tbe arrant••€» 
of tbe detectors, although h doaa aoi СвЦу coned the dietoxtioa dee to the 
correlations with partidéi outside the acceptara We estimate this to bare 
only a «mall effect on the single partidé spectrum. 

Tbe measured two-partide correlations (1) ate related to tbe tree corre
lation by 

C«rr(*i,£) = < W * b £ ) x Ksec&X) x L ^ 4 ^ ) (11) 

where Jfrjvt*!* *a) correct» for the distortion of tbe single partidé apectram 

the two-particle spectrum by tbe momentum resolution and the two-partide 
acceptance of the detectors. y

 u r , , is calculated from tbe known геюга-
tion of the spectrometer. All three corrections, #f«ai (see below), Ksrc and 
иия*пш»(щ depend on the source size and tbe fitting results, so an iterative 
approach is required. 

For * + pairs, the two-particle correlations arise from two different ori
gins, the Coulomb interaction and tbe Bose-Einstein effect In order to get 
the Bőse-Einstein correlation, С«?, should furthermore be corrected by tbe 
Coulomb interaction. 

(ЯМЫ) = С^&Л) x КыЛ&А), (12) 
where Cffffa is tbe Bose-Einrtein correlations of the experimental data and 
Kc—i is the correction for the Coulomb interaction. K^ и calculated by 
using Coulomb wavefunction integration [1] which is more accurate than the 
standard Gamow correction. It is not possible to use the Coulomb wave-
function integration exactly for tbe exponential parameterization due to the 
divergence of the integration of the Fourier transform of the exponential 
function, hence, the integration for the exponential parameterization of the 
source distribution is calculated with tbe Gaussian source model. 

The different correction factors are shown in Figure 6. The total correc
tion factor, Fig. 7a, is applied to tbe C/u.(w) distribution, Fig. 7b. Only 
statistical errors are shown on Fig. 7b. Figures 8a and 8b show the fully 
corrected data with statistical and systematic errors added ia quadrature. A 
conservative estimate of the systematic errors makes our data still not very 
sensitive to the detailed shape of the correlation at low $«•• 



Parameterization Normalisation A * _ № > ) X 5 / « « 
Gaussian 0.800 ± 0.002 0.46 ±0.04 4.50 ±0.31 18.1/16 

exponential 0.794 ±0.004 0.77 ±0.08 3.54 ±0.33 12.0/16 
Table 1: Fitting results of Gaussian and exponential parameterisations. 

The Coulomb correction applies to the particle» originating in tbe inter» 
action volume, while there are some fraction of pions in our sample which 
come from decays of relatively long-lived resonances such as the n, or from 
the small number of tracks from ж-ц decay which pass reconstruction. The 
Coulomb correction should ideally be reduced appropriately, but since we 
know it only from event generators with poor accuracy, we do not correct 
for it but allow for a systematic error. We allow also for an uncertainty in 
the effective integration of the Coulomb correction over the rapidly varying 
event population in that bin. 

We do not consider screening effect« due to particles of opposite charges 
in a high particle density environment. Such effects might influence the 
Coulomb correction considerably, cp [8]. 

4.1 ж+зг+ results 
Two different functions are used for fitting, witb 

СЙЙГЧ*..) = A(l + Aexp(-o?jO) (И) 
for the Gaussian parameterization and 

СЯЫчиш) * /4(1 + A e x p í - ? í f t w / U ) ) (14) 

for the exponential parameterization. Tbe fitted parameters are listed in 
Table 1 and shown together with the data in Figure 8 where a renormalization 
to the fitting result has been applied, i.e. tbe data are divided by the factor 
A in eq. 13 and 14. 

If the standard Gamow correction is used instead of tbe Coulomb wave-
function correction applied here, tbe resulting parameters for tbe Gaussian 
fit are A m 0.52 ± 0.04; /fc* * 4.12 ± 0.20 Cm. 

Tbe Gaussian fit is the most convenient means of comparison with other 
experiments and models. Tbe value in Table 1 is much larger than that 



obtained in experimenU on hadion collisions, consistent with the picture 
that we are measuring a geometrical effect related to the large dmienskmof 
a nuclear system. However it must be noted that Я», is not a direct measure 
of a physical sue as it also contains a time component. We note that there 
is not much change bom the A « , observed in collisions of silicon projectiles 
at the lowei energies of the AGS p] , and thwconctode that there is no mom 
evidence for a large expansion of a pioo gas before frame out at our high 
energy than at AGS. 

It is possible that the actual shape of the correlation is neither exponential 
nor Gaussian. The correlations as a function of «*» may reflect lrinemati-
cal effects arising from the spectrometer acceptance. Pious arising from the 
decay of resonances effectively add a pion source with a longer lifetime and 
populate the correlation function at small «A*, modifying the shape to ap
pear more exponential. Strong final state interactions will also influence the 
correlation measured. The overall strength of the correlation, reflected in the 
lambda parameter, is lowered by pions from long-lived resonances (eg. n) 
as they have no Bőse-Einstein correlation effect with the promptly emitted 
pions. 

4.2 К К results 
In the same way we have made a preliminary analysis of K+K+ and K'K" 
correlations. The study of systematic errors are going on and here only the 
statistical errors are used. The Figure 9a and 9b show clearly that the that 
the K+K* and X'K~ correlations are 

• equally well descibed by a Gaussian or exponential form 

• very similar to each other, indicating a similar production mechanism 
even though the K+s are more frequent than the K~* 

• are much wider in 4 w than the ж* ж* correlation 

We note that even for К К pairs there is not much change from the Яш 
observed in collisions of silicon projectiles at the lower energies of the AGS 

We will see in next section that these features are reproduced by FRITIOP-
SPACER simulations. 



5 On the resonance influence on the corre
lation function 

Ifoet particles we measure in high energy interactions are decay products 
bom particle resonances like f, Д,ьг,#Г*,& etc, By kinematics tbe decay 
products, pions and kaoos, receive a relativer/ low p*. We have even seen 
recent papers explaining a low ft enhancement in some measurements by 
this mechanism, see last years proceedingi of this workshop. By measuring 
HBT for different pi ranges we might be able to estimate a resonance effect 
on HBT from real data. 

Here I report on a small study using FMTIOF+SPACER simulating S+S 
interactions at 200 AGeV/c Particle pairs are selected at у«, ж 0 and the 
Prdependence is analysed for ** and К К pairs for 2 different cases 

i)only directly produced particles ,ie no decays 
ii)witb decays, ie more particles are around 
The correlation functions are calculated using Coulomb waves adding 

strong interactions (strong interactions are however only sufficiently known 
for жк case), correcting tbe result with the standard Gamow factor. 

Tbe correlation function is fitted to a Gaussian form, eq. 13, or an expo
nential form, eq. 14. 

5.1 7ПГ results 
Exponential forms describe well the calculated correlation function when 
the resonances are allowed to decay. The radius parameter, J^*,, show a 
pronounced prdependence, see Figure 10a. Without decays the correlation 
is much wider at lowest p t , having no exponential form but a Gaussian. The 
shape turns exponential at higher pt, approaching the case with decays. 

We tee that the decay mechanism has a large impact on the form of tbe 
correlation function at p* lower than 500 MeV/c. 

As an exercise I calculated the correlation function simply in a plane wave 
approximation and found quite similar results. 

i 



5.2 К К пшик* 
Gaawáaa forms decribe weD the calculated cooelatioa function for* larger 
than 280 lfeV/c and the oxidation function show ao strong pt daaendence, 
Figure 10b. 

Plane wave appwnrimation gives t e n the aaaae J^—, aa the aappoaaaV 
mote accurate calculation with fíonhnnb waana and Gamow fwiarfww Do* 
caya play a role below 300 l feV/c 

5.3 Summary 
The ** correUtion is strongly influnnnrd by decaying waonsncrs at low j%, 
whereas the KK сопеЫкт » mediate influenced. The mean rc correlation 
over our accepUnce might thus not to be very informative, b^ng mostly due 
to decaying resonances (as all other experiments). 

Shapes and widths are different for К К and mr condatione, as in опт 
data. 

The study indicates that oar interest should be emphasised towards mea
surements with pt larger than 300 MeV/c 

6 Results from a multidimensional analysis 
The conditions to apply the thermodynamical language ate supposedly ful
filled in heavykm collisions: they constitute large systems, aa compared to 
the scale of strong interactions, consisting of many interacting particles and 
the systems reach possibly equilibrium. The collision axis denned by the 
beam direction plays a special role at high energy, where the collisions ex
hibit a longitudinal reiativisttc flow. In intensity interferometry the different 
components of the momentum difference q carries specific information on 
the space-time development of the interaction. The longitudinal component 
font pictures the longitudinal relativistk flow, the transversal component 
qtr»ni depends on the transversal size and the time when the particles were 
produced. The meaning of the correlation in the transveral component is eas
ier to interprete when it is decomposed into two orthogonal directions, the 
outward direction and the sideward direction. In the outward direction the 
two particles are emitted in the same transversal direction and differs only in 



Particles А RÍ—в (fai) Дмя« (fal) 
* • * • 0.»±0.02 4.4 ±0.2 3.9 ±0.2 
K+k* 1.1 ±0,1 2Я±0.2 2.2 ±0.2 к-к- 1.4 ±0.2 2.8 ±02 2.1 ±0.2 

Table 2: Results of two-dimensional fitting, Eq. 15. 

transversal energy. The transversal sideward component of «, ^-,- j r Yr[ car
ries geometrical information only whereas the outward component, Í W M Í W | , 
includes also the time information. By comparing these two components of 
the correlation we can draw conclusions on the time scale during which the 
particles were emitted. 

It is thus much more informative to perform multidimensional fits of the 
correlation function. 

Analysing our *•«•• data from S + Pb collisions by Eq. 15 we get the 
results in Table 2. The longitudinal and transversal radii seem to be equal 
and a factor 2 larger for pions than for kaons. In the scetched picture above 
this implies that the Icaons are produced in the central part of the interaction 
region. 

C(«to-,,«V.«)« A x (1 + A e x p ( - o ^ i ^ , ) e x p ( - c i . . X , , J ) (15) 

Eq. 16 was used to find the results of Table 3. The similarity of &,.„,«, 
with Rtrtm^u, indicates that the pions are produced during a short time, 
order 1 fm/c, comparable to the decay time of standard resonances. 

C{qien,,4tr*n,*tu,qtT*n.*4*) = Ax (1 + A e x p f - ^ i l ^ ) 
x exp(—Ч»»п»*шуЧг*1и*м) 

xwpí-í?^,**/*?™«.*,)) (16) 

7 Summary and outlook 
The presentation today is meant to give you a flavour of what information 
you can expect from our experiment during next yean, how we extract it 



Partidé* A üteme (fa») Я м м л ! № • ) fftMM.wfc ( í m ) 
* • * • 0.56 ±0.06 4.7 ±0.4 44 ± 0 2 4.4 ±1.1 

Table 3: Re»ulU of thiee-diineoeoeal fittio«, Eq. 16. 

and its accnracy. The accuracy will not be limited by statistics, as most 
other analysis, but on possible uncertainties in the corrections. We need 
f x ex better calculations of the Coulomb etects and better handles of the 
resonance influences. The features of the results so far are in accordance with 
simulations of standard models. » 

Wehavenoi»d>Ufc<>iialywofprotc«cdlttionswithbef^um,subjhnr 
and lead targets and of sulphur collisions with sulphur and lead targets. 
These data are now being analysed and we will systematicaly compare all 
these data sets in the view of reaching a better understating of the coUisions 
and our tool the intensity interferometry. When the lead beam comes up at 
CERN we will be ready for lead on lead collisions. 
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EDGEWORTH EXPANSION OF 

BOSE-EINSTEIN CORRELATION FUNCTIONS' 

S. Hegyi and T. Csörgő 
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ABSTRACT 

A systematic study of the shape of Bose-Einstein correlation functions is pre

sented. The emphasis is made on the characterization of the degree of deviation 

from the pure Gaussian in terms of the cumttiant moments higher than the second. 

The Edgeworth expansion of the correlation functions is shown to be well suited to 

measure how the non-Gaussian terms influence the extracted fitting parameters. As 

an illustjjative example the AFS and NA44 data for C'i(Qinv) are analysed. It is 

fonnd that the third and fourth cumulants have nonvanishing contribution to the 

shape of the correlation functions. 

" Contribution to the Budapest workshop on Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions, 

Budapest, August 10-13. 1992. Supported by HNSF under grant No. F4019. 



Bose-Einstein correlations (or boson interferometry, Hanbury-Brown Twiss effect) 

provide a unique tool for measuring the space-time characteristics of hadronic pro

cesses. In recent years there is a renewed interest in the Bose-Einstein correlation 

measurements because of the possibility of observing a characteristic signature of the 

Quark-CIuon Plasma formation, namely, the expected long (as 10 fm/c) duration of 

the pion production process, [1,2,3]. In the QGP phase the initial entropy density 

is very large compared to the hadrouic degrees of freedom which results in a long 

lifetime and a long duration of the evaporation of pions. The recent N A35 and N A44 

correlation data show that the side- and outwards radii are approximately equal in 

central 200 A-GeV S + Au collision» [4,5]. This result indicates a vanishing duration 

of the pion emission process in current heavy-ion experiments. 

It is of particular importance how precise and well founded are the methods of 

extracting the source parameters from the shape of the Bose-Einstein correlation 

functions. The quantitative information (longitudinal and transverse source size, life

time, the fraction of coherently produced particles) are obtained by fitting a preferred 

formula (usually a Gaussian or an exponential) to the measured correlation function 

and estimating the errors of the fit parameters. Recently it has been claimed that the 

dominant source of uncertainty in determining the fit parameters is the assumed func

tional form of the correlation function rather than the size of the available data sample. 

The intercept parameter A is particularly sensitive to the chosen parametrization. A 

factor of two or three between a Gaussian and an exponential intercept parameter 

corresponding to the same correlation data is not uncommon in HBT analysis [6] but 

usually both values have only a few percent statistical errors. Since Л is related to the 

degree of incoherence of the emitted particles this ambiguity in its determination is a 

serious problem. We have tried to resolve it by studying the shape of Bose-Einstein 

correlation functions through their с и mu lant moments. 



Although in some measurements [7,8] systematic deviations have been observed 

from the Gauss-shaped correlation function, possibly the departure is not substantial 

and can be treated in & perturbative manner according to 

C2[Q) - X = lCf(Q) - ЛП • (I + <h(Q) + *««?) + . . . ] . (1) 

Here Cf(Q) is the Gaussian two-pion correlation function 

(?((?) = Л'[1 + Аехр(-(?аА*)1. (2) 

with Я denoting an overall normalization factor and Q denoting the relative momen

tum of the pion-pairs and the functions 4>„(Q) represent the effect of the higher-order 

(n > 2) cumulaut moments which are vanishing for the pure Gaussian. We propose 

to utilize the Edgeworth expansion of the Bose-Einstein correlation fuuctiuns tu char

acterize the degree of deviation from the Gaussian in the above manner. Assuming 

that the non-Gaussian terms higher than the fourth are negligible the Edgeworth 

expansion of Cj{Q) suitable to fit the data takes the form 

Ct(Qi) =Ar[l+ Л' ехр(-**/2)] • (1 + tf3(x) к,/3! + H4{x) «.,/4! ]. (3) 

where x = y/2Q/ • Я/. Here the invariant four-inoiueittuiu difference of the piou-pair 

is denoted by Q/ which is the conjugate variable to the invariant source size Ä/, while 

Л" is again an overall normalization factor, Kti is the cuniuhiiit moment of order n and 

//„(/) =exp(x72) ( - j \ ex,»(-.r2/-') (4) 

is the n-th Hermite polynomial. The first few of them are 

//,(*) = / * - ! (5) 

Я4(.г) = х 4 - 6 / ' + 3 . 



Because only the Hermite polynomials of odd order are vanishing at the origin the 

intercept parameter and its statistical error for Eq. (3) modify to 

А = А*-[1 + к«/8] and 6*\ = 62\т + (кщ&У + Х'6к<)г/6А. (6) 

We have analysed three data samples in order to estimate the influence of the 

non-Gaussian terms on the shape of CJ(QI): the AFS minimum bias and jet data as 

well as the NA44 preliminary data. We have also fitted these data samples also with 

an exponential form 

C*(G/) = A' i l+Aexp(-Q,Ä/) ] , (7) 

which was shown to yield much higher intercept values [7,8,9] than the Gaussian fit 

for the same data. E.g. in case of the AFS minimum bias data, the intercept for the 

exponential parameterization is more than five standard deviation larger, than the 

corresponding value from a Gaussian fit. 

For these data samples, we have applied the rhisquare method to determine the 

fit parameters and their errors. For the AFS data samples, we have also applied the 

Principle of Maximum Likelihood technique in the fitting procedure to check that 

whether our results agree with the published results of ref. [7,8] or not. We have 

found agreement. For the NA44 data, we have used the chisquare$nethod only, since 

the background distribution was not available. 

Our results are summarized in tables I- HI. Observe, that the intercept values 

for the Edgeworth expansion are in between the intercept values for the exponential 

and the Gaussian parameterization and they are closer to the exponential intercepts. 

The exponential invariant sourer sizes are larger than either the Gaussian or the 

Edgeworth values. The errors on the intercepts as well as on the invariant radii are 

about the same in rase of the Edgewortli expansion and exponential parametrizatious, 



while it seems that the Gaussian estimates for the parameter errors are significantly 

smaller than the errors resulting form either the exponential or the EHgeworth fits. 

Our results indicate, that a significant deviation from the pure Gaussian shape is 

present in each investigated data samples. This reveals itself in non-vanishing third 

ard fourth order cumulant moments. Even in the case of a sharp peak at low Q/ 

(AFS minimum bias data) the deviation from a pure Gaussian shape can be handled 

in a perturbative manner involving only a few terms. 

The measured Bose-Einstein correlation functions usually contain a number of 

non-ideal effects ( resonance contribution, dynamical correlations, background gener

ation etc.) which are hard to include in theoretical parametrizations. This is the .natu 

reason why we propose to utilize the Edgeworth expansion for model-independent 

Bose-Einstein analysis. 
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TABLES 

In case of the Edgeworth expansion, the intercept parameter Л was calculated 

from eq. (6). 

TABLE I. Correlation Fnnction Parameters for'AFS minimum bias data 

Edgeworth Gauss Exponential 

Л 0.73 ± 0.05 0.46 ± 0.02 Э.Я4 ± 0.04 

Ä/ 14 0.83 ± 0.04 0.76 ±0.03 1.20 ± 0.07 

«3 0.85 ±0.11 - -

с* 0.46 ±0.17 - •-

Xя 0.69 ± 0.05 - -

\*/NDF 46.7/34 = 1.3) 92.9/36 s 2.58 50.0/36 =1.39 

TABLE II. Correlation Functio °» ameters for AFS jet data 

Edgeworth Gauss Exponential 

Л 0.7010.11 0.40 ± 0.03 0.77 ± 0.07 

Я/ (ím) 0.90 ±0.10 0.81 ± 0.05 1.32 ± 0.13 

сз 0.85 ± 0.18 -

СА 0.45 ± 0.28 -

А" 0.67 ± 0.10 ' -

X-IHDF 29.1/34*0.85 43.7/36 s 1.21 28.3/36*0.79 



TABLE Ol. Correlation Function Parameters for NA44 preliminary data 

Edgewortn Gauss Exponential 

Л 0.54 ± 0.09 0.46 ± 0.04 0.77 ± 0.08 

Я/14 3.84 ± 0.54 4.51 ± 0.32 7.08 db 0.62 

«3 0.26 ± 0.28 
* 

-

с* 1.41 ± 0.69 - -

А* 0.46 ± 0.08 - -

Xl/NDF 11/1.1=0.« 18/15=1.2 12/15=0.80 
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Abstract 
Global characteristics of hh, hA and AA collisions at SPS, RHIC and 

LHC energies are examined within the Monte-Carlo String Fusion Model 
(SFM). The possible influence of the string fusion on the basic features 
of relativistic heavy-ion collisions, is studied. Particularly, in A A interac
tions at ultra-relativistic energies, string fusion can lead to a reduction of 
multiple production with relative enhancement of the baryon component. 

1 Introduction 
The main goal of modern heavy ion experiments is to study the hot, dense, strongly 
interacting matter and to reveal the distinct signature of Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP). 
Particularly, strangeness enhancement is considered to be one of the most impressive 
manifestations of QGP and models based on assumptions without QGP, enable us to 
estimate the background to the QGP signal. 

Global features of particle production in high energy heavy-ion collisions seem 
to be described quite we!! within Monte Carlo models [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] making use 
of the independent decays of color strings. However, the careful inspection reveals 
several discrepancies between experimental spectra [7, 8) and the predictions of the 
models. First of all such models fail to reproduce the strange particle abundance at 
SPS energies, especially the strange antibaryon production. 

The difference could be explained by the oversimplification of string models: 
for example there is a possibility of the string density to become §o high in ultra-
relativistic heavy ion collisions that the string color force fields begin to overlap and 
individual strings fuse due to the interaction [9,10,11,12]. In this case one can expect 
higher abundances of strange particles, antibaryons and.even charmed hadrons. 

Here we present a version of Monte Carlo String Fusion Model (SFM), in which 
the interactions of no mote than two strings are suggested. It is based on the par-
ton picture of strong interactions, connected with the structure and properties of 
nraltipomeron vertices [13], which was generalized for nucleus-nucleus interactions. 



In this approach there is no formal difference between hadron and nucleus-nucleus 
collisions, because both cases are reduced to a number of parton interactions. In 
this model we consider strings of different rapidity length with their flavour and 
non-abelian color properties, and take into account the energy conservation. The 
theoretical background of this code can be found in [14]. 

Here we present our predict1 ns for multipartide production in heavy ion exper
iments at SPS, RHIC and LHC energies. The comparison of the results obtained 
in the model with and without string interactions points out the significance of the 
string fusion process. 

2 Monte-Carlo string fusion model 
Parton picture of hadron and nucleus collisions 
This picture presents a high energy hadron or nucleus collision scenario as a single 
interaction between two clouds of the slowly moving partons. The partons inside both 
projectile and target particles are formed long before the collision. As was shown in 
[13] the distribution of the number of strongly interacting partons is directly connected 
with the value of the multipomeron vertices in the Regge theory, which is used in the 
Dual Parton Model [6] to define number of newly produced strings. In the so-called 
eikonal approximation for the multipomeron vertices the corresponding probability to 
have n strongly interacting partons in a hadron is given by the Poisson distribution 

P(n) = ^r-exp(-i), (1) 
ft: 

with parameter, f, which depends on the energy, y/$, and the parton-parton interac
tion cross section, <rp. as: 

7 = V \ Л = 0.09, -/о = y / < \ g = 1.8 GtV1. 

The positions of the slowly moving partons are distributed in the plane of the impact 
parameter. The probability density to find a value for the parton impact parameter, 
&p, with the respect to the centre of the hadron is 

m) s £rT' e x p ( - b p/ 4 A >' (2) 
where 

Ь й ' - ( У - у ) ando' = 0.21 GeV2. 

Here Y and у are the hadron and parton rapidity, respectively. The partons from the 
different colliding badrons interact with each other in the impact parameter plane, 
with parton-parton interaction cross section, which is independent from their rapidity: 

of = 3.5 mb. 

The numerical values of parameters were chosen to describe the nucleon-nucleon 
inelastic cross section [14]. 



According to [13j partons are assumed to interact only once. In the language of 
Reggeon diagrams this consideration corresponds to the non-enhanced diagrams. 

The nuclear parton wave function is a convolution of the parton distribution within 
a nucleon and the nucleon distribution of the nucleus. Nucleon positions inside the 
nuclei with nuclear number A are determined according to a Woods-Saxon density 
distribution: 

P(r) = / r . » y (3) 
1 + e x p ( ^ ) 

where 

po = 1.19 A1'3 - 1.61 / Г , / 3 fm, a = 0.54 fm, r 0 = 0.14 • Ai,% fm. 

In this approach there is no formal difference between a hadron and a nuclear 
projectile or target. For heavy ion collisions we use the same parameters of the parton 
model as for nucleon-nucleon interactions. The connection of the parton approach to 
the standard Glauber picture was considered in [15] for nucleon-nucleon and nucleus-
nucleus collisions. 

Partons, discussed above, are qv — qv and qvqv — qv pairs or similar sea quark 
pairs from one hadron. In our consideration a parton-parton interaction leads to 
the creation of two strings with triplet and antitripiet color charges at their ends, 
briefly called as triplet strings. Since both the projectile and target should remain 
colorless, the strings have to be formed in pairs with opposite colors at their ends. 
Strings stretch between a quark and an antiquark, or between a quark and a diquark 
originating from different hadrons, i.e. between a color triplet and an antitripiet state. 

Each parton in a nucleon carries a fraction, x = (£ , + PJ)/(£o + Рь), of the 
light-cone momentum of the nucleon according to the nucleon structure function: 

in 

We use the structure functions obtained [16] in the framework of the Regge theory: 

For the pt distribution of valence or sea quarks the Gaussian distribution is used: 

f{p])Pidpt ~exp\,-apl)Pt<lPf (5) 
The total t ran verse momentum of the quarks in a nucleon is compensated by the 
diquark momentum. 

The longitudinal and transverse momenta of the quarks at the ends of the string, 
in a unique way. determine the kinematical characteristics of the strings. Only u-, d 
and s- quarks are considered. The probability to find a strange sea quark pair inside 
a nucleon was suppressed by factor 0.29 as compared to a non-strange sea quark pair. 

In summary the simulation procedure consists of 3 parts: 
1. The determination of the geometry of the collision or the definition of the initial 

state of the interacting objects. At this stage the relative positions of the nuclear 



centres, the positions of the nucleons inside the nuclei and partons in nucleons are 
determined. The pairs of interacting partons are pinned down. 

2. String formation: the simulation of longitudinal and transverse momenta of 
the interacting partons and the computing of the kinematical characteristics of the 
strings. 

3. String decay and multiparticle production. 
No «scattering of partons or badrons was included in this version of SFM. 

String fusion 
The calculated average number and string density of the strings are presented in 
Table 1 for central pp, S + S and Ли + Au collisions. The string density increases 1.5 
times for pp interaction and 3 times for 5 + 5 and Au + Au collisions with increase of 
energy from 19.4 to 6300 .4 • GeV, and reaches 28.4 strings per / m 3 in gold on gold 
collisions at LHC energies. So. high string density can lead to their overlapping and 
interaction. 

In the present Monte Carlo version we assume as in [12] that strings can fuse 
only if their transverse positions fall within the interaction area of the order of the 
string proper transverse dimension. We use the parton-parton cross section. <rp, as 
overlapping parameter. The energy-momentum of the fused string is taken as the 
sum of the energy-momenta of the daughter strings. 

During fusion the color sources (ends) at one side of two triplet strings, i.e. 
(anti (quarks and (anti)diquarks combine and form a quark comlpex with a color 
charge. Q. obtaitied according to the standard 5f/(3)-color composition laws. Only 
strings formed by color sources at their ends in Si/(3) triplet- ((3)). sixtet- ([в]) and 
oktet- ([8]) representations are included. 

Table 1: Mode! predictions for the total number of strings (upper numbers) and their 
densities (lower numbers) in central pp, SS and AuAu collisions. 

v/5. 
GeV 19.4 200 6300 

P + P 
fm-* 

4.2 
1.3 

7.2 
1.6 

15.4 
2.2 

S + S 
fm-2 

123 
3.3 

215 
5.4 

430 
10.7 

Au + Au 
fm-1 

1302 
9.8 

2008 
15.1 

3780 
28.4 



In particular the fusion of a pair of q — q strings yields a [5]-string (a diquark-
antidiquark string, if strings fuse by quarks of the same color at their ends) or a 
[6]-string with 1/3 and 2/3 corresponding probabilities. 

If two strings fuse by the opposite color states at their ends (Q- color quark from 
an [S]-state fuses with antiquark of color, Q, from an (5]-state) 

then colorless states (mesons or baryons) or [8] states are formed at the ends of 
the fused string with 1/9 and 8/9 probability, respectively. 

Fused strings may have differently flavoured ends depended on the flavours of the 
daughter strings. 

Due to the fusion the total number of strings in a given transverse area becomes 
limited that can lead to the substantial reduction of multiple production [12]. However 
the concrete characteristics of produced particles are in strong dependence of the 
string decay procedure. 

String decay 
In color string models strings as usual decay by pairs of color partons which are 
created and neutralize the color string field. 

In the case of the decay of the fused (6]- or [8]- strings we consider a color string 
with charges, Q and —Q, at the ends is neutralized by a pair of parton comlexes 
with opposite charges —Q and Q. Parton comlex is realized as a set of (anti)quarks 
in the given Si/(3)-representation with arbitrary flavours and masses. Л//, chosen as 
the corresponding constituent masses. 

The probability for the constant color field of the two opposite color charges, Q-
Q, to create a parton pair with color charges, Q-Q, and transverse mass. Л/,. for 
the unit string length and after a time, Дг, can be taken [14] in the spirit of the 
Schwinger expression [17, 18] for the probability to create a e+e'-pair by a constant 
electromagnetic field: 

•'~*Ь-»(т5?)- ,6 ) 

where N- is the dimension of SU(Z) representation. [N]=[3]. [в]. [8]. The string 
tension, A'jN]. between two opposite charges, Q and Q. is connected with the string 
tension of the triplet-antitriplet string, A'pj: 

., ,. < Q2 >[N) , . . 
A l N 1 s A , a r 7 ,̂1 ( 0 

where < Qrfn > is the expectation value of quadratic Casimir operator in the repre
sentation [Nj and 

A'ro * % * 2.5A'W 

with the string tension Кщ * 0.2GeV2. 
We use the string decay algorithm of X. Artru and G. Mennessier [19] and the 

following parameters of the simulation obtained from comparisson to t*e" [20] ex-
periment«! data: 



• The single qq string in the model decays via q - q or qq - qq production with 
the relative probabilities: P„/P,= 0.085, Р,1ы<1) = 0L29. 

• The probability of the decay depends exponentially on the area A swept by 
string, according to the invariant area decay law: P = 1 — exp(-»A), where о = 
At £ / wj = 0.4 GeV'2. Here At is a string transverse area. 

• The strange quark and diquark suppression parameters, extracted from com-
parisson to experimental data, can be obtained by proper choice quark masses: 
M*A = 0.23 GeV, M, = 0.35 GeV, Mnn = Л#„ + Mn. 

• The last decay of the string is determined by the mass of the rest of the string: 
ЛЛ/ = 0.35 GeV. 

• We assume that [6]- and [8]-strings have the same transverse areas, At, as a 
triplet one and use the same invariant area decay law 

/>=!-exp(i iNi-4) , (8) 

*TO Ä *I«1 * 2*l»l-
•The transverse momentum distribution for each single- or multi-quark object, 

produced in a decay of the string, is taken in Gaussian form so that the total transverse 
momentum of the produced pair if such objects is equal to zero: 

f(pt)pi<tpt ~ exp(-atQ*\rf)bdP4 <9) 

where 
OlN, = ° i 4(%0 ' 

with Q[»j = 5 GtV'2. 
After a decay two new QQ strings are treated in the same manner and decay into 

more QQ strings, until we come to objects with masses comparable to hadron masses 
which are identified with observable hadrons by combining the produced (anti)quarks 
into them with statistical weights and energies. 

Including the fusion of two ordinary qq-etrings into a [5]- string, with the forma
tion of a diquark (antidiquark) at the end, will lead predominantly to its decay into 
baryons (antibaryons). and thus leads to an enhancement of the baryon (antibaryon) 
content. 

As follows from the fused string decay procedure [14], more baryons and an
tibaryons, especially strange ones are produced relatively in the decay of two triplet -
antitriplet strings with the same mass, while the number of kaons is practically the 
same as in single string decay. This is the result of the increasing string tension А'до 
as compared to Кщ. On the other hand a fused string decays faster than triplet 
strings that leads to suppression of hadron production. Very small value is observed 
for the average transverse momentum of the charged particles, < pt >. for (e]-strings. 
It is only 10% higher than in the [3]-strings. 

The properties of the fused color strings suggest that one may hope to explain the 
strangeness and baryon enhancement by string fusion but not the rise of the average 
transverse momentum with energy. This effect can be the result of minijets. hard 
scatterings or secondary scatterings. 



3 Results 
In general most Monte Carlo string models including secondary hadron «scattering 
give a good agreement with experimental data on heavy ion collisions at SPS energies, 
but these couldn't describe the strange particle production. For example our Quark 
Gluon String Model (QGSM) [6, 21, 22] reproduces multiparticle production in pp 
and p+ S collisions and nonstrange particle distributions in 5 + 5 collisions at 200 
AGeV, but for central collisions it underpredicts the strange particle abundance by a 
factor of 2:2:4 for А',0. Л and Л (23). 

It was very interesting to check the new model, based on the parton interaction 
picture of hadron and nucleus collisions without rescattering but when the fusion of 
the color string'. *s taken into account. 

The strange antibaryon enhancement, obtained in the string fusion model is shown 
in Fig. 1 for heavy ion collisions at SPS energies. For 5 + 5 central collisions at 
200 A • GtV Л production increases 1.5 times in the fusion model in comparison to 
the model without fusion. For Au + Ли interactions the growth is aproximately equal 
to 4. 

It should be noted that there is no significant change of h'° production with 
including fusion. Even some reduction of the strange mesons can be noticed in Ли+Ли 
collisions at SPS energies. The difference between predictions of the two models 
becomes stronger with the increase of the atomic number because of the growth of 
the number of fused strings. 

Fig. 2 shows a large increase of charged rapidity density with energy and with the 
increase of the atomic number of the nucleus in pp, and central S + S and Ли + Ли 
collisions in the model without fusion. At SPS energies the value of the particle density 
at ym, = 0 changes from 2 in pp interactions to 800 in Au + Au collisions (Fig. 2a). 
At RHIC energies the particle density at zero rapidity reaches approximately 4, 200 
and 2000 particles and at 6300 A • GtV • 5, 500 and 5000 particles in pp. S + 5 and 
ЛИ 4- Ли collisions respectively (Fig. 2b,c). The result of taking into account string 
fusion is given in Fig. 3. The charged particle rapidity distributions for 5 + 5 and 
Au + Au at 200 and 6300/1 • GtV, simulated within iwo variants of the Model with 
and without fusion, demonstrate the strong reduction of the particle multiplicities in 
the model with fusion. In Ли + Ли collisions at 200 and 6300 A • GtV. the particle 
density in the central region decreases with the including of the fusion by 1.9 and 2.5 
times respectively. 

The rapidity distribution for net baryon charge, (p — p). normalized to the atomic 
charge Z for central pp, S+S and .4u •+• Au collisions at SPS. RHIC and LHC energies 
is presented in Fig. 4. One can notice the shift of the peaks to the midrapidity region 
(Yen, =0) with the increase of the energy and atomic number of colliding system. The 
gap between peaks seems to grow signifficantly with energy for the same nucleus. We 
should point out that this distributions were obtained in the model without secondary 
parton and hadron rescatterings. 



4 Conclusions 
In this report we have considered a Monte Carlo String Fusion based on the parton 
picture of hadron and nucleus collisions. 

The main results of our study could be summarized as follows: 
a) Enormous number of interacting partons are produced in uitra-relatevistic 

heavy ion collisions which can lead to the extremely high string density, their over
lapping and fusion. 

b) Fusion of two [3]-strings leads tc the creation of [3]- string (string mainly 
between diquarks) or forms new objects. We call new objects [6]- and [8]- strings. 
They decay faster and produce relatively more baryons, especially strange ones. 

c) Decay of the fused [в]- or [8]-strings, leads to the enhanced production of the 
baryons in central nucleus-nucleus collisions. String fusion is accompanied by the 
simultanious reduction of the total multiplicity, especially of meson one, due to the 
decrease of the number of [3]- strings, which can fuse into [в]- or [8]- strings and 
decay faster. Model predicts a slower growth of the single particle density in the 
midrapidity region than the DPM [24, 25] without fusion. 

Thus in this paper we have shown the strong influence of the string fusion on the 
multipart icle production in hadron-hadron and nucleus-nucleus collisions. 

The nuclear transparency appears to be too high, because of the absence of sec
ondary parton and hadron rescatterings in the model, and demands further theoretical 
investigations. 

The authors are grateful to the Norwegian Research Councü for Science and Hu-
matities (XAVF) and to the General Direction of the Scientific and Technical Inves
tigation (DGICYT) of Spain for the financial support. 
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ABSTRACT: 

We study stationary soliton solutions of the coupled Vlasov and nonlinear 
Poisson equations in order to describe the inital state of hadronic collisions 
within the framework of a one-dimensional semiclassical quark transport 
theory. We obtain general conditions for the existence of solitons analyti
cally and present a simple scheme for its construction. We then solve the 
Vlasov equation for a soliton initialized in such manner by the test-particle 
method, and verify the stability of the soliton. 

Motivation In recent years transport theories using the Vlasov equation [1] or 
BUU equation [2, 3] and its relativistic counterparts [4] proved to be quite successful 
in describing heavy ion collisions. Therefore, in analogy, we would like to apply a 
transport theory based on quarks as basic constituents to the description of nucleon-
nucleon collisons. In such a theory one would be able to study mean field effects in 
addition to the information already known from 'high energy parton' cascade models. 
As a first step towards this goal we examine a one-dimensional model, in which 
the mean field is choosen to be the same as the <r-field in the Friedberg-Lee Soliton 
model [5.6]. We are therefore faced with the task of simultaniously solving the Vlasov 
equation for the quark-distribution function and the Klein-Gordon equation for the a-
field. As a prerequisite for a dynamical simulation it is necessary to initalize the static 
quark distribution-function as well as the static mean field. In this letter we present a 
method to solve the static Vlasov equation and find the self-consistent soliton solution. 
Furthermore, we are able to obtain general conditions for the existence of a soliton in 
thi« model analytically. We think that the method we present can find applications 
in various other fields of physics too. The paper is organized as follows: After a 
brief presentation of the .odel, we derive an effective potential,which will be used 
to discuss the conditons for the existence of solitons and to construct the soliton 
explicitly. In the last section we numerically check the stability of such a soliton by 
solving the Vlasov equation with the test-particle method [1, 11). We conclude this 
study with a short summary. 

\ 



The Frtedberg — Lee model The non-topological soliton-model of Friedberg and 
Lee [5,6] further developed by the Seattle group of Wilets et al. [7] has been frequently 
employed in the past to describe static properties of the nucleon. We choose this 
model, because its dynamically generated confinement mechanism (via a scalar setf-
interacting field) permits calculations of reactions within the framework of a covariant 
effective Lagrangian. In its simplest form without (perturbatively coupled) vector 
fields the Friedberg-Lee Lagrangian is given by 

£ « = « [ i 7 * 0 " - * H * + 5 0 M a d * a - i / ( a ) . (1) 

Here • denotes the fermion-field, g (a) is a coupling function, which dynamically 
generates a quark mass. 

In the original paper [5], this function was assumed to be linear in the <r-field 
9 (T) = go<r where go is a coupling constant. Later on Wilets et al. [8], as well as 
Bayer et al. [9] suggested a nonlinear coupling-function in order to describe strong 
vacuum polarization effects on a phenomenological level. This modified Friedberg-Lee 
model (MLF) permits soliton-bag solutions with absolute confinement. 

The sigma self-interaction is assumed to be of a quartic form 

t/(*) = §*' + !*3+£<r« + l?. (2) 

The constants are choosen in such a way that U{cr) has a local minimum at с = 0 and 
] or another lower minimum at the vaucum value of the cr-field avac. This allows localized 
isful static solutions of N valence quarks bound in a classical self-interacting a-field. The 
ly a constant В has the same meaning as the MIT bag constant. By applying the Euler-
eon- Lagrange method one derives the following equations of motion from the Lagrangian 
:sin (1) 
dels. ( г 7 „ 0 * - т ' ( х ) ) Ф ( х ) « 0 , (3) 

J5£ *„0*wt»)«-ir(a)-•(»)*.(*). W 
asov Here m'(x) is the effective mass given by m'(x) » g {a) and pt(x) = Ф (*)Ф (х) 
ie a- describes the scalar density. Wilets et al. [7] proceeded by solving these equations in 
tatic the mean field aprroximation (MFA), assuming the a-field to be an ordinary c-number 
ent a field-
tion. In a semiclassical transport-theory however the Dirac equation (3) is replaced by 
on in the Vlasov equation in first order gradient expansion (a detailed discussion can be 
tions found in Ref. [10]). For simplicity we consider in the following the one-dimensional 
ter a version of the Friedberg-Lee Lagrangian. Then the Vlasov equation, corresponding 
used to the Dirac equation (3) is given by 

>liton 
, n by [E dt + pd, - m'(x)dx m'(x) dp] / (* , p) = 0, (5) 
e this where f(x,p) is the phase-space distribution function of the quarks and m*(x) was 

already defined in Eq. (3). 



To initialize a stationary soiiton in suck a semiciassical theory one has to solve 
selfconsistently the satkraary Viasov equation as well as the stationary Klein-Gordon 
equation 

\pdt - m'(x)dt г»*(х)^]/(х.р) = 0, (6) 
dx &* <r(x) = V{o) + g' (<r) pt (x), (7) 

where the scalar density is now given by 

with E{x) ss yjf? + m e(x) 2 and the prime in Eq. (7) refers to the derivative with 
respect to a. 

It must be emphasized that the static solution of the quantum-mechanical system 
(Eqs. (3) and (4)), •-*« given by Wilets et al., can not be used as a initialization to Eqs. 
(6) and (7). This is mainly for two reasons: First, in the MFA-calculation done by -
Wilets et a/, the value of у <r(r —> 0) in the center of the soiiton is generally negative. 
This also implies that the effective mass of the quarks becomes negative, in which case 
a semiclassicai transport-theory is not applicable. Second the Wigner-Transform of 
the field operator Ф as calculated by Wilets et al. turns out to be negative for certain 
values of x and p. But since the classical distribution function is closely connected 
with the Wigner-Transform this would also lead to a negative distribution-function 
/(x, p), which is ill defined in a semiclassicai calculation. 

Thus we are left with the task to solve selfconsistently the stationary Viasov 
equation (6) and a nonlinear Poisson equation (7). 

Effective Potential Now we will construct an effective potential, which then can 
be used to construct solitons on a semiclassicai level. First, consider the static Viasov 
equation (6) , which can be written in the following form 

--i--0,/(xfp).i^/(x,p). (9) 
m Ox tn p 

By replacing dt -* (дЕ/дх)дц and д, -* (дЕ/др)дв, it is easy to see that any 
arbitrary function f(E) is the general solution of this equation, if E is defined as in 
Eq. (8). 

Keeping this in mind we will proceed now to solve Eq. (7). By introducing an 
'effective' potential UCJJ(C) with 

«Ъ /(<г)--СГ(<г)-/ИлМ. (10) 
the stationary Klein-Gordon equation can be cast in a form resembling a Newtonian 
equation of motion 

дгд*<т(х)ш-и',„(*). (И) 



By integration of Eq. (10) the effective potential is then given as 

UefJ(a) = -Ща) - Г däg'(&)pt[a], (12) 

where Oao is a reference neld value choosen in such a way that the effective mass 
m*(aao) diverges. In the linear model g(o) » дц<т this corresponds to (T«, = oo and 
in the absolutely confining model of Bayer et al. [9] to <rw * a № . By substituting 
the deiiniton of the scalar density pt (8) into Eq. (12) and changing the integration 
variable from <r to m = c(<r) and from p to E, the effective potential is obtained as 

b\U{*) = -U{a) + 2 Г dm Г d£ ; m ,./ 'x,p>. (13) 
Jm,- J*i V t * — П1 

Now f{x,p) is supposed to simultanioosly solve the stationary Vlasov equation, there
fore f(x,p) can be only a function of the Energy /(C), as shown above. Replacing 
this form in Eq. (13) and changing the order of integration the integral over m can 
be done and we arrive at the following form of the effective potential 

#.//(*) » - # ( * ) + 2 f" f(E)y/E*-m'2dE. (14) 

This expression is valid for an arbitrary distribution function /(C), and by numerical 
methods the effective potential can always be found. This ensures that the conditions 
for the existence of soliton solutions can be studied in general. 

Soliton »olution» In order to explain how the effective potential can be used to 
make general statements about the existence of soli tons and to obtain methods for 
their construction, it is instructive to consider a specific example. 

We choose a Boltzmann form for the distribution-function 

/ ( £ ) * / 0 e x p M £ ) . (15) 

In this case the integral occuring in Eq. (14) can be done analytically, which yields 
the effective potential 

UtJ/(a) ж -U(9) + 2 f~m'(e) A ' , (5m») . (16) 

Here A'I is the modified Beseel function of second kind. As in classical mechanics the 
total 'effective' energy is conserved, and we can define a Hamilton function 

Н.„ш\ф2 + и.„(<т). (17) 
If we further make the assumption, that the coupling function g(o) is linear, i.e. 
g(ff) s <to<r it is possible to rewrite Eqs, (17) in terms of dimensionless variable«. 



This has the advantage that all physical quantities will scale with m „ c = jo<r«c, the 
effective mass of tte quarks in the vacuum. 

We introduce the following variables: ( = a/<rM C, m.« = $> 
;?m t. e c.andóo = fo/<?lf In addition if we demand that the potential U{£) has two 
minima, one at ( = 0, the other at £ = 1 and furthermore that {/({ = 1) = 0, only 
two parameters (7 and A) are necessary to specify the potential U. 

Expressed in this variables, the effective potential £/«// is given by 

I'.tM) = -lit* - 2? + ?) * W - Ч2 + 1) + ^ A ' x ( r O , (18) 

with 7 > ЗА. 
The Hamilton function in the scaled variables is 

* / / = | ( f ) 2 + tWO- (19) 

The effective potential Eq. (IS) is displayed in Fig. (1) as a function of £ = «r/ow. 
It is represented by the solid line. The dashes show — U{£), while the contribution of 
the scalar density to the effective potential is named Vp{£) and is indicated by the 
clotted line. The parameters used iu this example are summarized in table (1). 

By looking at Ex,. (11) its now easy to see that the soliton field a(x) (respectively 
£(y) in the scaled variables) corresponds to a motion of a nctious V-particie with 
unit mass in this effective potential. 

In order to get a soliton-solution the <r-field should be at its vacuum value for 
x —» 00 and x -» —00. It is therefore clear that such a nctious a-particle has to start 
at £ = 1 with a total energy Ueff(Z = 1) «must move towards the barrier, reach a 
minimum value and finally has to return back to the vacuum-value. It means that 
for the existence of a soliton it is necessary that the effective potential incoporates a 
barrier at ( = 0, which is sufficently high to bounce thf» tr-particle back. By inspecting 
Eqs. (18) one notices, that this constraint implies 

2Фо 
1<ж0 

Using 

^íA',(rf)i -A>C t / J ,Oj . (20) 

Й ^ А - П т О - * (2i) 
с—о т т* 

this inequality can be rewritten as 

(22) Щ - * > t'e/Ж) 
<»1 

This means, once the potential is chosen, this inequality restricts the parameters of 
the distribution function for which a soliton exists. From the above discussion its clear 
that the гг-particle mut< -start at £ = 1 with an energy, which is exactly VtfM- 1). 
If the energy of the <r-particle would be less, one would obtain periodic solutions for 
the soliton-field. If the energy of the ^-particle would be larger than 1\ц{£ » 1) the 



the soliton-field would get infinite, because the 9-particle could escape, either to — oo or 
oo , depending on the height of the barrier. Therefore we conclude that the solitonic 

* = solution of the static Klein-Gordon equation is marginal in that sense, that the energy 
two of (Г-particle has to be exactly £/«//(£ = 1). 
nly From fig. (1) one can also extract the current mass of the quarks inside the bag, 

(18) 

(20) 

"»»«, = gotugVemc t (23) 

where &., is the lowest value of ( inside the bag Ibis corresponds to*the turning 
point of the (T-partjcle, determined by 

(24) 

(19) Inspecting fig. (1) we read off a current quark maw иц., of about 13 % of the vacuum 
value m M c . 

0 Like we have explained above, the soiiton-solution corresponds to the motion of 
m Q f a (г-particle with unit mass in the effective potential (18). To obtain the soliton-
, t n e field £(y) one is therefore left with the task to solve the equations of motion for the 

Hamilton-function, given in Eq. (19) 
ivelv if 
with x * P<- ( 2 5 ) 

ay 
с dpi <W*n te for -r± = •&*-. 

start 
ach a 
! that 
ates a 

dy di 
(26) 

For the effective potential, shown in fig. (1), this has been done by a simple 
numerical scheme and the resulting soliton-field is illustrated in fig. (2). Besides 
f,(y) (solid line) the figure also shows the scalar density p, (dashed line), the baryon 
density pa (dotted line), and the energy density of the soliton e (dash-dotted line). All 
quantities are divided by an appropiate power of ra^ to make them dimensionless, 
in addition the energy-density has been multiplied by ten. 

(21) 

Numerical implementation In order to check the stability of a soliton as de
scribed in the last section, we numerically solve the Vlasov equation (5) and the 

(22) Klein-Gordon equation (4). The Klein-Gordon equation is solved by a two step Lax-
Wendroff method [12J. whereas the Vlasov equation is solved by the testparticle ansatz 

iters of (I- Hi- In this ansatz the one-dimensional distribution function looks like 
ts clear N 

i f - 1 ) - Я * , Р ) « ^ Е * ( Х - * ( 0 Ж Р - * ( 0 ) . (27) 
ions for * i*\ 
•• 1 ) t h e 
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where Z is a normalisation factor and N is the number of testparticles used. The 
testparticles then follow the following equation of motions: 

(28) 

(29) 

dx _p_ 
—ш~ 

dt mm 

dp го* от* 
dt ~ E dx 

with E = yV + m*(x)2. Figure 3 shows the scalar denstiy (indicated by the dashed 
line) and the £-field (solid line) at different time-steps. 5000 testparticles were used 
and the integration timestep width was choosen to be 1/10 of the grid-size in coor
dinate space. From this picture one can read of that the soliton is stable at least 
over 600 timesteps. This would mean that a soltion with a spatial extension of ap-
prox. 1 fm would be stable for at least 6 fm/c if one would choose a coordinate space 
resolution of 0.1 fm. This should be sufficent to calculate reactions in this model. 

Conclusion By considering the example of a Boltzmann distribution we have pre
sented a method to obtain the selfconsistent sotitonic solution of a stationary Vlasov 
equation and a non-linear Poisson equation. By constructing an effective potential 
the soliton-field could be obtained as the motion of a fictious particle in this poten
tial. From the potential the conditions for the existence of a solitonic solution could 
be read off, furthermore the value of the current quark mass is uniquely determined 
by the shape of the potential. The soliton field itself can then be easily obtained 
by solving the equations of motion for the fictious o*-particle moving in the effective 
potential. It is important to note that, altough the above statements were made using 
a specific distribution function, the argumentation can be applied to arbitrary posi
tive distribution-functions / ( £ ) and non-linear coupling-functions g{a). Although in 
the general case the corresponding integral eq. (12) can be evaluated by numerical 
methods only, one still can read off all essential features of this potential, and use it 
for the construction of the soliton-field. 

The stability of a soliton, constructed in such manner, was numerically checked by 
solving the time-dependent Vlasov-equation with the testparticle method. We found 
that the soliton is stable over a large number of timesteps. We are therefore confident, 
that in the near future we will be able to describe soliton-soliton collisons within the 
framework of a covariant transport theory. 

•This work is supported by BMFT and GSI Darmstadt 
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Parameter Value Parameter Value 
9о[Ьп->\ 

А 
7 

20 
15 
1 

* 
т 

60 
8 

0.3 

Table 1: Parameters 
Parameters used in the example of a Boltamann distribution function. This parame
ters were also used to obtain the figures (1) and (2). 

Figure 1: Effective Potential 
The effective potential as a function of £ = «r/ffwc is shown by the solid, line. The 
contribution to the effective potential due to the scalar density Uß is represented by 
the dotted line,whereas -tf(f) is shown by the dashed line. 

Figure 2: Soliton Solution 
The soliton-field £ shown by the solid line as a function of y. The dashed line indicates 
the scalar density p„ divided by m^, while the dotted line represents the baryon-
density рь divided by пц, е . The dash-dotted line shows the energy-density of the 
soliton e, divided by m*^. 

Figure 3: Time evolution 
The soliton-field ((»olid line) and the scalar density ps ( dashed line) as a function of 
y, shown for 6 different time-steps. The timestep number is shown within each figure. 
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COSMOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 
OF THE METASTABLE SUPERCOOLED Q-G PLASMA 

l.Jtnkovszky 

Institute for Theoretical Physics 
Kiev-143. Ukraine 

Summary 

We investigate the possibility of a "late" inflation of our universe while it was in a 
supercooled metastable quark-gluon plasma state. 

The inflation of the universe usually is associated with a phase transiton in unified 
field theories at very early stages of the cosmic evolution. Less familiar is the possibility 
of a later inflation that might have orcured prior to the confinement phase transition-

Let me remind you that in a homogeneous, isotropic and flat universe, the evolution of 
the scalar factor R and the energy density f of a perfect fluid are related by the Friedmann 
equation 

R-GRy/e = Q (l.o) 

é + 3{R/R)(s+p) = 0. ( U ) 

The relation between the energy density e and pressure p is governed by the eqution of 
state (EOS). 

The cosmir evolution is called inflationary if the expansion is accelerated, i.e. R > 0. 
It follows fromeqs. (1) that 

R = -G2R{e + 3p)/2. (2) 

Hence, the necessary condition for an inflation is 

Zp + s<0. (3) 

Condition (3) is attainable [1-3] in an extension of the bag model EOS including 
metastable states of supercooled quark-gluon plasma at 

A.different class of the EOS, realizing metastaable states with negative pressure has 
been derived [4.5] in the 5-uiatrix formulation of statistical mechanics. Contrary to the bag 
model, the latter contains a minimum in the p vs. T dependence at a finite temperature. 
Condition ;>' = 0 (equivalent to i •=. - p ) , on the other hand, is sufficient to produce 
inflation. Let me show you a brief pedagogical derivation of the above, statment: 

First rewrite eqs. (1) as 



\ 

Then eq. (l.b) can be integrated, and by using (2) we get 

reflecting entropy conservation (j / = * is entropy density). By inserting (6) into (4), 
we get the temporal evolution of tbe system: 

i = 1/3 j°° р"(Т)*Г1р\Т)СуДТ))-'. (7) 

By expanding p'(T) around T = Tm, 

p'(T)~T-Tm (8) 

and inserting (S) into (7), we get an exponential solution for (7). 
Note that there is a class of bag-like EOS sharing the important property of the S-

matrix EOS. namely that p'{T) « 0 for T ф 0, nerressary to produce inflation. It reads 
[6! 

рч(Т) = ач-АТ, (9.а) 

ph(T) = akT*. (9.6) 

Let us integrate the Friedman equtions with EOS (9). For large values of the scale 
factor R. the solution is [1] 

3 In Л/Ас + m(27ff) - 2\/3 arctan 4/>/3 = 6G(36/4) 2 / 3i + С, 

whence the exponentil expansion of the universe (inflation) follows: 

Я = Я гехр(А'(<-г,)), 

tc = t(T-Te), 

where 
A' = 2G(3b/4)2 /* - 10 5(5cr.)-'. 

The duration of the inflation hence is 

t - f 0[l/3fo( y/\ + г + тЦ 1 - г Г 1 ) + l/\/3arctanr^/3/(2 + г) - *3(>/ЗГ1}, 

where t0 » 0875* 10"'sec. and г * T/Tm. 
Hence, the duration of the inflation, i.e. the approach to the spiuodal point Tm could 

be infinitely long. Actually, this process terminates by a phase transition. 
To illustrate the rate of the increase of the scale factor (hiring our inflation, we estimate 

the ratio of its value at two moments of time, say at: t| ** 10"5лес. and r2 ~ 10~3лес. One 
gets: 

R2/Rx ~ lOM'Wt-i.) _ 1 0M-ior 



* " i l i w S - V * « - E 

- really a huge number, which however is very sensitive to how close the singular point pres: 
(minimum in the p(T) dependence) can be approached. phas 

In ref.[3j exact analytic solutions for various interesting cases of the EOS are presented 
and their behaviour is desplayed graphically. In those solutions the contributon from non- tan 
strongly interacting matter tc the EOS is also taken into account. The point is that 
this background prevents the realization of the "extreme case", p'{T) = 0 even if the the 
system survives a phase transition. More important from the poin of view of the practical 
realization of the above scenario is the depth of supercooling , i.e. the estimation of the whe 
probability that the system is able to supercool deep enough before it collapses into its cv.? 
hadronic phase. depl 

The crucial qustion therefore is: how likely is a deep supercooling of the metastable 
quark-gluon universe (before the deconfinetment phase transintion occurs) to produce the 
huge inflation? The answer to this qustion will depend on further progress in undrestanding 
flucttiations and bubble creation in the metastable strongly interacting matter. For this By 
purpose we have suggested [7] a phenomenological generalization of the familiar bag EOS ens» 
to include metastable states of supercooled QGP as well as superheated hadronic matter. belc 
The familiar system of two equations can be implicitelv written [7] in a single line : 

ТЫ 

Щ£± = агс1ап(ГД.ч/Т:') - 7 Д Л ~ ' . (10) ^ 
hap 

where Д.* = .s(T) - $(ГГ). Г = 45[тг2(/'и - VH)]~X (for usual values i/ig = 37 and i/д = 3. 
one gets Г = 0.134), AT and 7 are respectively the " met ast ability" and "'smoothness" the 
par;uueters. by 

The above generalization of the bag EOS can desplay lx>th 1-t and 2-nd order phase 
transitions, whose realization depends on the actual interplay of the values of the free 
parameters. Thus it can be used as a convenient lalxir&tory to study meta-stability of the 
strongly interacting matter. In fact, for Г — 7 > 0. die above EOS reduces to the smooth 
EOS of ref. [8]. while for Г — 7 < 0, a loop in the curve .цТ) developes containing an 
unphysical region. This interval corresponds to absolutely unstable states. The spinodal 
temperature is given by 

T,„ = Tt - 2 /3 -17> v \ ill .*i 

J s : ( 7 _ r } / - . . .11.6) 

mu 
ma 
bai 
oft 
is t 
lati 
dm 

The necessary condition to reach the temperatures T,, or Г, in the dcconflned state . i.e. 
that T„p < Го or T„p < T,, fixes the metastahiliry parameter to 7 = 0.194 or 0.46G. in 
respectively. With the value» 7 = 0.466, Г = 0.134 and by using eq.(10). one arrives at rel 
the inequality Tr > Та > T<. From (11) we can mm- evaluate Tjp. Indeed, by taking as a as* 
conservative estimate Л Т = 0.1 T f and 7 = 0.46G. one gets T,p = 0.72T f . while for more 
extreme rases still smaller values of T, ;, can be obtained. Hence the sequence of inequalities pr< 
Г, > Г„ > Г, > T,p follows [2]. 

These relations are necessary but not .sufficient conditions for reaching the tempera
ture Г, or T,p. The strongly interacting matter under the conditions implied by inflation 1 
i* unstable and, therefore, the deep quenching into the metastable region with negative 



it pressure is only possible if the fluctuations and the creation of neclei of the new (hadronic > 
phase do not destroy the supercooled qurk-gluon matter too fast. 

d According the the estimates of ref.[7], the creation of the new phase via fluctuations 
i- can be negletcted as long as 
it 

le Gi « l ,cv>(p, , - pk)/pc < 1, 
aJ * 
ie where Gi is the Ginzburg parameter, characterizing the confinement phase transition and 
ts cv„ denotes the specific heat at constant volume and vanishing chemical potential. The 

depth of supercooling according to ref.[7] is 
le 
íe Др = | p„ - pe j /pc s \j\ÍGi. 
Щ 
is By using the range Gi — 0.01...0.1 (see ref. [7] for arguments), one finds Др = 10, which 
>S ensures that at least T, is reached. The onset ->f accelerated expansion at temperatures 
•r. below Ti suppresses also the growth of the new phase somewhat. 

It should be noted that, up to now, we have not fixed the absolute energy scale. 
The parametrization of the energy density in the EOS is model dependent. By taking 
the pion mass for the lowest energy scale of the deconfined strongly interacting matter as 
a conservative estimate, one finds a narrow enegy range where the inflation might have 
hapi>ened. i.e. the ordering of the temperatures: Tc > To > Ti > Tfp >cz mn. 

3. In ref. [3] the actual degree of supercoolong was estimated from the classical nucleation 
s - 4 theory, where the probability of creating stable and growing nuclei of the new phase is given 

by 
we ю = m exp[( -16v<r*)/(3T{p„ - pi)2]. 

0) 

ve 

.a 

.6 

i.f 

, The .supercooling and the phase transition dynamics in this approach depend very 
, much on the surface tension a = ff0T?. Lattice calculations give <70 «г 0.3 for pure gluonic 

matter. The ml" of the various contributions to the free energy and bubble creation in the 
, , bag modes was recently revised in ref. [9]. It should be however noted [10} that the results 

of these and similar calculations depend very much on the assumtion that the bubble radius 
is much larger than the interphase layer. While certainly justified in molecular physics, the 
latter assumption is not [10] necessarely true in the hot and dense nuclear matter under 
duscussion. 

Two final remarks are in order. 
I have not mentioned in my talk the СОВЕ DRM results concerning the fluctuations 

6C. in the cosmic background radiation and their interpretation as the galaxy anisotropy. The 
at relevant treatment depends on the large fluctuations accompanying the deep supercooling 

s a assumed in our scenario. 
ore The inflation under discussion can, in princeple, be realized - with a much smaller 
:ies probability [11] - also in havy ion collusions. 
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Abstract 

Using results from energy calculations of neutron star matter, ve 
construct various neutron star equations of state. From these 
equations of state, together with the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkcff 
equations, we calculate quantities such as pressure, mass density, 
mass energy density, total mass, radius, moment of inertia and 
surface gravitational red shift for neutron stars. Comparison is 
made with calculations based on other nuclear potentials and 
nuclear energy calculations, and our results are in reasonable 
agreement with results frcm other calculations and observational 
data. 

we also calculate mass, radius, moment of inertia and surface 
gravitational red shift of "quark stars" described by three mcdels: 
a ncn-interacting Fermi gas model, an asymptotic KIT bag model, and 
a perturbative QCO model. We also give results for phase 
transitions between neutron matter and quark matter, and possible 
observable differences between neutron stars and quark stars. 

Finally, properties of "composite stars" consisting of a core of 
strange quark matter surrounded by ordinary neutron star matter are 
investigated, we discuss star models based on phenomenological 
equations of state including a phase transition between the 
hadror.ie phase and the quark-glucn plasma. For certain parameters, 
these equations of state support the existence of composite stars. 
The identification of such objects then could provide information 
on the properties of quark matter. 

1. Introduction 

According to theories of stellar evolution, the final stage in 
star's lives is represented by compact objects, i.e., compact 
stars. The main factor determining whether a star ends up a* a 
white dwarf, neutron star, or black hole is then thought to be the 
star's mass. 

white dwarfs are believed to originate fron light stars with masses 
и < 5 Мф , and there is a maximum allowed aass around 1.4 и^ for 



white dwarfs. White dwarf progenitor stars probably undergo a 
relatively gentle mass ejection, forming planetary nebulae at the 
end of their evolution before becoming white dwarfs. 

Neutron stars and black holes are then believed to originate from 
more massive stars with masses И ) 5 И- . However, the separation 
between those stars that form neutron stars and those that form 
black holes is very uncertain because the final stages of evolution 
of massive stars are not fully understood. Neutron stars also have 
a maximum mass in the range of 1.4-3 KQt but numerical calculations 
of mass loss from progenitor stars and supernova explosions are in 
a rather simple stage. Thus the fate of a star with a mass й > 5 !^ 
is not clear, but neutron stars seem most likely. 

in the neutron star interior, the configuration is simply a 
consequence of the onset of different regimes in the equation of 
state as we go to higher densities. The layers may then be 
identified as 1 (: The surface is a region in which the temperatures 
and magnetic fields expected for most neutron stars can 
significantly affect the equation of state. The outer crust is a 
solid region in which a Coulomb lattice of heavy nuclei coexists in 
ß-equilibrium with a relativistic degenerate electron gas. The 
inner crust consists of a lattice of neutron-rich nuclei together 
with a superfluid neutron gas and an electron gas. The neutron 
liquid inside contains mainly superfluid r.eutrcns with a smaller 
concentration of super fluid protcns and normal electrons. A cere 
regien p > p e e r t may сi.- may not exist in some neutron stars, and 
depends on whether there is a transition to pion condensation cr a 
neutron solid or quark matter or some other phase at densities 
above some critical value P S 5 t #. 

If the equation of state is stiff, the central density of a 
relatively massive neutron stars of 1.4 »«ii pe < 10 i $ g cm"3 and 
even the most massive, stable neutron stars have pe < 3«101S g cm"3, 
transition to quark matter or same other exotic form of matter may 
then seem unlikely. However, the existence of a third stable branch 
of "quark stars" on the total mass M versus central density p. 
diagram beyond white dwarfs and neutron stars also remains a 
possibility. 
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2. General theory 

Assuming an isotropic mass distribution and the validity of 
Einstein's general theory of relativity, the overall structure of a 
neutron star is described by the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) 
equations 2 , 3 ! 

(G/r2){p(r) + ÍP(r)/c2)HH(r) + [4яг3Р(г)/с2]} 
dP/dr - - ; , (2.15 

1 - (2GM(r)/rc2l 
and 

dM/dr « 4nr2p(r), (2.2) 
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where ?(r) is the pressure, o(r) is the mass energy density, M(r) 
is the gravitational mass inside r, G is the gravitational 
constant, and с is the speed of light. Equation (2.2) may be 
written as an integral equation, i.e., 

r 
H(r) in p(s)s2ds, (2.3) 

and (2.1) and (2.3) are, together with an equation of state 

:he fundamental structure equations. The equation of state (2.4) is 
:btained from the Helmholtz' free energy F through the relaticn 

- 3F/8V, ( 
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where V is the volume of the system. In neutron stars, the 
temperature T is much lower than the Fermi temperature Tf. Hence, 
we consider the neutron stars to be low-temperature systems, and we 
get 

? - n2(3(E/n)/3n], (2.6) 

where E/N is the energy per particle, and n is the particle density 
N/V. 



:-."e also calculate the moment of inertial 1 for slowly rotating 
spherically symmetric neutron stars from 

I - [aJ/3P]g.Q - J/3. (2.7) 

where J is the angular momentum and S is the angular velocity 
measured in an inertial system at infinity. The metric outside a 
slcwly rotating star is the Schwarzschild metric with an additional 
cross term *"' -2кг sin в d$dt, where »(r) is the angular velocity 
of the local non-rotatir.g system as measured by an observer in a 
far-away inertial system. 

To calculate the total mass, radius, and moment of inertia we use 
the equation of state (2.6), and (2.1), '2.3), (2.7», and the input 
boundary conditions 

?, » P(nc) , K(0) - 0, (, 2 . 3 • 

where the subscript с refers to the center of the star. We ther. 
integrate from r « 6 to the surface of the star defined by r • ?. 
where 

?(S) • C. t2.9} 

In principle, 6-0, but in practice a very snail, but finite value 
is chose, . 

Thus, for a particular equation of stst- ? • ?'.ni, tr.e input 
parameter in ouc static or slowly rotating neutrcr.-sta: model is 
the central particle density. The descsibed procedure also gives 
pressure/ mass density, and mass energy density prafiles in the 
star. 

3. Neutron stars 

In the neutron star matter calculations, we develop equations of 
state t - ?(n) which ace continuously smooth in different density 
regions, i.e., they are without discontinuities, otherwise we would 
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get an infinite pressure gradient and infinite forces acting on 
mass elements. 

The resulting total equation of state P(n) is then used as inpuc in 
the TOV equations, and figures 1 and 2 show results for the mass 
M(n,) and the radius R(n e), where n. is the central particle 
density. 

For pure tJB-S equations of state6'", we get a variation of the 
moment of inertia as a function of the stellar mass as shown in 
Fig. 3. For the star with maximum mass we obtain 

1 IH„„} - i.OS • IG*5 g cm1. ;•.: 

".'ever results, including newer equations of state '"', are'J 

1.65 К ф < Я„„ < 2.43 M 0 . 
8.8 km < й < 12.7 km, i 1 . 1 • 
1.7 fm" > n„ > 0.72 fm"3. 

From all the calculations we find that stars calculated with a 
stiff equation of state have greater maximum masses than stars 
derived from a soft equation of state, and stars calculated ir.n a 
stiff equation of state have a lower central density, a iarser 
radius, and a nuch thicker crust than do stars :f the same газз 
computed frcm a soft equation of state. 

P.adiai stability for compact stars can be examined by studying the 
mass versus central density curve and the mass versus radius curve, 
but analyses of radial stability are scmewhat indecisive. Hsvever, 
the existence of a fourth class of stable compact stars, the quark 
stars, stay possibly be ruled out from such analysis. 

The general result is that equilibrium configurations with 
dfi/dpe > 0 ere stable, while those with dn/doe < 0 are unstable. 
And, correspondingly, we get dR/dpe < 0 for a stable configuration 
and dR/doj > 0 for an unstable configuration, 

»The observed masses for the stars of the Hulse-Taylor binary pulsar 
?SR 1913*16 are1*'. 
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HF«n.r - l - 4 4 2 *<-)0.003 M e , (3.3) 
Ясс,..!.« • 1-386 *{-)0.ооз «e . 

A generally accepted levest limit on the mass for this pulsar is 

M * 1.35 K 0 , (3.45 

which in fact should eliminate the softest equations of state. 
Present observations of other neutron stars indicate further that 

1.2 П9 < Я < 1.6 fig , (3.5) 

which should be valid if all the neutron stars have approximately 
the sane mass. Zf this is not the edse, we should get 

: . о м а < м < 2 . 2 М ф . (3.6) 

Reliable measurements of neutron-star radii do not exist at 
present. But estimates based on other observations lead to 

R Я» 8.5 km, (3.7) 

which, however, may be too small because of neglecting, for 
instance, effects from strong magnetic fields. Our results are in 
good agreement with these experimental values. 

A pure A0-5 model''" gives the value (3.1) for the moment of 
inertia of the star of maximum mass, which also could be 
anticipated from other equations of state. The results are close t 
results from similar calculations, and not contradictory to any 
observations. 

But, although our calculations reproduce reasonable values for 
mass, radius, etc., the real matter composition in neutron stars 
may still be an open question, and whether neutron stars actually 
are neutron stars or "quark stars" or something else has been 
discussed already for some time. 



4. Phase transition to guar к satter? 

The question then is: Is it possible that matter at ultrahigh 
densities 

p > Í0 1 5 g/cm} (4.1) 

may undergo a phase transition from a "baryon" to a "quark" state? 

The phase transition is calculated from the Gibbs' criterion 

ла<?£) - *,<?»>, '-4.2.' 

and given the equation of state of the cold matter under 
consideration, the Gibbs' energy и per baryon follows ire:?. 
derivating the total energy density with respect to the baryen 
number density. The first order phase transition is then calculated 
by demanding that the occuring phase has the lowest Gibbs' energy 
per baryon. 

Such calculations have been done with a perturbative QCD model ar.i 
an asymptotic bag model as models of quark stars1". The five 
neutron star equations of state are the four Malcne-Jchnson-3»th» 
equations of $tateiJ and the Arntsen-Cstgaard equation of state". 
These were calculated in an Lowest-Order _Ccnstrair.ed-variati.cn 
(LOCV) scheme and an Fermi-Hypernetted-Chain (FHNC) scheme, 
respectively. Only for one model do we í:r.á a possible quark c:: 
neutron star. This happens for the, presumably, least realistic 
neutron star model MJ3 I-H, calculated in a particular QCD s»od*l 
where the cut-off is 300 MeV. See also fig. 4. 

It is clear from the results that the xost "realistic" equations of 
state do not give a quark matter core in the star. However, 
increasing the density further creates a new branch on the mass 
versus central density curve with a positive derivative which 
could, in principle, mean quark stars as a new class of compact 
objects. 

http://_Ccnstrair.ed-variati.cn
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5. Quark stars 

Free quarks have not been seen, but there are strong reasons to 
believe that the hadrons are composed of quarks, and the idea of 
quark stars has already existed for some time 1 4' 1 5 1. Calculations of 
the possible phase transition from baryon matter to quark matter in 
models of cold compact stars have been performed by several 
groups1'"21', but the results are not conclusive concerning the 
existence of quark matter inside neutron stars. It has also been 
suggested that strange matter, i.e., quark matter with strangeness 
per baryon of order unity, may be the true ground state of 
matter22'. The properties of strange matter at zero pressure have 
been examined, it has been found that.strange matter can indeed be 
stable for a wide range of parameters in strong interaction 
calculations21', and extensions to finite pressure and so-called 
strange stars are given24'*5'. The problem of the existence of 
strange stars is, however, still unresolved'61. 

But how can we possibly distinguish between quark stars and neueren 
stars. It has been suggested lo use measurements of the surface 
gravitational red shift z, since different equations of state give 
different results for z(M) : 7 , :". it is also possible that the 
neutrino flux from quark matter is substantially larger than from 
conventional neutron star matter2*'50', resulting in a faster star 
cooling, and this could be detectable by observations. The region 
of allowed high-density equations of state may be narrowed further 
by observations of pulsar periods21'2". Given a sub--illisecond 
pulsar, the ability of such a fast rotating star to avoid 
rotational break-up should induce restrictions, and a conventional 
neutron star should not be able to resist the large centrifugal 
forces. This problem of rapid rotation of compact stars has 
received some attention33"34', and although no sub-millisecond 
pulsar has been seen among the about 500 pulsars observed so far, 
further observations could reveal such an object. 

We have performed calculations of the star mass, radius, moment of 
inertia, and surface gravitational red shift for three models of 
quark stars17' to obtain results for the discussion of the possible 
existence of such stars. Also, the Keplerian frequency can be 
calculated from the mass and radius of the non-rotation stars in 
the models. 



Our structure calculations are performed for: (i) a non-interacting 
ideal Fermi gas model15', (ii) an asymptotic MIT bag model3'*40', and 
(iii) a perturbative QCO model1''41'. The phese transition 
calculations have been performed for models (ii) and (iii) for the 
quark phase of the star, and four HJB models11' and a derived 
equation of state6' for the baryon phase of the star. 

The non-interacting model can be written as 

P - 7.92-103'm,4f(xq) dyn cm"2, (5.1) 
p « e/c2 - 5.34«10iSnm4 • 8.81-10i5mq

4g(xq) g cm"1, 

where P is the pressure, p is the mass energy density, e is the 
total energy density, raq is the quark mass in units of IGeV c"' ], n 
is the baryon number density in units of (fm~'l, xq is pr.,/mqc 
where p, ч is the quark Fermi momentum, and 

f(x) - x(2x2 - 3)(x2 + 1)* • 3 Sinh^x, 
g(x) - 8x3[(x2 + 1)%-1J - f(x). !5.2) 

The asymptotic MIT bag star is described by 
/ 

С - A n v 3 + B, (5.3) 
P - (1/3)Ап4/3 - В, 

vhere с -s the energy density, and В is the confining "bag 
pressure" of the order of 50 MeV fm~3. The constant A is for a u, 
d, s model given by 

A - (9/4)n2/3[l + (8oe/3n)rfcc, , (5.4) 

where A is a constant since in this model the first-order effective 
quark-gluon coupling constant ae is taken to be a constant. 

The perturbative QCD model can be formulated simply as 

t - АП 4 / 3, (5.5) 



where A i s related to « e as in ( 5 . 9 ) , but where now 

a e - 1/118 ln(k r /A,)J (5.6) 

and A, i s the infrared QCD cut-off . Introducing the parameter 

X - * r / V (5.7) 

th i s model can be written as 

t - <9/4>i arfccll + ( 4 / 2 7 1 n X ) l A , V . 

P - <3 /4n 2 >*c l l • ( 4 / 2 7 1 n x ) ] [ l - ( 1 / l n x ) jA r

: X 4 . 
(5.8) 

Results for mass, radius, moment of inertia and surface 
gravitational red shift for objects described by these models now 
follow from numerical integrations of the Tolman-Oppenheimer-
Volkoff equations, and the Schwarzschild metric has been 
"perturbed" by an additional cross term d* dt in the calculations 
of the moment of inertia. 

The results of our calculations are summarized in figs. 5-9. The 
non-interacting Fermi gas model give rather small radii for large 
quark masses m4, and the values for total mass M, radius R, and 
moment of inertia I are like those for a neutron star for a quark 
mass of 400 nev/c*. 

The surface gravitational redshift z( is calculated from 

s. - (l//l - (2GM/RC2)') - 1, (5.9) 

and г% is plotted in Fig. 8 as a function of the stellar mass. A 
comparison of th« bag star result with the two neutron star models 
I-H and V-H 1" is shown in Fig 9. For a star mass м «• 1.4 M # 

measurements of zt can hardly distinguish between the different 
stars. 

A simple estimate from the centrifugal time-scale relation 

T - 2*Л07\ (5.10) 
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shows that the density of a sub-pillisecond pulsar is higher than 
maxinál densities found in plausible neutron star models. Thus, we 
should at least consider the possibility that such pulsars stay be 
rapidly spinning quark stars 5 4 1. 

6 Composite stars 

We now consider models for compact stars having a first order phase 
transition fro« ordinary hadronic matter to a quark-gluon plasma. 
Appropriate equations of state may then indicate the existence of 
composite stars. He calculate their gross properties like total 
mass, radius, surface gravitational redshift and Replerian 
frequency, and we will discuss whether one can infer from the 
existence of this type of stars constraints on the underlying 
equation of state. 

The equation of state for neutron matter, particularly at high 
densities, is still a matter of debate42'. We have examined two 
standard approaches designed for neutron matter, i.e., that of 
Bethe and Johnson13'*31 (model I-H) and an equation of state 
obtained from Walecka's mean-field theory44"**'. 

We define the hadronic equation of state as the compressional 
energy per particle * e o e p(n) in terms of the conserved baryon charge 
density n which is carried by several species of baryons. We will 
refer to two commonly used parametrizations for the nuclear matter 
equation of state, i.e., that of Sierk and Nix47', 

e„(n) - {2K/9)(Vn/nc' -1)*, (6.1) 

and the quadratic form4". 

ee(n) - (K/18) (n - п 0) 2/п в
г, (6.2) 

where ng is the normal nuclear aatttr density and К is the 
compression constant characterizing the properties of nuclear 
matter at densities n > n 0. Given a parametrization e„, p(n), a 



larger K corresponds to a more repulsive nucleon-nucleon 
interaction. 

The total energy density for cold matter (T-0) then takes the form 

c(n) - nle„.p(n) + WQ + W,y. + m j , (6.3) 

where W 0 - - 16 HeV is the binding energy per nucleon at normal 
nuclear matter density n 0 - 0,145 fm~3, a, - 939 HeV is the rest 
mass of a neutron, and W s y B » 32 MeV is the symmetry energy of 
neutron matter at n 0, estimated from the liquid drop model, within 
this phenomenological approach, the symmetry and binding energy 
W l y a and w 0, respectively, determine the properties of matter at 
saturation, while e C O B p(n) incorporates all density-dependent 
effects. 

At densities below nD, the pressure in the star is no longer 
determined by the nucleon-nucleon interaction only, and below a 
critical low-density value n L S we apply a polytropic form for 
e e e i k p(n), matching the pressure and energy density of the nuclear 
part of the equation of state at densities around n L D * 1.2 n 0. 

When the total energy density is known, the pressure at zero 
temperature can be obtained from the thermodynamic relation 

p(n) - п[Эе{п)/Эп1 - e(n). (6.4) 

Similarly, the chemical potential is related to the energy density 
by 

И п ) - »e(n)/an - [p(n) • e(n))/n. (6.5) 

The quark-gluon plasma is taken into account by a "bag model" 
equation of state of the form (5.3), where the energy density of 
the quark-gluon plasma is that of a mixture of gluons and massless 
u, d and s quarks (N(>3) at zero temperature. In first order 
perturbation theory the energy density takes the form: 

ei*,) • (4,/ф. - U^/OH^/ie« 1) • В, (б.б) 



whert the chemical potential ut of the baryons is related to that 
of the quarks by u9 - 3 nQ. The bag constant в is the difference 
between the perturbative vacuum and the "true" vacuum energy 

orm density. Due to the perturbative corrections in the quark-gluon 
equation of state, our calculations also contain a strong coupling 

I constant cts which is assumed to be a constant*''50' a, - 0.4, 
lowering the pressure in the plasma. It has been shown that the 
running coupling constant in terms of the thermodynamic variables 
n, T anJ the QCD scale parameter л, varies only little, i.e. 
typically within the bounds 0.3 < a, < 0.55 for the relevant range 

hin of densities considered here. And the conclusions will not depend 
- significantly on the choice of the strong coupling constant. 

Depending on the central density of the star, such a multi-phase 
equation of state will allow for the formation of neutron stars as 
well as for hybrid stars. In principle, also pure strange quark 
stars can be obtained as a limiting case, »s also discussed 

a elsewhere51"571. Given one of the above forms of c(n) for nuclear 
natter, we are left with three parameters, i.e., the compression 

ar constant К associated with the hadronic phase, and the vacuum 
energy density В and the strong coupling constant a,, which 
characterize the quark-gluon phase. 

At central densities higher than the critical density of the quark-
gluon plasma n q c r, the core of the star will consist of strange 

6.4) quark matter. When the critical pressure is reached, the density 
drops disc-.ntinuously from n, e r to n B e r , indicating a first order 

isity phase transition. The density profiles indicate cmtiMfilestars with a 
strange matter core of about 6-7 km radius and an outer layer of 
neutron matter of about 3-4 km thickness. More than 60 t of the 

(6.5) coral mass is in the quark matter phase. A stiffer nuclear equation 
of state lowers the critical densities both for the hadronic phase 
n n e r, and for the quark-gluon phase n, e r. 

of 
•less Fig. 10 shows the mass of a star as a function of its central 

baryon density for two different parametrisations of the nuclear 
part of the equation of state. He recognize two branches of 
solutions; the neutron stars at lower central densities n ( £ n n e r , 

5.6) and the composite star region at densities n, £ »,,«• Both branches 
are. separated by the region of instability at n, e r < n < 
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n«.cr* while the siasses of the neutron stars increase rapidly as a 
function of the central density, the masses of the composite stars 
vary relatively slowly with n c. Composite stars are also 
considerably lighter than neutron stars for the same central 
density because the equation of state for the quark-gluon phase is 
much softer than that for neutron matter, which is illustrated in 
fig. 11. 

For a neutron star a stiffer equation of state results in larger 
masses and radii. This dependence is, however, reversed for 
composite stars, where a more repulsive interaction gives slightly 
lighter stars. This is basically caused by two competing features 
of the phase transition: A stiffer equation of state gives a larger 
quark core but also lower critical baryon densities, which gives 
less mass in the hadronic phase. 

We also get similar results when equations of state designed 
especially for neutron star models are applied. The mean-field 
equation of state has a strong similarity with the hard (K - 550 
HeV) "Sierk-Nix" parametrization for nuclear matter at densities 
above n„, whereas the "Bethe-Johnson" parametrization of the 
compression energy can be well approximated by a soft (K - 380 NeV) 
"Sierk-Nix" equation of state for n > ntBJ*1.2 n 0. Wore "modern" 
equations of state" give approximately the same results as the 
relativistic "Walecka mean-field" equation of state, the "Bethe-
Johnson" equation of state, or the "Quadratic" equation of state 
for К • 240 or 360 KeV10'. 

Stable conposite stars will only exist at sufficiently low vacuum 
energy densities due to the strong increase of the critical density 
nq e r of the quark phase with larger 8 M ) . Higher densities 
accompanied by higher pressures are needed to overcome the 
confining vacuum pressure of the quark-gluon plasma. At 
B1* - 300 MeV, we find that nq e r * 23 n9, far above the maximum for 
stable neutron stars around nc < 10 n0. With Bk reduced to 180 n»V, 
gravity still overtakes the Fermi pressure on the composite star 
branch which if shown in fig. 12. The critical value for the bag 
constant at which stable conposite stars might exist is found to be 
around B* - 170 fteV. Reducing В further widens the range of stable 
composite stars towards smaller nasses. At B % • 160 NeV, we find 
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rig. 11. The »ass-radius relations n(R) for pure neutron star* (full 
lines) and composite stars (dotted lines). All curves refer to a 
"Sierk-Nix" parasetrization plus quark-gluon plasma. The stiffest 
equation of state gives the most massive neutron stars 
(corresponding to the largest K). The critical points where the 
stability of the solutions changes are indicated, (a, - 0.4 and B* • 
165 MeV. к - 380 and 550 Kev.) 
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rig. 12. The dependence of th* star «ass on th* central energy 
density e, at different bag constants of B* • 160, 165 and 160 HeV 
for constant «, - 0.4, an/* a "Quadratic" equation of state at 
X • 240 MeV. The uppermost curve «responds to solutions in the 
absence of a phase transition, i.e. pur* neutron stars. The lowest 
curve corresponds to the saallest B. 



that n„ e r о 1.6 ne. A further reduction of В'would как« the quark-
gluon plasma the ground state of ordinary nuclei, i.e. n B e t < n 0. 

Varying the strong coupling constant widens the allowed range for 
the vacuum energy density. However, only a small variation is 
admissible: Increasing a. decreases the maximum value of В which 
gives stable composite stars. With the original KIT bag value of B* 
- 145 MeV as a reasonable lower limit, we obtain a maximum value of 
a s • 0.75. Similarly, setting «, - 0 gives an overall maximum value 
for stable composite stars at B % - 185 MeV. For reference, a, - 0.3 
gives a maximum bag pressure of Bk • 175 HeV compared to B % » 170 
MeV for a, • 0.4. Conditions for obtaining stable composite stars, 

( f u l l defined by the parameters a, and В in the guark-gluon equation of 
a state, are shown in fig. 13. 
(St 

This shows that despite of the uncertainty in «,, there is only a 
e small interval of values for В which allows for stable composite 

stars, and the inclusion of a non-zero strange mass would result in 
an even stronger restriction on the bag constant5". The relative 
stability between strange quark matter and hadronic matter has also 
been discussed for the deconfinement phase transit on in ultra-
relativistic heavy-ion collisions in the context of the decay of 
strangelets, leading to very similar conclusions*0'61'. 

A harder equation of state gives lower critical transition 
densities both for the hadronic and the quark-gluon phase, which in 
turn implies a larger core of strange matter in the comp „site star. 
This is shown more clearly in fig. 14 for the relative mass 
fraction of strange matter residing in a composite star. Although 
the total masses of the composite stars vary relatively little, the 
masses of the strange matter cores change strongly with the 
underlying hadronic equation of state. These modifications in the 
internal structure of a composite star should primarily influence 
the neutrino cooling rates, but could also modify other quantities 
like the heat conduction, magnetic fields, etc. An enhancement of 
the neutrino emissivity in strange quark stars due to the larger 
number of ß-decay channels in the quark-gluon phase has actually 
been predicted2•','••2'0,. 
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Fig. 13. Stability region for composite stars, defined by the 
parameters «f and 8 in the quark-gluon equation of state, and the 
"Quadratic" equation of state for к - 240 Mev. The shaded area 
á*fjnes stable composite stars, the lower left region correspcnds tc 
quark stars, and the upper right region ccrrespends to black hol?s. 
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Fig. 14. The ratio between the mass residing in the quark-glucr. 
phase и, and the total mass of the star Mt as function of i t s 
central density n e . The results refer to a "Cuadratic" equation 
s t a t t . At the same central density the ratio increases with the 
compression constant. The c irc les indicate the i i r . i t i r . s -asses 
associated with each «quaticr. ci s t a t e . : o, * •'..',, S - i i ? :*.«•;. 
- ~ С , 24 0 and 36 С ,"»v. 79 
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seasides the investigation of the rotation frequencies cf pulsars, 
the surface gravitational redshift z s of photons has been 
conjectured as a possible candidate for the identification cf 
strange quark stars 2'. This observable is determined ry the mass 
and radius cf a star fro» the relation (5.1i). Fie. 15 shevs that 
z s increases considerably with the total mass cf the star. For 
neutron stars of large masses, г, also varies significantly with 
the underlying equation cf state. Nevertheless, fcr a given star 
mass compatible with a neutron star as well as with a composite 
star, the surface gravitational redshift of a composite star is 
only slightly larger than that of a neutron star. Hence, the 
measurement of zs will net be conclusive to prove the existence tf 
composite stars. Similar conclusions were drawn fcr seif-hcur.c 

« I-strange matter stars**'*' 

The question tc what extent the observed angular velocities rí 
pulsars impose constraints on the various star models has been 
widely discussed so far''",;*'-- f-'•' "*' * . ~ne 'relativists'- Kepler:?..-. 
: etat ion cericd reads as" '" ! í , í í 

?„ • С . 0 I i 4 ("*/ ••""») */ •• К/У. '! [ ms I . A -

The minimum rotation period fcr rseutrcn stars is ?t. ... * J . f -s, 
varying relatively little-ur.der a modification cf the underlying 
hadronirr equation cf state. fcr c:m?csite stars on the ether hand, 
?>. .., amounts to approximately the same and is comparable to that 
for neutron stars. And the minimum rotation periods of c:m?csite 
stars vary remarkably little tor different compression and саз 
constants, as well ao for different parametrirations cf the 
nuclear equation cf state. 

The limited interval of star masses for which composite stars can 
exist is also reflected in narrow bounds for the maximum and 
minimum angular velocities. Fig. 16 illustrates that the Keplerian 
rotation periods T K of stable composite stars are limited to the 
range 0.7 ms S T K < 1.9 ms, which could be important fcr the 
possibility to distinguish a pulsar as a possible composite star 
candidate. 
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Fig. 15. Surface gravitational redshift z a versus the star nass for 
the same cases as in Fig. 14. Full lines correspond to pure neutron 
stars, whereas the dashtd lints indicate composite stars. For a given 
mass, the largest redshift is obtained for the stiffest equation of 
state for the composite star, and vice versa for the neutron star. 
<«, - 0.4, B* - 165 HtV, К - 170. 240 and 360 HtV.) 
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Fig. 16. The Keplerian angular velocity fi„ versus the star mass for 
those equations of statt which give the maximum and minimum 
frtquencies. The full lint refers to a "Quadratic" equation of state 
at x - 170 Ktv and Ш4 - 160 HtV, for which the fastts rotating 
composite stars are found, while the dashed curve has been obtained 
from a "SitrV-Nix" equation of state at К • 550 MeV and B % - 160 Kev, 
giving the lowest angular velocities. We get 0.7 ms < T, <1.9 tns. 
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7. Summary and discussion 

In summary, we find stable neutron stars up to central densities of 
n e «f 10 n 9, maximum masses of H * 1.8-2.6 HQ, and minimum radii of 
R * 10-13 km, depending on the equation of state. Composite stars 
may exist at central densities between n cm> 4-9 n 0, corresponding 
to energy densities e e * 0.5 - 1.5 GeV/fm', masses of n я 1.4 - 1.7 
I^ and radii of R * 10 - 13 km. 

The mass range of composite stars coincides largely with the masses 
of the most massive neutron stars observed so far. Furthermore, the 
rotational frequencies and the surface gravitational redshift of 
photons cannot be used as unique signals to distinguish a composite 
star from a neutron star. 

Composite stars are expected to be considerably lighter than 
neutron stars at the same central density. This expresses the 
effective softening of the matter due to the phase transition to 
the quark-gluon phase. 

The existence of stable composite stars is very sensitive to the 
equation of state of the quark-gluon phase. Only a small range in В 
allows for stable stars and reasonable critical baryon densities 
for the phase transition. On the other hand, if composite stars 
could be identified in the future, this could provide detailed 
information on the equation of state for strange quark matter. 

The interpretation of pulsars as quark stars may run into other 
difficulties, we have, for instance, the problem of glitching. 
Possibly connected to this phenomenon is gamma-ray bursting, which 
would remain unexplained in a quark star picture. It is possible, 
however, that a composite star could be relevant, and then the 
glitching phenomena could possibly be used to distinguish a 
composite star from a neutron star. 

The cooling history of a compact star is strongly dependent on the 
underlying emission processes. It has been suggested that the 

a i n.,j neutrino emissivity from pure quark matter is substantially larger 
so к*", than that from ordinary neutron star matter. Although there have 
ms. been arguments opposing this view, it could possibly be used to 

80 distinguish a composite star from a neutron star. 
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Radioactive beams of Borromean halo-like nuclei like n Li have provided possibil- nc 
ities to study the exotic structure of such objects. Since the information is obtained 
in collision studies, in particular from break-up channels, one has to disentangle b ( 

the structure information from the reaction mechanism. A satisfactory treatment 
within a three-body model for the projectile requires a four-body continuum cal
culation. As an exploratory step towards this end, we give a phenomenological 
discussion based on the available data for *He and n Li projectiles for energies from 
1 GeV/A down to 30 MeV/A. Data for both transverse and longitudinal momen
tum distributions for three-body constituents of these projectiles are used. We 
argue that the data can be consistently understood in a picture where the high r t 

energy data mainly correspond to direct break-up of the projectile ground state in *' 
a Serber model, while the low energy data exhibit the fingerprint of a a sequential 1 
break-up process via a narrow low-lying resonance, observed in 'He but hitherto d 
not'identified in 1 1 Li . We also examine the break-up scenario in some more details " 
and show that in the ease of a low lying virtual level (resonance) in the neutron 
+'Li channel, the final state interaction influences strongly the correlated momen- 0 

tum distribution of particles from n L i fragmentation and also the inclusive neutron j , 
momentum distribution. The inclusive *Li momentum distribution is on the other £ 

hand less influenced by the final state interaction. 
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1 Experiments with radioactive nuclear beams 
This paper addteaaes the question of how we learn about the potentially exotic structure 
of radioactive beam nudd and the interplay between nuclear structure and reaction 
mechanisms. In particular we try in section 4 to answer very recent questions connected 
with observed narrow widths of transverse and longitudinal momentum distributions in 
fragmentation experiments. We start by describing the current experimental situation 
and return to theory in the next section. 

The first measurements of the interaction and reaction cross-sections at both high 
(about 1 GeV/A) and low (tens of MeV/A) energies with beams of light neutron drip-
line nudd [1,2,3,4] revealed abnormally large cross-sections for neutron-rich nudd such 
as "Li, "Be, "Be and 1 T B. These data provided important information about the sites 
of light neutron-rich nudd and put on the agenda the question of the existence of large 
neutron balos (with long neutron tails reaching far out) in loosdy bound nudd near 
the neutron drip-line. The "Li nudeus has been of particular interest, and calculations 
of its density distributions will be presented in section 3. It should be noted that the 
appearance of extended neutron halos is a specific peculiarity of light neutron drip-line 
nudd which has not been seen before in nudear physics. 

The next type of the experiments, fragmentation or break-up experiments of loosdy 
bound neutron-rich projectiles on light targets [5,6,7], supported the idea about the 
existence of neutron halos in these systems. In particular a narrow *Li transverse mo
mentum distribution (as compared to stable nudd) was found in "Li fragmentation at 
high energy [5]. Subsequently, an extremdy narrow neutron angular distribution was 
found in "Li break-up at low energy [6] with a nearly target independent width. The 
very recent experimental results for *Li longitudinal momentum distributions on targets 
ranging from light to heavy [8] also give nearly target independent narrow "Li momen
tum distributions with widths similar to that found in the high energy experiment [5]. 
These experiments show that an idea about the neutron halo and internal momentum 
distributions rdative to reaction mechanisms becomes critical, if the question of the 
"true" structure of the halo nudd is to be answered by fragmentation data. 

Based on the hypothesis of a neutron halo, the possible appearance in such systems 
of a new low-lying dipole resonance mode, a so-called soft dipole mode was suggested 
in [9]. Its presence is connected with possible low frequency oscillations of the hate 
neutrons against the core giving rise to low-lying dipole exdtations. The nature of this 
mode differs from ordinary dipole modes, since only a few valence neutrons 'oscillate' 
against the inert core and only exdtations to the continuum spectrum are present. As
suming that "Li is composed of a *Li core and a point-dineutron, large electromagnetic 
dissodation (EMD) cross-sections for "Li on heavy targets were predicted in [10,11]. 

Large cross-sections for Coulomb dissodation of "Li were found experimentally at 
high [12] and low energies [45]. A very important observation is that the EMD cross 



section« for "Li on lead targets (at high energy [12]) ate approximately 80 tunes larger 
than those of a "C projectile (a nearby stable nndeas) after scaling the cross section by 
Z* of the projectile. Furthermore, EMD cross section« of comparable magnitude were 
obtained at high energy on heavy targets for other neutron-rich beam nuclei: *He and 
•He [13]. These facts reflected the pronounced influence of a neutron halo or soft dipole 
mode excitation« on values of Coulomb dissociation crow sections for neutron drip-line 
nuclei. 

2 Theory of Borromean nuclei u L i and 6 He 
All the existing experimental data substantiate the existence of a pronounced neutron
hab effects in nuclei near the neutron drip-line. It means that neutron-rich nucki 
in many respects represent qualitatively quite different (other important degrees of 
freedom) many-nucleon systems compared with nuclei near the stability line. First of 
all the correlations between the neutron« in the halo as well as between these and the 
core become very important. 

Secondly the leading concepts of the conventional shell-model, Hartree-Fock ap
proach (or mean-field approach) are no longer so useful for systems dose to the neutron 
(and also proton) drip-line. Without going into more details of such approaches, we only 
like to mention that the necessity to go beyond a mean-field approximation, to include 
additional correlations or to use three-body approaches for such a peculiar system as 
u Li, also was «tressed by practitioners of the mean-field procedures [14,15]. 

An investigation of u Li within the three-body approach, 'Li+n+n, seems more 
promising. Even accounting for the strong correlation« by means of a simple two-
body approach, point-dineutron + core model [10] explained many features of the 
"Li nucleus. The successes of the two-cluster model of the "Li nucleus very definitely 
indicate the existence of a neutron halo, a concerted movement of the two valence 
nudeons in a wide spatial region. The true neutron halo structure can however obviously 
not be derived in the two-duster model 

For a three-body approach the currently most interesting (and exotic) light neu
tron drip-line nucleus is "Li. We do however want to emphasise that there exists at 
least one neutron-rich lighter nucleus (which for a long time has not been considered 
a halo nucleus) which clearly exhibits a three-body structure, namely the 'He nucleus. 
Numerous three-body calculations for A=6 nudei [16,17,18,19] show that the ground 
and low-lying exdted states of these nuclei have well developed three-body 4He+N+N 
structures. 

The "Li and 'He nuclei have much in common as three-body systems: a) they are 
both Borromean: in both cases there are no bound or long living resonance state in the 
binary subsystems core+aeutron and neutron+neutron (core = a-partide for 'He and 
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•Li for u Li); b) the ratios of the separation energy of the two valence aeatroo« from the 
aucleaa to the aeparatkm eaergy of one aeatroo firom the coze, are doae to each other, 
respectively 1 MeV/20 MeV (*He) and 0.2 MeV/4.1 MeV ( u I i ) ; c) the prevaffiag total 
J of the two valence neutrons is J=0 for both сама; d) the core transverse momentum 
distributions resulting from u Li and *He fragmentations in collisions with fight targets 
at high energies, have pccufiar two-component structure [ВД0] (for *Re such a structure 
was found quite recently [20]); e) the normalised EMD cross sections are nearly equal 
for the two auclei [13]; f) unusually large changes in глаж. matter radn are found 
going from the core auclei to the cote plus two neutron system« (eg. НгяМ(а)~ 1.46 
fm, В^.С'НеЬ 2.5-2.6 fm [2^1], В^ДЧдЬ232 fin [2], IU„( uLi)~3.2fm [2]). 

The *He nucleus has been investigated in the framework of a number of different 
three-body theoretical approaches [17,18,19,22,23]. The results of such investigations 
have shown that most of the methods give similar descriptions of the binding energy, 
t.mi. matter radius as well as the main structure of the wave function (WF), deviating 
from each other only in finer details of the WFs. We have previously carefully compared 
calculated results of the hyperspherical harmonic (HH) method and coordinate space 
Faddeev method (CSF) with similar two-body potentials [23]. The results showed that 
the WF structure is almost identical ia both approaches aad is similar to the predic
tions of other three-body calculations. This is not very surprising since all three-body 
approaches for "He use two-body potentials which correspond to rather complete exper
imental data for the e-n and n-n channels. Thus small details of different three-body 
calculations have only a little influence on the WF structure. 

The situation is quite different for tbe "Li case. Recently some exploratory three-
body calculation* for the "Li nucleus have been published [24,25,26,27,28,29]. Although 
most of them reproduce the binding energy aad r.т.е. matter radius, they give different 
structures for the WF. This reflects the sensitivity to the potentials in the *Li-n channel, 
which differ in the calculations. Contrary to the case of *He, insufficient experimental 
information is available on the *Li-n two-body subsystem. Information about momen
tum correlations between the constituents of "Li may help answer such questions. Such 
experiments are in progress. 

3 Densities and Sizes 
We have seen that a great deal of experimental data points to a long tau ín the neutron 
distribution in "Li. This tail must therefore be seen in the one-particle density of "Li, 
but as yet there are no theoretical estimates of this quantity except for refs. [30,31]. 

Some experimental information on the "Li one-particle density is already available, 
la [32] the author* try to extract it from the interaction cross sections by fitting the 
results of Glauber calculations to the data. The one-particle density is also directly 
involved ia proton scattering against "Li, for which the corresponding experiments 



a 

Ь«-* bet» recently performed. A comparison with these data should be made. 3. 
We n»3i r&ulate the one-particle density of "Li using a duster-orbital shell-model _ 

»?piurLr***tioa (COSMA) [33], using the hyperharmonics method (HH) [19,34], and 
•л,-.-»% t î. coordk' «Ле-срасе Faddeev equations (CSF) [35,17,31]. The first is an approxi
mate .uetbod к ttpid estimation, based on simple-harmonic oscillator wave functions, 
whereas t*>e 3H and CSF methods correctly describe the full three-body dynamics in a 
model of Cv/-c + valence neutrons. 

t 
ЗД 'Ihree-body frameworks 
The one pwticle density of a nudeus of A nudeons with coordinates r< described by the 
w w fe-oii m (WF) * is n(r) =< 11 Tti Цг - *)l* >=< *!»»(')l* > • ' 

Is a tliree body approximation we assume the WF • of "Li as bring offactorized i 
form * = Vw« V»(/>i»Pi)> where $„• is the internal WF of 'Li depending upon the > 
coordinates of the core nudeons and ^,(/v,Pj) is the WF of outer (valence) neutrons 
with the radii pj, pj pointing from the core to the corresponding neutron. 

The density operator n(r) is n(r) = n t(r) 4- na(r), where 

й,(г) = E*í(r-rh, (1) 
i s i 

na(r) = í ( r - r i ) + í ( r - r , ) . 

Here r{°', ri and rj are the coordinates of the core nudeons and two outer neutrons 
in the center of mass frame of the whole nucleus (c.m.w.n.). 

The ni(r) gives the part of the density щ from the core nudeons, and is 

ni(r) =< •>,|neeff(r - г,)\фв >, (2) 
» i f f » 

n»r . ( r ) = < ^«r«| £ í ( r - Rí)|lkor« > , 
i=l 

where re is the radius of the core center of mass in c.m.w.n., R* are the the radii of 
the core nucleon» in the core center of mass frame (r< = re + Rt). We assume the core 
density is of Gaussian form: 

«~.(r) = JvV'V.\, J V - ^ Щ - (3) 

The parameter r t e is connected with the r.m.i. radius Re of the core: | r^ = R*. 
The second part of the density operator corresponds to the valence neutrons provided 

part n,(r) of the density. Due to the Pauli antisymmetry of the WF \ф„ > it can be 
written as 

ns(r) ж 2 < +9\6{r - ri)|fv > . (4) g 5 



3.1.1 COSMA 

Intrinsically COSMA ([33]) deals with the radii #t, pi drawn from the core to the 
corresponding neutron. We have, with A — Л«„ + 2, 

* = (!-*)*-**. »* = -i^+(i-ib 
*< --i<*+*). (5) 

With these radii, and including the spin functions %v of the neutrons coupled to 
total spin S » 0, the WP Ф, is 

*4*i» л ) * J ) e«í №«(л) в «\rf(pj)]t-s lX| * Xjjfas. (в) 
ml 

where tam(r) = f«i{*)Yim(r) is the ordinary one particle oscillator function. The coef
ficients аы and oscillator radius have been chosen ([33]) to fit the experimental r.m.s. 
radius of u Li and the transverse momentum distribution of *Li from the fragmentation 
of " Li at high energy. 

The integrations in (2) and (4) are performed using generalised Talmi-Moshinski 
transformations of the pairs of oscillator functions, as described in [36]. 

3.1.2 Hyper-harmonics method 

In this method the WF ф, (including again the spin functions for S = 0) is 

+• = />-'" Zxxu.i,(p)*xi.i,{«)lYl.(x)» УЦу)]*=о \x\ ® X|]*-r (7) 
where x, у are the Jacobi coordinates, p = V** + у*, a — arcsin(y//»), *JC/^,(<») 
is a known polynomial, and XKU.I,(P) is obtained by numerical integration of the 
Schrődinger equation [37]. 

The absence of a total spin 5 = 1 admixture is due to the lack of spin-orbit po
tential in the chosen set of binary potentials. For this calculation simple «-wave at
tractive potentials in the *Li-n channel were taken. The calculation of equations (2, 
4) in this method proceeds as with the COSMA model. The difference is in using, 
instead of Talmi-Moehinelri transformations, the proper exchange of Jacobi coordinates 
as described in [38]. 

3.1.3 Faddeev approach 

In the Faddeer method [35,17,31], the total wave function is written as a sum of three 
Faddeev components • = ifrij + фа + фа, where each component is labeled by an 
interacting pair of particles. Because of antisymmetrization between the valence neu
trons, Фа is a permutation P of фл. Usually ([35]) each component is a function of the 
corresponding set of Jacobi coordinates, so we have 

* в Mri j , r { 1 J ) e ) + (1 + Р)Фл(га,Г{ар). 



hi fret, the total wave function f can be transformed into either or both sets of coor
dinates, giving 

• = 7iafa»»tu>) = i M r r t » *(*)»)» 
where each ? „ , $ , , has the same unit normalisation as » . The +l9 and i^,, can now be 
ased to generate the required density functions: the neutron density in the слп. frame 
of the whole nucleus is 

»,(r) = 2 / eV* &Лт*,-~г)?> 

and the density of the core слп. with respect to the whole nucleus слп. is 

m(r) = J dr„ |?„(r„,-r)| a . 

The density of the core nucleons with respect to the whole nucleus слп. is then the 
convolution of n«(r) with the internal core matter distribution i w f r ) of eqn. (3). 

3 .2 Resul ts 

i ' i i i ' i ' i I ' i ' i • i ' i • i 

Figure 1: One particle densities of "Li: a) Densities, provided by the core nucleons and the 
valence neutrons, b) Total one particle densities. 

Figure la shows the components of the one-particle densities originating from the core 
nucleons and the valence neutrons. The HH curve is from [37], the COSMA result is case 
I from [33], and the CSF result is case L5D from [31]. Each model provides the valence 
neutron density spread far outside the core, forming the neutron halo. The density 
components originating from the valence neutrons differ in the different models mainly 
in the region inside the core, while being approximately equal outside the core, in spite 



of the met thai these models give quite different three-body structures. The HH and 
CSF models, for example, describe the correct three-body asymptotks exactly, where 
the COSMA uses Gaussian wave functions. The HH and CSF three-body methods are 
in very close agreement with each other. The similarity between the valence neutron 
densities in different models is due to the met that in the tbxee-body approach, with 
denned core and total nucleus rjn.s. radii, one has not much freedom in constructing 
the valence neutron density, as it must provide the г лье. radius of valence neutrons, 
obeying the following approximate equality 

jyH'pLi) + —JPOrafence neutrons) = ^ ( " i i ) . 

Figure lb shows the total one-particle densities of "Li. АД approaches give pronounced 
neutron halo. The difference between the various approaches is rather small, because 
of highly integrated character of one particle density. 

Figure lb also shows the "Li one-particle density, obtained in [32] from the interac
tion cross sections at different targets by Glauber types of calculations. The agreement 
with the results obtained in this paper is good. Again we have to mention that one 
particle densities are highly integrated type of data, with the information about the 
three-body structure being smeared out. 

S.3 Summary 
1) The calculated densities of valence neutrons, in all the approaches considered, spread 
far outside the core, forming the neutron halo in accordance with experimental indica
tions on this halo. 

2) The "Li models, giving quite different correlation densities, nevertheless provide 
quite similar one-particle densities, because of the highly integrated character of one-
particle densities. Thus the experiments involving only tta's type of data could hardly 
distinguish one of the different suggested structures of "Li. 

3) Calculated densities are in a good agreement with those extracted in [32] from 
Glauber calculations. 

4 Possible Low-lying Resonance in n L i 
4.1 Introduction 
For a three-body approach the currently most interesting (and exotic) light neutron 
drip-line nucleus is "Li. We do however want to emphasise that there exists at least 
one neutron-rich lighter nucleus which clearly ехЫЫ'в a three-body structure, namely 
the *He nucleus. Numerous three-body calculations for A=6 nuclei [16,17,18,19] show 



that the ground and low-lying excited states of these nuclei have weu developed three-
body 4He+N+N structures. 

The "Li and *He nuclei have much in common as three-body systems. The "He 
nucleus has been investigated in the framework of a number of different three-body 
theoretical approaches [17,18,19,22,23;. All three-body approaches for "He use two-
body potentials which correspond to rather complete experimental data for the a-a and 
D-n channels, and produce largely similar results. 

The situation is quite different for the u L i case. Recently some exploratory three-
Ьо-iy calculations for the "Li nucleus have been published [24,25,26,27,28,29]. Although 
most of them reproduce the binding energy and r.m.s. matter radius, they give different 
structures for the VVF. This sensitivity to the potentials in the *Li-n channel should be 
able to be resolved by fragmentation analyses. 

4.2 Applicability of the Serber model to the breakup of halo 
nuclei 

Probably the ouly more or less clear situation for fragmentation of loosely bound nuclei, 
is fragmentation reactions on light targets (allowing us to neglect Coulomb effects) and 
high energies (few hundreds MeV/A). Under these conditions the simple Serber model 
(direct dissociation or impulse approximation) is likely to be a good first approximation 
for the fragmentation mechanism, and then the measured momentum distributions of 
the constituents should give a direct mapping of the ground state momentum distribu-
tiocs. 

Fig. 2 gives a comparison of the a-partiae ir;:-.»verse momentum distribution from 
6He fragmentation on a carbon target at energy £ -400 MeV/A [20; with a three-body 
calculation 39 (solid line). This indicates that the Serber mechanism should be a 
r-ujion;ible first approximation also for a fri.::r-icr.tation reactions involving nuclei such 
as ! 1Li, for light targets and energies higher '.'г.дг. 400 M?Y A. 

4.3 Momentum distributions for Li fragmentation at low en
ergy - deviations from Serb er model 

Wc nave previously assumed that the Scrbcr m-dei works for high energy fragmen
tation reactions with loosely bound nuclei or. iî ht targets, and used several different 
three-body approaches '27,26,2'.^ to describe r -.crimenta! *Li transverse momentum 
distributions from "Li fragmentation on a carbon target at 800 MeV/A [5]. AU more 
or less account for at least the narrow component which is believed to be most impor
tant. 

Some rather challenging experimental data are now available, namely the neutron 
angular momentum distributions from 1 :Li fragmentation on different targets measured 
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Figure 2: Transverse 4He momentum distribution from a eHe fragmentation at 400 MeV/A 
on carbon. Data are from [20]. The solid line is from [39] combined with the Serber model, 
the dashed line include» a competing 15% contribution from sequential decay fis the 0.8 MeV 
resonance. 
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in [6] at an energy of 30 MeV/A. The results show two striking features (fig. 2). 
First the very forward-directed neutron angular distributions are extremely narrow with 
6X1 -2.5-3 degrees. Secondly the width of the distributions is almost independent of 
the charge of the target (from Be to Au). 

Within the Serber model the different WFs from different three-body approaches [27, 
29;, ail able to reproduce high energy "Li transverse momentum data, fail to describe 
the just mentioned very narrow neutron transverse momentum distributions (or angular 
distributions). Even the three-body calculations [26,28] which gave the most narrow *Li 
transverse momentum distribution lead to a neutron momentum distribution which is 
at least twice as broad as that extracted from experiment [6j. 

This may be taken as an indication that the direct dissociation (Serber model) is 
not the only contributing mechanism to the reaction cross section (or particle momen
tum distributions) at these rather low projectile energies (30 MeV/A compared to 800 
MeV/A). Actually it is hardly reasonable to expect that the Serber model is the pre
dominant mechanism at low energies and heavy targets. Some additional mechanism 
may occur at low energies, competing with the Serber mechanism, the latter gradually 
taking over as dominant fragmentation mode as the energy increases. 

It is well known that sequential decay through excitation of some low-lying levels of 
loosely-bound nuclei dominates for beam energy around 10 MeV/A (e.g. [40,41])- This 
mechanism was recently suggested [42] to be the origin of the very narrow oeutron an-

is 



Figure 3: Differential cross-section far neutrons from fragmentation of a "Li beam at 29 MeV/A 
«nridrff» on a Be target. Data are from [6]. The curves give the ram of direct Serber break-op 
and a sequential decay via the ammed narrow resonance. Solid line - 75% admixture of a 
hypothetical decaying 0.2 MeV-resonance; dashed line - 75% of a 0.4 MeV-resonance. 

gular distribution [6]. So as a working hypothesis, we assume that there exists a narrow 
low-lying resonance in "Li, and estimate the extent to which the existing experimental 
data are consistent with or contradict this assumption. 

4.4 Consequences of a low lying narrow resonance in u Li 
In principle a low-lying narrow resonance (or resonances) may occur in a three-body 
system with no bound states or narrow resonances in any two-body subsystem. Ex
amples are the ground state of 'Be and the first excited state of 'He, a 2 + narrow 
resonance. The 2 + resonance in *He lies about 1.8 MeV above the ground state. A 
rotational estimate gives 6E{*He) = 3.2 MeV, but an overestimate is expected since 
we assumed a frosen spatial configuration. Assuming the same overestimate as for 'He, 
one may expect a resonance in "Li with an energy about 0.4-0.6 MeV above the ground 
state. In [43] the excited states in "Li corresponding to soft dipole mode excitation were 
calculated. The lowest one has an excitation energy of only ~ 0.8 MeV. It should be 
noted however, that low-lying true three-body resonances have very small decay widths 
(simple estimates show that expected widths are of the order of a few tens of keV). As 
an example, the 2* state in 'He mentioned above has a total width of about 100 keV. It 
means that in first approximation we do not need to take into account the width of the 
resonance. Furthermore, we restrict our discussion to a model where only one low-lying 
excited resonance, of kind to be determined, is assumed to exist in "Li. 

If the excite«! resonance which subsequently decays is rather narrow, fragmentation 
process going through a narrow resonance takes form of a product of two factors, one 
responsible for the excitation of the long lived resonance, the other for its decay. Details 
of our calculations are given in ref. [44]. 

Direct Serbe break-up of the ground state wttl also give a contribution to the 30 



MeV/ A cross section. Por a rapid estimate we tab the simplest WP from the COSMA 
model [29] with two neutrons in 0* states. The only parameter r»=4.88 ím in this WF 
was fitted to describe the narrow part of the *Li transverse momentum distribution at 
800 MeV/ A. 

Here we do not address interference but take the total differential cross section 
simply as the sum of the cross sections of the competing processes, with unknown 
weights. The resonance energy E, and relative weight are to be fitted consistently with 
the experimental data. 

It turns out that neutron angular distributions can be accounted for by assuming a 
resonance energy of E, = 0.2 ~ 0.4 MeV and a weight for the sequential decay process 
of about 80% (Fig. 3). 

If one believes that at low energies the main contribution to the differential cross 
section originates from a sequential decay process, and that tnis mechanism stays more 
or less the same as the target charge is increased, then the distribution width should be 
almost independent of the target charge. 

4.5 9Li longitudinal momentum distribution at 70 MeV/A 
The very recent data of ref. [8] have raised intriguing questions as mentioned in the 
introduction: the longitudinal *Li momentum distributions are found to be quite narrow 
and nearly target independent. 

Figure 4: Relative longitudinal *Li momentum distribution from "Li fragmentation at 70 
MeV/A on Be target. Data are from [8]. For the curves ие the legend of Fig. f (bat now 60% 
admixture of the sequential decay). 



We can account wefl for the experimental longitudinal momentum distributions for 
a resonance energy of 0.2~0.4 MeV, the one from the 30 MeV/A data fit, by using a 
weight of the sequential decay channel of about 60%. Fig. 4 shows the result. 

\i transversa momentum (MeV/c) 

Figure 5: Transverse 9Li momentum distribution from the "Li fragmentation at 800 MeV/A 
on carbon. Solid and long dubed lines give results from the first COSMA calculation as in 
Fig. 3, with: solid line - 20% admixture of the sequential decay via 0.2 MeV-resonance; long 
dashed line -10% admixture of the sequential decay via 0.4 MeV-resonance. The shaded region 
brackets two Gaussian fits from [20]. _ 

To compare our predictions with the experimental data [20] on the *Li transverse 
momentum distribution at 800 MeV/A, we follow a procedure similar to the one used 
in [27,29]. Taking again the resonance energy to be 0.2~0.4 MeV, a reduced weight of 
the sequential decay channel to about 15% gives the satisfactory description shown in 
Fig. 5. 

4.6 Sequential decay of e He 
Finally we return to the case of "He. The energy of the low-lying resonance is known 
to be about 0.S MeV above threshold, the width is about 0.1 MeV. Following the same 
procedure as above, we can easily estimate the contribution of the sequential decay 
via this resonance to the o-tronsverse momentum distribution from 'He fragmentation 
at 400 MeV/A. The result of such a calculation is shown in Fig. 2, dashed line. A 
contribution from the sequential decay of 159? improves the fit to the experimental data 
noticeably. This value is consistent with the result obtained for the case of "Li at high 
energy (Fig. 5). 



When we compute the individual neutron »«g«!»»- distributions from the sequential 
decay process and from the Serber mechanism (knowing the WP of the ground state of 
*He from strict three-body calculations), we find quite different widths. At 30 MeV/A, 
the sequential decay gives a characteristic width of about 7*, while the Serber mechanism 
gives 24*. Such a large difference should be easily distinguished in the experiment. 

4.7 Conclusion and Open Questions 
We have shown that the supposition of a low-lying narrow resonance in "Iá enables us 
to consistently describe existing "Li fragmentation experimental data for a wide range 
of projectile energies, namely: 1) One neutron angular distributions at 30 MeV/A; 2) 
*Li longitudinal momentum distributions at 70 MeV/A; 3) *Li transverse momentum 
distributions at 800 MeV/A. From the available data the resonance energy is consistently 
estimated approximately to be 0.3±0.1 MeV. 

Being a simple assessment of what goes on, our estimates have left out details of 
the reaction scenarios, which may very well strongly influence other observables such 
as correlations. Angular momentum transfer, if the resonance has a non-sero spin, is 
expected to somewhat redirect the forward propagation, and should be studied for 'He, 
where we know that the resonance is a 2 + state. 

Another possibility, which needs further investigation, is an alternative sequential 
decay mechanism. One neutron may be ejected with a momentum distribution similar 
to that of the ground state, whereas the other one remains in a resonance state of , 0Li. 
If this state is sufficiently narrow, it may subsequently decay with a narrow momentum 
distribution, thus again leading to a mixture of components with different widths. 
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Abstract 
Th« projectile-like particle evolution of the Au+X high energy col

lision is studied in an extended evaporation model. The residue is 
calculated in the modified abrasion model, and its dynamical evolu
tion into the instability region of nuclear matter is investigated. The 
calculated nuclei may be an input for statistical multifragmentation 
models. 

1 Introduction and Summary 
The luultifragmentation of projectile-like products in peripheral nurlear col
lision at relativistic energies are now under experimental investigation [ I]. 
There are two big groups of models developed to study this phenomenon, 
the statistical and the dynamical models. The statistical ones reduces the 
number of freedom of the system and assumes th»*rmaIization in it. so they 
can obtain a very nice statistic. On the contrary the dynamical models are 
usually dealing with a huge number of freedom, and they has a quite poor 
statistic. Most of the can not determine the last stage of the evolution, 
namely the fragment production, there are additional statistical models are 
to evaluate the fragment distribution. But statistical models needs input for 
the initial size, mass, charge and excitation energy, and theese data mostly-
obtained from dynamical models. 

At relativistic energies however the projectile-like region can be esti
mated very simply b> using the abrasion model [ 2. 12]. The model gives 
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the mass of the projectile-like residue ukdy, but underestimates the excita
tion energy. To improve the energy a modification was proposed recently in 
13]. 

Taking the residue from the modified abrasion model we followed its 
evolution in a very simple kydrodynamkal model taking into account the 
evaporation of nudeons. The evopamtion for static system was described 
in detailed form in [ 4], and we extended the results for out purpose. The 
evolution of the exdted residue is followed tűi it reaches the instability re
gion of the nuclear matter. If the residue caa expand to that stage, there 
is a possibility to multifragment. The development of (actuations in the 
instability region was examined in [ 5]. The remnants which cannot reach 
this region will undergo sequential decay, however the ones which can reach 
the instability region probablv good candidates to the statistical modds 

(fe. Я 
The evaporation itself was studied years ago ([ 4, 8}), and [ 9] have 

introduced some kind of dynamics also. In calculations of Friedman the 
intermediate mass fragments (IMF) appears suddenly at a given time and 
thdr number then saturates, which can be interpreted, as the system reached 
the instability region, and breaked up. 

In section 2.1 we will briefly remind the hydrodynamics of a system 
loosing particles, in section 2.2 the evaporation process will be examined. 
We give a short overview of the abrasion in section 2.3, and will discuss the 
results in section 3. 

2 Description of the model 
In our calculations we started from the residues given by the modified abra
sion model. We assumed that the residues are at thdr ground state density 
(which is around 0.127 / m ~ 3 for the equation of state (EOS) and density 
profile we used), and all the excitation energy at the beginning is thermal 
excitation. 'Ve evolve the system due to the equation of hydrodynamics, and 
let nucleons to evaporate from the system. To evaluate all the expressions 
in reasonable time, the nucleus is assumed a sphere of constant density and 
temperature. 
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2.1 Tbc hydrodyaamkal есраа&эпа 

The kydrodyaamical equations are: 

* + «*#»•=-/д 
tf+(*tf)»4*tf#»*foM (1) 

where IAJB stands for the Ion of partidét awl energy due to emission of 
partidé* respectively, and lot» is related to the momentum-loss. AD the loss 
terms wiD be evaluated is sectioa 2.2. The pressare Я cau be derived from 
the EOS. b oar model the density p я take» to be homogenous in space 
iaside the nucleus. To keep this condition one needs to define the velocity 
field 9 to be propotkmal to the radios-vector af the given point: 

f = af (2) 

Combining the continuity and the Enter equation the momentum-loss ap
pears expGcttdy in the equations. 

(mgv) + Div{mevo S) + fP = -Ip - /^ftn (3) 
/* = /* + /» 

b eq.( 3) on the right hand side appears a term which controls the 
momentum loss due to the particle evaporation. The term //> contains the 
thermal (random) momentum km. We are integration this equation in the 
coordinate space, so the term /дйп will give the «censor momentum loss due 
to the evaporation. So that picture assumes, that particles can evaporate 
from any point of the nucleus, that is tbe mean-free path is larger than 
the size of the system. This is the same assumption that appears in the 
evaluation of the evaporation expression (cf. [ 4J). Furthermore we assume 

* that the thermal and the flow velocities are uncorrelated, so the energy loss 
is simply the sum of the thermal energy loss and the flow energy loss (due 
to the particle emission). 

The free variables of the model are the total mass A and the charge Z 
of the system, the density f and the temperature T in the nucleus, and the 
velocity field parameter «, and finally one gets the equations 

Am-toVM + r,,) 
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t+U**it (4) 
*-—'+5iV*-SaVfr 

*« -тГ №Á+ %*+Ще+*Ъге+*%ГЬ+«#ь) 
The iatriask aaeigy Ещ, aad the coBectiv* kiaetk eaetgy Еш of the 

system к deiaed a» 

ВшАА*/*гНГ) . Е Ь . » / А ^ , (5) 
We described the eaergy-deasity e(f) of the system with Skyrme type 

interaction (10), namely with the SKM* type patametrisatioa. However 
becaase of the aasamptioa of the coastaat deasity them is ao sarface cor* 
rectioB. The Bqaid-drop caicalatioas [11] have obtaiaed the temperatare 
dependeace of the sarface term, however оаДу for smaB excitation energies. 
We extended it assamiog that the sarface term behaves as: 

with the original я„х, fiqaid-drop parameters. So the total energy density 
with Coalomb, surface aad symmetry energy terms has tbe form: 

+«(1+ 09) + A (l-£)'(<»-«,) , 
where tn and t t are the neutron aad proton Fermi energy density respec
tively. 

*• ь а «• »• k "T1 
2645 0.W 15W5 JUL 10742 5ЛЗИГ» 1464 1.634 | 

Table 1: The COS parameters. The anHs are MeV aad fm 



2.2 The evaporation integrals 
А1Ы«^ехаи1мевеге>*1аеашш6«ера1ЬЬесоамсоа1рагаЫеи>1аев1>е 
of the system, bat ia the energy range, discassed ia that acodei (around 10-
15 MeV/partkle above the Fermi sea) it is stíl ia the order of the diameter 
of the system ([ 4]). A microscopical tteatmeat of evaporatioa from such » 
system is described in [ 4]. The carreat deasity of aadeoas of type т{т ~ 
n,p) through surface dement iS b obtaiaed as 

Г = ^[ца»§)а»9 Г4рр*Рт{рс<яФ,1Гт)Мр,Т) m' Jé Jo 

The PT(pam9,UT) is the quantum-mechanical penetration probability 
across the poteatial barrier Ur, Mp,T) и the Fermi distribution function 
of the nudeoas of type r. The poteatial U, evaluated separately for pro
tons aad neutrons. The differeats comes from the Coulomb energy and the 
chemical potential. In the integrand the penetration probability h«s a rat at 
small momenta, the distribution function at theese temperatures has a rut 
at high momenta, so the most important contribution comes from a narrow 
region above the Fermi energy (aroead 10 MeV above the Fermi sea). 

The momentum and the energy flax is obtained similarly, in the inte
grand of Eq.( 8) one has to put aa extra p or p3/2m term respect ivHly. 

m* Jo Jt 
x {i'exr{J-wF)} 

!* s £ f *(«*•) cos# Г dp t-y Pripcote.U*) Mp,T) (9) mr Jo Jo *m 

x {l-eHJ-wf)} 
la the case of expanding system one has to consider the following. In 

the stationary system the evaporation is described by the coupling of the 
stationary wave-function solution • (?) to the continuum states. The flow 
can be introduced in such system by multiplying the wave functions with 



е'*"М, «Ъегс W(f) is related to ав arbitrary velocity fiaU a» $W(f) * 
«(f). Так factor it aot chaagiag the crmpBag», to tat stationary soratioas 
caabeappb^faratyste»,waertaltaewavef«BctkiMe9(paadtaccordiag 
to the saaw velocity held. So w« took the taxes m t k expaadiag system to 
be tbe s a w as ia the stationary case, aad calculated them usiag ( $- 9). 

2.3 Abrasion 

The first step to oar cakalatioas is to obtaia the prefragmeats ia the heavy 
k» coffistoas. la the rdativistk case it is doae simply assumiag that the 
overlap zone of the two coffidiag aadeas is stopped, aad the spectators 
are propagatiag with there origiaal velocities. For this abratk* process 
Swiatecki proposed- a simple fbrmala calculating the mass aad eaergy of 
the participaats and spectators. For the case whea the projectile (of radias 
fti) larger than the target, tbe mass fbrmala of the spectator for impact 
parameter к reads: 

A^cuur = Ai(l - F-) . (10) 
where 

Fi = [t - (1 - *.»JV*H1 - IßM*)1'2 (11) 
Fn = ?(i- * ) l / a №)* - Í (*%-;),п - IH'-^jH'-riT") (i=á)' 

i к R\ __ Rt ( . . j 
Ä| + Rj Rt + Яа RÍ 

The iudex 1 corresponds to the projectile, the index 2 to the target. The 
number of stripped particles from the projectile are given as At Fi, where 
t » / when the target creates a hole in the projectile, and t * / / when the 
target creates a channel. 

Recently in [ 3} was proposed to calculate tbe excitation energy of tbe 
reside* dne to the hole state creation assenting in average 13.3 MeV excita
tion energy for each stripped particle: 

ЕГшПЯМеУ-ЛА . (13) 

This method (G.-S. abrasion) is in quite a good agreement with the 
results of BVV [15] calculations (see Fig. 1.), and gives the excitation energy 



independetly of the reaction. So for the same mass loss the An projectile 
in our case has the same excitation energy after abrasion independently on 
the target. 

The thennalization time after abrasion can be estimated by [13] 

r = 70A#eV/m/e/e' , (14) 

where e* a the excitation energy per particle. In the processes we are looking 
for, the t* is typically 7-8 MeV, and so the thermauxatión time is around 
8 fm/c, so it is very fast compared to the expansion of the system. We 
calculated to the excitation energy the corresponding temperature with the 
EOS ( 7) at the ground state density. 

2.4 The instability region 

We assume that the system can multifragment when it is in the instability 
region of the EOS. The Skynne type equations of state have an unstable 
behavior in a density region ([10, 5,14]). Here the derivative of the pressure 
with respecty to the density is negative. 

The pressure itself is derived from the energy expression (Eq. 7). In 
the case of isothermal processes the temperature, in the case of adiabatic 
processes the entropy is kept fixed: 

Pttotherm-ß I Q • I , Peiiahatic s Q \ A ' ) ' I 6 ' 

Here f = e-Tois the free energy density, and a is the entropy density. 
The instability region defined in the way above differs [14] for the two 

definitions, however the expression of the pressure usually the same for both 
processes. The critical density at zero temperature are the same, but for 
the adiabatic case the critical density lowers from the 14.6 MeV to about 8 
MeV. In this paper we took the adiabatic , so the more strict condition to 
investigate the possibility of ntultifragmentation. 

The instability region was investigated in the finite systems in {5]. In 
the case of phase transition the fluctuations in the system become large, 
and small perturbations will grow exponentionally. This was found in finite 
nuclei, and the most important parameter of the instability was the density. 

* 



3 Results and discussion 
Solving Eq. ( 4) we followed the evolution of several systems. Particularly 
we repeated the cakalatioas of Ref. [ 4] and Ref. (8] oa the f$,Cs system 
with the fall dynamics, and putting g and « to sera is Eq. ( 4) solving the 
static case. We could reproduce the static system results, h the dynamical 
evolution as expected the temperature drops mach faster (Fig. 2.) Dae to 
the expansion energy more energy remains in the system, and one can get 
larger prefragments at the same tempemtare dae to the faster evolution. 

In the Au+X hign energy collisions we started with the spectators from 
the abrasion stage. The initial charge ratio was the same as the projectile 
one. The calculation stopped at the turning point of the evolution, i.e. 
where the system reaches the lowest density. For high excitation energies 
the system evolves to the infinity, but for the most of energies in that work 
there is a well defined turning point. The average time to reach that point 
is between 50 and 100 ím/e. If a system can reach the instability region, 
it can undergo multifragmentation. For such systems we found, that the 
temperature is between 4 and 6 MeV (cf. [ 9]), and the density is below the 
half nuclear matter density (see Fig. 3.) The largest mass is around 127 (this 
corresponds to the intersecion of the turning points and adiabatie instability 
limiting curves). The turning point curve has an end point around 0.1 
normal nuclear matter density, where the system becomes unbound. In the 
case of the An projectile it corresponds to the mass number 95 after abrasion, 
which reduces to 74 while the excitated spectator reaches the turning point. 

The charge ratio increases with decreasing mass and in a good approxi
mation follows the stability line of nuclei at the turning point. 

We found that probably in the Au+C collision there are no spectator 
reaching the adiabatic instability zone, even if we consider the further oscil
lations without friction. The introduction of friction to the hydrodynamical 
equations will damp the oscillations. 
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Figure caption 

Figure 1. The projectile Üke residue mass and ««citation energy per parti
cle («*). Tbe points are the remits from tbe BUU calculations ([15]), 
tbe lines are the results of the [ 3] model. 

Figure 2. The comparisioa of evaporation with and without flow. The 
solid line the evolution of the f|}Cs nucleus with the dynamics, the 
dotted line is the statical calculation ([ 4, 8]). 

Figure 3. The evolution of the residues from the Au+Cu reaction in tbe 
density-temperature plane. The rarely dotted Ones are path of nude 
during their evolution. For each nucleon its initial mass is indicated on 
the right hand side (top) of the curve. The dotted line is tbe spinoda) 
region for isothermal, the thin solid line is for adiabatk case. The 
thick solid line is the turning point of the oscillations. Tbe numbers 
on that curve represents the time in fm/c for the nuclei to reach their 
most dilute state. 

Figure 4. The turning point line in the density-specific entropy plane. The 
numbers stand for the mass of nuclei at the turning point. 
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Intermittent pattern of dynamical fluctuations 

in relativistic heavy ion collisions 

Bao-An Li 

Hahn-Meitner-lnstitut, Bereich Kern- and Strahlenphysik 
Glienickerstr.lOO, W 1000 Berlin 39, Germany 

Abstract 

By performing badronic transport model calculations for relativi
stic heavy ion collisions, we study properties of dynamical fluctuati
ons from event to event by calculating the reduced scaled factorial 
moments as a fnnrtion of the bin site in pseudorapidity. We found 
that the reduced scaled factorial moments of charged pions show an 
intermittent behaviour lue to the random cascading property of the 
reaction. The anomalous dimension increases with the increasing rank 
of the moment. Effects of mixing events of different impact parame
ters on the reduced scaled factorial moments have also been studied. 
Comparisons to available experimental data are made, discrepancies 
between the model calculations and the experimental data are discus
sed. 

PACS number: 25.70.NP 
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1 Motivation 
To study properties of dyramkal fluctuations without bias from statistical 
fluctuations, Bialas and Peschanski proposed to study scaled factorial mo
ments of rapidity distributions of produced particles as a function of tfae 
increasing resolution and introduced the concept of intennittency(l] into 
high energy nuclear physics. The study of dynamical fluctuations in high 
energy nuclear reactions has gathered a great deal of interest and many 
efforts not only because of the discovery of a power law behaviour of the 
factorial moments in some experiments and model calculations suggesting 
a self-similar property, but also because of tbe fact that it opens a new area 
of confrontation between theories and experiments as most of the available 
models can be tuned within a physical range of model parameters to repro
duce tbe average quantities measured. 

Recently, Ghosh et. al. [2.3] applied tbe analysis Ы the reduced sca
led factorial moments to 730 quasicentral and central events of oxygen on 
emulson (Ag/Br) interactions at an incident energy of 2.1 GeV/nucleon 
from Bevalac. it was found that the pseudorapidity distribution of charged 
pions show intermittency. The anomalous dimension extracted from the 
data increases with tbe increasing rank of the moment[4]. However, the 
origin of the intennittency has not been identified. Stimulated by the ex
perimental findings, we are interested in the question whether fluctuations 
generated via random cascading in a hadronic transport model[5] and its 
cascade limit has an intermittent behaviour or not and how the calculations 
compare with the experimental data. We are also interested in studying 
effects of mixing events of different impact parameters as the experimental 
data analysis procedure automatically involves such a mixing. 

Moreover, from a more theoretical point of view it is necessary to study 
properties of dynamical fluctuations quantitatively for the development of 
theoretical models. In the energy range we are studying here, several ex
amples are illustrative to mention. Fluctuations are relevant in triggering 
an expanded system at a temperature and density corresponding to the 
liquid-gas coexistence region to decay into multifragmentt. Possible scaling 
laws of produced charged particle multiplicity distributions in the whole 
phase space or restricted regions. Fluctuations are also expected to be im
portant for subthreshold particle productions. Several methods have been 
proposed and studied numerically to improve the treatment of fluctuations 
in transport models for the purposes mentioned аЬоге[6,7,8]. The analysis 
of the reduced scaled factorial moments provide* a way to measure quan
titatively dynamical fluctuations in model* without the bias d statistical 
fluctuations. In the present exploratory study we measure dynamical fluc
tuations and study their properties in a hadronic transport model and it» 
cascade limit to motivate further studies of dynamical fluctuations in this 



energy range, besides our interest mentioned early. 
The paper is organised as follows. In the next section we introduce 

the definition and the method of analysing the reduced scaled factorial 
moments, we will discuss the relationship between the magnitude, the slope 
of the factorial moments and mixing events of different characteristics or 
reaction conditions. In section 3 we briefly review the hadronk transport 
mode' for relativistic heavy ion collisions and provide some new inputs to 
the model. In section 4 we present and discuss results of our calculations on 
the reduced scaled factorial moments fór events at fixed impact parameters 
and mixed events of different impact parameters, we will also perform 
comparisons between the experimental data and the model calculations. A 
summary will be given at the end. 

2 The reduced scaled factorial moments 
For nonflat pseudorapidity distributions, dynamical fluctuations are most 
easily identified by studying the reduced scaled factorial moments[9j 

< I j l l H j ( n J - - l ) ' " ( n j - i i - l ) > 
(l) 

where a considered pseudorapidity interval An has been split into Л/ equal 
bins of the sise 6n - Дп/М. n, is the number of particles in the j t h bin 
and < • • • > denotes the average over events. 

Dynamical fluctuations may, but not necessarily show the so-called in
termittent behaviour. The existence of intermittency is characterised by a 
power law behaviour of the reduced scaled factorial moments[1 ], namely, 

Fi * (bn) -•, (2) 

with decreasing £». The intermittency exponent a, is related to the anoma
lous fractal dimension d, by [10,11] 

4 = о , / ( | -1) . (3) 

Here we stress the fact that the analysis of the reduced scaled factorial 
moments reveals properties of fluctuations through both the magnitudes 
and the slopes of the moments. From the defination of the reduced scaled 
factorial moments (Eq. 1) it is easy to show that the moments are constantly 
one for a Poissonian distribution of nit and they are less than one for an 
ensemble of identical events. Therefore, a positive value of ln(Fi) indicates 
the existence of non-possionian fluctuations. Generally speaking, the large 
magnitude of the moments requires mixing events having widely different 
multiplicities and the non-zero slope of the moments ln( /)-) require* mixing 
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events having holes or spikes at different locations. These can be seen more 
quantitatively by looking at ln(F7) in a single bin 

< n * - n > n* + <r» - n 
F , = < » > * = — * — • ( 4 > 

where о = (n* - ft»)1'1 is the width of the multiplicity distribution. It is 
easy to show that 

!

2/n(e7ft) : <r > ft 
/n(2-l /<r) : <r = ft 

-0 /» ) : *r<« 
It is seen that as the width goes to sero one reaches the identical event 

limit where in(Ft) < 0 according to the definition. In cases where о > ft 
In(Ft) increases with the increasing width. It indicates that the magnitude 
of the moments directly relates to the multiplicity fluctuations from event to 
event. To see bow mixing events with spikes and holes at different locations 
can cause non-zero slopes of the moments ln{Fj) as one varies the bin size, 
we can consider two events having distributions peaked at two different 
positions, otherwise the two events are identical. If the bin sise is larger 
than twice of the width of the distributions, we see two identical events and 
obtain /n(F-) - 0. As the bin size gets smaller such th%t the two events 
are now distinguishable, we can obtain IniFj) > 0. Thus a non-zero slope 
of the moment ln{Fj) ran be obtained. A wide range of multiplicity and 
location of produced particles can be caused by mixing events of different 
characteristics or reaction conditions, such as. trajectories leading to the 
finsJ particle distributions and impact parameters of the reaction. 

The underlying physics of intermittency in high energy reactions has 
been studied intensively and has been a subject of much debate. It has 
been mostly related to phase transitions and self-similar cascades{12]. On 
one hand, in numerierst udies of a two-dimension bin; model YVosiek found 
some indications of intermittency in critical phenomena[i3). Satz and Bam* 
bah et. al. have also shown the existence of intermittency in the Ising mo
del in the picture of Kadanoff scalingflO] and Monte Carlo simulations! 14]. 
More recently, it was shown rather generally that intermittency exists in 
all critical systems using the theory of Wilson[15]. On the other hand, 
using a simple mathematical model, Bialas and Peschanski were able to 
demonstrate that self-similar cascading processes are a possible source (a 
intermittencyjl]. Later on, intermittency was studied using the QCD cas
cade models! 16,17], it was found that the structure of the spectrum of final 
parton« is indeed fractal and the anomalous dimension can be related to 
the QCD coupling constant, indicating that studies of intermittency in par
ticle spectra provide a direct link with the fundamental properties of the 
theory. Similarly, the intermittent behaviour has been found in branching 
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modeb(l8,19] for hadion productions da«, to the multiplicative sequences 
of random samplings. To disentangle the two mechanisms BiaZas et. at 
seggested to study the anomaloas dimension as a function of the rank of 
the moment. At the critical print of a second-order phase transition, the 
correlation length is larger than the eise of the system and the anomaloas 
dimension of different ranks is expected to be equal to each other(20]. For 
cascading process«, the anomalous dimensions are sensitive to the details 
of the interacting vertex and there is no reason to expect that they are 
independent of the rank of the moment. 

3 The model 
The hadronic transport model for relativistic Ьеату ion collisions was de
veloped by numerically solving a coupled set of transport equations fen
tbe phase space distribution functions of nudeons, baryon resonances and 
pions[5]. The model can be seen as an extension of the Boltsmann- Vehling-
Uhknbeck (BUU) transport modd[22,23] for heavy km collisions from the 
baryon dynamics level to the hadron dynamics level. Here we briefly re
view the main ingredients of the model and provide some new inputs to it. 
More detailed description of the numerics of the model has been given in 
our previous publications. Similar models to ours have been developed also 
by Ко et. al. [24], Wolf et. al. |25] and Danidewicz et. al. [26] for studying 
dilepton, Tf, photon, pion and deuteron productions in relativistic heavy ion 
collisions. 

The transport equation for the particular state b of a baryon (nudeon 
and Delta) reads[5] 

where we have used the notation ж = {f,t). The collision terms 1^(гр) and 
Itw(*P) on the right hand side of the equation are the changing rate of the 
baryon phase space distribution function due to baryon-baryon collisions 
and baryon-pion collisions. 

For any .arge state of the pion we have 

^W1 + jr ' *M*k) = Ц.(гк) , (6) 

where /£,(**) is the rate of change of the pion phase space distribution 
function due to baryon-pion collisions. Tumning off the collision integral* 
equations 5 and в reduce to the Vlasov equation for baryons and pions, 
while tunning off the mean field in equation 5 the two equations describe 
the cascade of baryons and pions. 



The baryoa-baryon collision term can be written as 

!ЛЛ*Ы/.Л*Ы7.,(*»1)/Л*Р) - 7.,(«P»)7.,(*PS)/-<*PI)A(*P>] • 

«<4,<p+л - л - Ы ^ ' М М Р , - (Т) 

Here, tbe label a = (»,т„лц), where » = N or Д and mjntt is the 
spin/isospin of the baryoa. H£(n4at,ptat,Psa»,sa») is the square of the 
transition matrix element in baryoa-baryon collisions. It has been emulated 
by using the free space elementary cross sections[5]. The above baryon-
baryon collision term respects the Paofi exclusion principle as shown in the 
appearance of the Ferrni-Dirac {actors 

/.(*»> = I - / . ( « P ) <*> 
and 

7»(*F) = 1-/»(*P). (9) 
Tbe collision integral is of the same structure as the NN collision term 
appearing in the standard BVV equation, but generalised to accomodate 
the four Д states of tbe baryon. 

The collision terms due to baryon-pion interactions can be written as 

**»-:•£//*&>•*<.*..*.*• <«» 
Ш * * » / . - ( * Р ' ) Л ( * Р ) - / . < * * ) 7 . . ( * P W ( * P ) ] * ( V - * - p)*>» 
+ Í / . ( * * ) / . - ( * P ' ) A ( * P ) - 7 Л * * ) 7 Л * Р ' Ш * Р ) ] * ( 4 , ( Р ' + * - »№*) • 

ük**' 
and 

(7л**)/Л*р')7.<< P) - /.<**)Д(*р)7.Л*У)] • 

In equations 10 and 11 the index ж has been used to specify the isospin 
quantum number of the pion. Jw is the Bőse-Einstein enhancement factor 

7,(*4)« 1 + /.(«*). (12) 

W^ia'pf, *k, ap) and W&fop, a!j/, жк) are the square of the transition ma
trix element for the corresponding processes, again their effects hare bem 



simulated by using the free space resonance cross sections and the width of 
the resonances. 

Solutions to the above coupled transport equations were obtained by 
using the test peptide roetbod[21] as in solving the standard BUU transport 
equation[22,23]. In this method one discritises the continuous distribution 
function with a finite number of test particles. The test particles obey 
Newtonian equations of motion. The equations of motion for the baryon 
test particles corresponding to the solution of the transport equations 5 
and 6 are 

S - f <"> 
^ = - V r l 7 + DÍ>(p) + DÍ ,M. (14) 

For the pion test particles, we obtain 

L 
(15) 

4 
< 1 6> In t 

Here Dtfr(p), Di,(p) »re the changing rate of the baryon momentum due * ' 
to random baryon-baryon collisions and baryon-pion collisions, respecti- " 
vely, in accordance with the collision integrals /£ and /£,. !>£,(&) is the 
changing rate of the pion momentum due to random baryon-pion collisions * * 
corresponding to tbe collision integral /£,. They are calculated in the same ° 
manner as in the cascade models[27,28], namely by discritizing the reaction p s r 

time into small time steps and solving t'ae collision integrals within each 
time step via a Monte Carle simulation method. The mean field potential 
V appearing in Eq. 14 is parametrized as a density-dependent functional 

dr 
dt 

к 

dk 
di = DW)-

as i 
resj 
is i 

V{p) = a(f>!fb) + Цр/ро)' . (17) 4 , 

The cascade limit of the model is obtained by turning off the initial Fermi Fir 
motion and the mean field. sh< 

Wr'have used a parallel ensemble method[31; in the numerical realiza- pa 
tion. namely, test particles are only allowed to make collisions with other l.( 
test particles belonging to the same sample with the full experimental cross pu 
sections. Therefore, each run will generate different final momenta and po- ca) 
sitions for nucleons and pions, the pion multiplicity will also be different At 
írem event to event. Fluctuations from event to event generated in this mo- со 
del mainly come from the initialization and hadron-hadron collisions during ar 
the reaction process. Test particles are initially distributed in phase space 
via a Monte-Carlo sampling, this generates purely statistical fluctuations. pi 
The hacron-badron collisions also generate fluctuations since the scattering in 
angle in each collision is determined via a Monte-Carlo sampling according th 



to the experimental angular distribution. These fluctuations are further 
propogated in the mean field and subsequent hadron-badron collisions. 

It is relevant to stress here the relationship of the hadrooic transport 
model outlined above with the BUU model and the cascade model. Compa
ring to the BUU model, the present model allows the decay of baryon reso
nances (A(1232) and ЛГ*(М40)) and their formations through pkm-nucleon 
interactions during the reaction process, therefore pious are explicitly pro-
pogated through nuclear matter in the same way as in the cascade model. 
Comparing to the cascade model, the mean field, initial Fermi motion and 
the Pauli-blocking are include as in the BUU model. These terms were 
found to be important for reproducing the mean pion multiplicity!^] and 
the pion spectrafS] at Bevalac energies. In addition we have implemented 
numerically the Bote-Einstein enhancement factor for pions in the hadronic 
transport model [32i. 

4 Results and Discussions 
In the following we present and discuss results of our calculations for the 
reduced scaled factorial moments as a function of the bin size in pseudo-
rapidity for charged pions from О + Ag/Br reactions at a beam energy of 
2.1 GeV/nucleon. The mass number and the charge number of the target 
(Ag/Br) are taken as 95 and 42. from the geometrically weighted average 
of that of Ag and Br. We perform the analysis for charged pions within the 
pseudorapidity window - 3 ^ r/ < 5 and also with velocities larger than 0.7c 
as in the data analysis procedure[2.3L A stiff nuclear equation of state cor
responding to the nuclear matter compressibility coefficient к = 380 MeV 
is used. 

4.1 Events at fixed impact parameters 
First, we perform calculations for fixed impact parameters. In Fig. 1, we 
show the reduced scaled factorial moments as a function of the bin size in 
pseudorapidity on a log-log scale for 4000 events at an impact parameter of 
1.0 ím and 3.0 fm. respectively. The dotted lines at ln(Fi) = 0. valid for a 
pure Poissonian system serve as a reference. The round plot symbols are the 
calculations and the solid lines are the least square fits to the calculations. 
At large impart parameters, /n( F«) has a poor statistics because only bins 
containing at least 4 pions contribute to it. On average only about 5 pions 
are prefaced in the case of b = 5.0 fm in the whole phase space. 

It is seen that the calculated factorial moments show a characteristic 
pattern of intermittency. The anomalous dimensions extracted are shown 
in Fig. 2., we see that it increases approximately linearly as a function of 
the increasing rank of the moments, except the fourth order dimension for 
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Figure 1: ТЬе reduced scaled factorial moments F3f F, and F4 (from the 
bottom to the top) at a function of tbe bin size in psrudorapidity for charged 
pioni from tbe reaction of 0 + Ag/Br at a beam energy of 2.1 GeV/nudeon 
and an impact parameter of 1.0 fin and 3.0 fm respectively. 
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b= 5.0 fin wbid» » strongly affected by the poor statistics. Tins feature 
of the anomalous dimension is in agreement with that found in other cas
cade/branching model calculations at high energies. It is also seen that the 
magnitude of the moments increases as the impact parameter increases. 
This can be understood from our early discussions on the relationship bet
ween the magnitude of the moments and the relative umftiplicity flactua-
tions from event to event. We found that the <r over ft ratio is 0.311,0.375 
and 0.564 for the impact parameter of 1.0, 3.0 and 5.0 fm respectively. 
The larger relative multiplicity Buctuations in reactions with larger impact 
parameters are responsible for the larger magnitude of the moment! • 

Naturally, one may ask the question what are the effects of the mean 
field in the model calculations? The mean field of baryons is obtained 
by averaging over all events like in all other transport model calculations. 
To answer the question we have performed cascade model calculations by 
turning off both tbe mean field and the initial Fermi motion[30]. It was 
found that both tbe magnitude and the slope are almost identical to that 
of the full model calculation. This is what one would expect from the 
fart that fluctuations of pion momenta due to fluctuations of the mean 
field acting on the colliding nucleons are secondary compared with that 
due to random nucleon-nucleon collisions. In addition, the average pkm 
multiplicity from heavy km collisions has been found to be insensitive to 
tbe nuclear equation of st»le[31,26]. These results further point the origin of 
intermittency found in our calculations and the experimental data towards 
the random cascading of hadron>hadron collisions. 

4.2 Mixing events of different impact parameters 
Comparing our model calculations at fixed impact parameters with the 
experimental data, we find that magnitudes of the calculated moments at 
fixed impact parameters upto 5.0 fm are much smaller than that of the 
experimental data. Furthermore, we find that only by mixing events of 
different impact parameters we are able to get tbe magnitude compatible 
with the experimental data. To show quantitatively effects of mixing events 
of different impact parameters, in Fig. 3 we perform an analysis of the 
reduced scaled factorial moments for an ensemble consisting of 2000 events 
at an impact parameter b of 1.0 fm, 6000 events at b = 3.0 fm and 10000 
enevts at b « 5.0 fin. We »ее that tbe magnitude of the moments is larger 
than that at any fixed impact parameters because the relative multiplicity 
fluctuations from event to event in the ensemble is now larger than that 
at any fixed impact parameters. However, the slopes of the moments and 
therefore the anomalous dámensiof have no significant changes doe to the 
mixing of events. This is because the fact that pion distributions from 
reactions at different impact parameters peaked at about the same position, 
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Figure 3: The reduced scaled factorial moments as a function of the bin sue 
in pseudorapidity from an ensemble of mixed events of impact parameters 
1.0, 3.0 and 5.0 fm. 

reactions at different impact parameters peaked at about the same position, 
therefore mixing events of different impact parameters will not create extra 
spikes and boles at different locations. 

4.3 Comparison to the experimental data 
In Fig. 4 and Fig. 2, we perform comparisons on the reduced scaled factorial 
moments and the anomalous dimension. The calculation is done by mixing 
events upto the impact parameter of 6.0 fin. For О + Ag/Br reactions 
at impact parameters smaller than about 2.2 fm the projectile completely 
overlaps with the target. Our ensemble therefore contains events with wi
dely different pion multiplicities. The fact that only by mixing events of 
widely different impact parameters we are able to get magnitude of the 
moments compatible with that of the experimental data indicates that the 
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actions at widely different impact parameters. The 730 quasicentral and 
central events in the experimental analysis were selected using a cut on the 
multiplicity of the slow and heavy fragments (Л7* > 14)12.3;. However, it is 
not known how slow and how heavy are the fragments. It is interesting to 
note that Stenlund pointed out recently that the heavy track multiplicity 
in emulsion does not necessarily correspond to central collisions[33:. 

It is seen from Fig. 2 that our model calculations underpredkt the 
anomalous dimension by a factor of 2 to 5. although both the data and 
the calculated anomalous dimension increase linearly with the increasing 
rank of the moment. This discrepancy certainly needs further investiga
tions both theoretically and experimentally. From the theoretical side of 
investigations, in the model we do not include meson resonances (e. g. p's 
and u.**s) and pion-pion scatterings. In principle pions from the decay of 
meson resonances in the final state of the reaction and pion-pion scatte
rings during the reaction process can enhance the slope of the moments. 
However, we expert their contributions at this energy for light target indu
ced reactions would be weak due to the small production cross sections of 
p's and w's as well as the low pion number densities. Pions in the model 
calculations are mainly produced through baryon resonance decays. Free 
space cross sections for the production of baryon resonances are used. We 
have also assumed that baryon resonances dc<ray isotTopically in their center 
of mass frame a» in all other transport and cascade models. However, me
dium effects may enhance pion productions depending on the density of the 
nuclear medium 34: and the decay of Л resonance involves orbital angular 
momentum of L = 1 which invalidates the assumption of isotropic decays. 
Further studies of these aspects of the model л ill lie very interesting, since 
the analysis of dynamical fluctuations may provide a direct way to study 
the details of the vertex describing the random cascading process. 

From the experimental side of investigations. the most important que
stion to be studied is the possible track doubling in the emulsion experi
ment as a heavy track can easily be identified a» two particles with almost 
identical pseudorapidities which automatically results in a strong intermit-
tency. To overcome this problem. Voloshin and Seibetl have proposed to 
analyze the split-bin correlation functions instead of the factorial moment 
analysisj35'.. It would therefore be interesting to compare the split-bin cor
relation functions in the future. To our best knowledge, in Bevalar energy 
range the oxygen on emulsion data is the only set of data that has been 
analysed in terms of the reduced scaled factorial moments. More compari
sons with data with a more clear cut on the impact parameter are certainly 
needed to better understand properties of dynamical fluctuations and to 
improve the treatment of dynamical fluctuations in models developed for 
this energy range. 
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Figure -'«: Comparison on the reduced scaled factorial moments as a function 
of the bin size in pseudorapidity for charged pion* from the reaction of О 
-r Ag/Br at a beam energy of 2.1 GeY/nudeon by mixing events upto the 
impact parameter of 6.0 fm. 



5 Summary 
In summary, using the ht/lronic transport model and its cascade limit we 
have studied properties of dynamical fluctuations in pion pseudorapidity 
distributions in relativistic heavy ion collisions by analysing the reduced 
scaled factorial moments as a function of the increasing resolution in pseu
dorapidity. We have demonstrated that magnitudes of the reduced scaled 
factorial moments are directly related to the relative multiplicity fluctua
tions from event to event. The existence of intermittency or the non-zero 
slope of the moments ln{F,) is directly related to the existence of spikes or 
holes at different locations from event to event. 

We found that dynamical fluctuations in pion pseudorapidity distributi
ons have an intermittent behaviour due to the random cascading property 
of hadron-hadron collisions. The calculated anomalous dimension '• creases 
with the increasing rank of the moment. We have also studied effects of 
mixing events of different impact parameters on the reduced scaled fac
torial moments. It is found that it causes an increase in magnitudes of 
the moments but has no significant effect on the slope of the moments. 
Comparing to the experimental data from oxygen on emulsion reactions at 
an incident energy of 2.1 GeY/nucleon, we found that the magnitudes of 
the calculated moments are compatible with that of the experimental data 
only by mixing events of widely different impact parameters. The calcu
lated anomalous dimension is smaller than that of the experimental data 
by a factor of 2 to 5 although both of them increase as a function of the 
increasing rank of the moments. The discrepancy between the experimen
tal data and the model calculations is discussed, further studies in model 
calculations and experiments are proposed. 

Studies of properties of dynamical fluctuations in relativistic heavy ion 
collisions open a new area of confrontation between theories and experi
ments. Moreover, the underlying physics revealed from analyzing dynami
cal fluctuations may provide some new insight into the reaction dynamics 
and particle production mechanisms as well as details of the interacting 
vertex in medium. 
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Abstract 

The screeaiag length for static QED electric fields ia hot QCO is computed nsiag 

hadronic degrees of freedom at low temperatate aad qvark-gtaoa degrees of freedom 

at high temperature. The high temperatare reralt is equivalent to competing the 

photon self-energy to two-loop order in QCD pins summation of the leading infrared 

divergent diagrams at three-loop and higher order. Comparison is made to the 

screening length extracted from singlet aad nonsingiet susceptibilities as messend 

in two-flavor lattice QCD. 

* Condensed version of a paper to appear in Physical Review D. 
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1 Introduction 
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Tat «mal way to study tat ptopertiss of a maay-body system is to probe it with a 

pertarbetioa a» amaD that Ими response theory е м a« applied. Thn therespoMe 

of the system is expressed ia tenet of conelatiM tanctioM aapiHarbed by the 

рпмвсе of the probe. Here I ptopoae to study the reapoaat of hot QCD to м 

applied, static ordinary QED electric idd. Sach a ield «odd be feaeratcd by 

the ÍMcrtiM of M immobile electrically charged leptoa ia the faite temperatar« 

system, for example. Thca о м «oald ask for the act electric held which arists 

after screeaiag by the dyaamical chaffed partklet. At large dirtaacet the Coalomb 

idd become» Debye screened; the Debye screening leagth it a wett-dcfined length 

iadepeadMt of the toarce of the (static) dectric idd. 

Ia idd theory it is cattomary to deaote the iavcrse of the Debye acreMiag 

leagth mw, the dectric tcreeaJmg mam. Iiaear retpoate theory says that uej is 

give« exactly by the static, iafrared limit of the time-time compoaeat of the photoa 

self-energy. 

ml = -П»(« = 0 ,« - .0 ) (1) 

The derivation may be fonad in various source«, bat see in particular ref.(l). Another 

theorem gives M alternate meant of finding the electric screening rast. It says that 

m*, it equal to e 2 timet the second derivative of the press are with respect to the 

dectric charge chemical potential at fixed temperatare T. 

7 Л** (2) 
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This alto it M exact relation. Its derivation was first made ia the Thomas-Fermi 

approximation, Md the first field-theoretic derivation seems to have Ьем given in 

ref. [2]. See alto section fi.3 of [1]. Equation (2) is quite powerful. It allows о м 

to explicitly compute mj, is м dectroa-potitron plasma to order e* becaase the 

pressure is known to order e 3! 

In section 2 these relations will be applied to low temperature kadronic mat

ter, Md in section 3 to high temperature qaark-gluon plasma. In section 4 the 
r 

electric screening mass will be extracted from a linear combination of the so-called 



singlet and nonsinglet susceptibiUties as measured by lattice gauge theory, and a 

comparison to the analytic results made. 

2 Hot Hadronic Matter 

At low temperatur» quarks and gluons are certainly confined, so the most economical 

way to describe tbe system is in terms of hadronic degrees of freedom. The lightest 

charted hadrons are the pion an« the riio meson. (We shall neglect Strang particle 

both fur simplicity and because the lattice data we will compare to has only two 

flavors.; There are two approaches to the thermodynamic« which ar» commonly 

«лей. Either one can think of the pion as the basic, stable, meson and treat the rho 

meson via nonpertubative pion interactions, or eise one may consider a $as of free 

piouf and rho mesons, with the bulk of the interaction effects being s.jr.sumed :r. 

the propagation of free rho mesons. It is known that these two approaches are very 

:-."ar!y identical [3;. [4]. The latter approach will be followed here. 

The pressure contributed by a hadron of mass m is 

n •!*, - 1 r* dpP* г : : i 

where £ is '.he eneriry of the particle. »-• ii t;-.e electric r;:en:ica! potenciái, and the 

r refers to bosons or fermions. Dí^'rei'.tiaiiní twice with respect to и and then 

-Tin!» ft - 0 to set an electrical!;, neutral •ysierr. yield; 

• V ' ** * •'•'<-. [* (iP E' ~ °" •Г; 

according to eq. i'l). The sum rur.s over all hadror.s. with electric charge <rft. 

Instead of Computing the electric mass from eq. <.;. consider obtaining it front 

• q. II). A set of one-loop photon self-energy diagram» are shown in fig. 1. The 

first two diagrams involve only pions. They were computed in [5]. Taking the static 

infrared limit of the time-time component of the self-energy from w\. t'-l) of [3] one 

finds exactly the pion contribution to eq. (-1 < above. This is a good self-consistency 

rh»rk. Similarly or.- can beiiev«« tha' if the one-loop diagrams involving only the 

ri.r. meson were corn :.•;: led. one would find exaiMy the r'.io contribution to eq. (-1). 

ír. addition, if :« к:v•••'••:: that t'." couplir.i« * T 0 - . ?.r.d c ; r - exist became of the 1 0 8 
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I I 
(5) 

(6. 

•A here the subscripts В and £ refer to baryon number and electric charge. Using the 

known expression for Р{Т.ц^.щ). applying eq. (2). and then letting all chemical 

potentials go to ze;c .cads to 

m i = v *тг \У - v ' - i г . (А г г -1)(А73+Л>/6) ' ' г . з 
" Г [Т-167Г* * " I P 9 {") 

Here one should set Л' = 3, Л'/ = 2, gu = 2e/3 and q* = - e / 3 . 

The first term ir. the expansion of ml

tl above is zero'th order in g and corresponds 

to the one-loop quark contribution to the photon self-energy; this is a »ell-known 

result. The order >j' contribution corresponds to dressing the one-loop diagram with 

a single gluon line. The order g3 contribution corresponds to summing the infinite 

set of ring diagrams. Apparently neither the order g' nor the order g3 contribution-



to the pbotoB »elf-eaergy at laitc temperature have beta repotted ia the literature. 

So, with the aid of a powerful theorem, eew may extract tat static infrared umit of 

tWtia^tiawcompoaeatoftWpbotoatslftsaigyata^^ 

loop aad two-кюр order, aad to n a aa iafaite set of infrared divergent diagrams 

whkh lead to a ooatribatioa of order « У -

4 Lattice Gauge Simulation» 

Five yean ago quark aaaher susceptibilities were fret calcalated oa the lattice (8). 

The so-called «aglet aad aoasiaglet susceptihilites were measured with two flavors 

of dynamical quarks. Specifically, 

ff*p g*p &*p 

ъ"*вщ±2ш;+Ш' ( 8 ) 

where the apper cica (íve« the singlet aad the lower siga gives the aoasiaglet. 

The primary motivation was to make aa eztrapoIatioB to finite baryoe chemical 

poteatial, which is very diflfcult to input directly oato the lattice. It also has 

importaat applicatioBS to cosmology where the baryoa chemical poteatial is mach 

•maller thaa the temperatare at very early times [9]. In fact, the baryoa number 

susceptibility is jatt 1/9 of the «aglet susceptibility. 

If oae assumes isospia symmetric matter then &*Р/дц1 * дгР1Ьц\. Ia this 

case the electric screeaiag mass may be extracted as 

Messaremeats were origiaaUy doae oa aa 8* by 4 lattice. However, calculation« 

were subsequently doae for a 10* by 6 lattice with equal quark masses em, « 0.025, 

e s lattice spacing, aad it is these data that will be used here (10). 

Generally the tfs are given as inactions of ß » О/»'. The physical temperature 

in MeV is not trivial to infer because extrapolation to xero lattice spacing is done 

with the rho maw fixed at its physical value ia MeV, and since the lattices are so 

small one aeeds the QCD beta fuaction in a aonpeturbative regime. Fortunately, 

calculations for the crossover value of 0 have bee» done on lattices with Nt * 4 (11), 

б [И]-[Щ and 8 (13). On each lattice a crossover temperature Tc was measured, 



tere
it of 
ом-
ram* 

e[8). 
»vors 

0.025, 

nature 

4 [И], 

referring to oottovsj behavior ia oertaia operator averages. Tat tunceptibffitet to 

te used oomt from N ( « 6. Therefore the fidowina; tatot poiats ate knowa: fim 

5Л,5.445aad5.28correspoadiagtoГ/Г« • 4/3,1 aad2/3. Theactaalrang«Imfl 

attd ia them cakalarJoaa it relatively aanow. Therefore a Batar telatioa I 

T aad ß may he valid, ladeed, the relation 

Г/Г«* 1+2.12(0-5.445) (10) 

fU the three poiato oaite wtU. The range ia 0 on the 10* by 5 lattice ivat withia 

this etted range, so the rdatioa between temperatare aad lattice coapnng tetmt 

«eD-detennined. 

For N,*6 aad em,=0.02S it was foand that T e * 150 á 25 MeV. With thit 

informatioa the electric screening mam can be plotted at a function of temperatare. 

(*) The data, points are showa ia fig. 2. The error bars are oaly statistical sad do not 

reflect the systematk uncertainties. It caa be teen that there it a dramatic rise aglet. 
. . around the crossover temperature of 150 MeV. At stated ia [8] aad [11] the lattice 
. it really too small; the scaling limit to enter the continuum is still far away. Ia 

particular, the susceptibility for free mattiéit quarks oa a lattice of thit t in it a 

. factor of 1.75 larger thaa ia the continuum [14], [15]. However, it it not legitimate to 

simply divide the data points by this factor because it is known that the interacting 

j . theory does not scale the same as the noninteracting theory [15]. 

To compare the lattice data to the hadroa gat calculation it it justified and 

important to use the hadroa mattes at calculated on the lattice. The lightest 

(9) electrically charged badrona are the pion, the rbo meson aad the proton. The rho 

. ^ meson it given itt physical matt and thit servet to define the lattice spacing in 

physical length units. The pion mats turns oat to be about 1/2 the rho matt. The 

proton matt also turns out to be too hruvy at about 1.70 ± 0.20 timet the rho 

mats. Therefore in fig. 2 it plotted the contribution from the pion alone, and alto 

t ( j o a e from the pion plat rho meson. Their contributions go to tero exponentially at the 

t f 9 M temperature goes to sero because of the Bottxmaae factor •"**/*. Oa the lattice 

| M t . the a t it actually lighter than the proton at about 1.5 timet the rho matt, bat even 

then itt contribution it lett than the thickness of the curvet. 

To compare the lattice data to the perturbation theory results from the contin-



«шв о м Med* to know the relationship between the QCD coupling on the bttice 

(#i) and in the continuum, for the Utter it has been argued that the momen

tum subtraction scheme may be meet relevant far low orders at finite temperature. 

Evea though the lattice is aot Urge eaoagh to be ia the scaling regime, the two-loop 

reaormalisatioa groap beta function will be used to relate the couplings: there is 

little other choice. Comparing at the < 

л!Ь = гА*1г) ^[{щ^'^Щ í l l ) 

The ratio of scale parameters is (16] 

AMOWA/. = 96.36. (12) 

This leads to дмон/fL » 1-77. (Other scheme« lead to similar numbers.) The 

temperature range of interest here is aot very great so that in the continuum the 

coupling can be chosen to ran according to the one-loop beta function. The final 

result is 
ŰtítM. - ** i l 3 \ 

4* 29юв<10.6Г/Ге)' К ' 
At the crossover 9\юмИж ж 0-275, which is consistent with often-used phenomeno-
logical valves. 

The perturbation theory results are also plotted on fig. 2. The dashed line is 

the one-quark-loop result, the dotted curve includes the order e 2 corrections, and 

the solid curve also includes the order g3 corrections. The most important point to 

make is that there is an indication of a discontinuity in the screening mass between 

the tow temperature and high temperature phases. This would not be surprising 

if there did exist a first order phase transition. The lattice data, not just the 

susceptibilities, typically exhibit a sharp change over a narrow temperature interval 

centered around T e. This may be interprettcd as a sharp change in tbe effective 

degrees of freedom, from hadrons to quarks and gluons, even in tbe absence of a 

true thermodynamic phase transition. 



5 Conclusion 

TWtcn»Bgkagt4lDrocoimai7iUtkQEDdectikietepco«iteaaoÜwaaauM 

for probing tkc dyaamka of the strong iateraciioat at iaitc ttaipantaи Tk*a 

ptoba it «specially tatcnetiag becaate there an at hast two w p k t i l y diwemat 

means for it» compatation, аавмгу «at- (1) aad (2). 

Compatatkmt baaed oa effective hadnak dtgraat of fratdom at low temperas-

tare aad oa pertvbatioa theory of cjaark» aad doont at kigk temperatwe twgfatt 

a diacoatiaoity, or at laut a sharp changeover, ia the electric sfTocaiag length at 

temperatures oa the order of 150 hieV. Qaalitativdy these computations are im 

agreement with lattice gaage theory «madatioat of hot QCO. However, the lattice 

calcalatioas should be coatiaaed with cauDar eaark amaaat aad larger lattices. A 

good check oa the lattice retalt it to compete the tc rosaiag амаа ia two iadtpeaiiat 

ways; namdy, extract it from the oaark aaaber sasceptibtlitiee, aad at well extract 

it from the Debye screening of the electric idd ceaenUed by tkeiaterticw of »static 

electrically charged. leptoa coaplmg to the oaarka via QED. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1: Oae-Ioop hadroak coatribatioa* to tat photoa satf-eaergy. 

Fig. 2: The soaaro of the nkttik turn ia aalt» of e*T* venae the teaperatare. 

At low T the two Васе lepteeeat: dashed - pioae; eoBd « pioa* aad rho meson. At 

Ugh T the three liaee leprewat: dasbed - 6ee qaarb; dotted - QCD iateractioa* to 

order #* iadasive; «olid - QCD iateractioBf to order •* iadash«. The d*U potato 

are from lattice QCD cakalatioas oa a 10 s by 6 lattice. For бее auadeat a aad 

d quarks oa a lattice of this «iat п^/еТ» = 35/36 = 0.972, a« iadkated by the 

dashed lie* ia the apper right «caer. 
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Pion Dynamics and 
Lepton Pair Production in Heavy Ion Collisions* 

P. Koch 
Institut für Theoretische Physik, 

Universität Regensburg, Postfach 101042, 
W-8400 Regensburg, Germany 

Abstract 
The production of lepton pairs with low invariant mass as probes for the pion 

dynamics in relativist« nuclear collisions is discussed in some detail. We emphasize 
the implications of a possible large positive pion chemical potential for the production 
rate of lepton pairs. We find a strong enhancement in the low invariant mass region, 
2m» < AfM+„- < «300 MeV, for lepton pairs which are produced via the annihilation 
of pions in the hot and dense collision zone. We present and compare calculations for 
dilepton mass spectra based on different nuclear collision scenarios. It is found that 
the di-muon mass spectrum can serve as a useful probe to distinguish between these 
different scenarios. 

1 Introduction 
Relativistic nuclear collision experiments at CERN SPS energies indicate the formation of a 
transient state of very dense matter close to the central rapidity region which subsequently 
decays predominantly into pions. A peculiar spectral property of these pions, namly an 
enhanced production at very low transverse momentum [1], has stimulated a lot of theo
retical activity. Several different mechanisms have been suggested so far to explain this 
phenomenon. In particular the important question is discussed to what extend the low-pr 
pion enhancement could be associated with the formation of a supersaturated pion matter 
system [2,3] created by the fragmentation of overlapping strings or the hadronization process 
of a quark gluon plasma glob. 

To answer this question, the evolution of a pion gas was studied recently by several 
authors based on the Boltzmann transport equation including modifications due to Bose 
statistics [4]. It was found that the collision rate conld become considerably large in a 
overdense pion gas and may cause rapid condensation in momentum space. This behaviour 
can be traced back to the fact that Kir interactions at small center of mass energies are 

'This work i» supported by Bundesministcrium für Forschung und Technologie (BMFT), grant Об OR 
764, and GSI, n u t OR Hei T. 
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essentially elastic, and do not change the number of pions. This means that local thermal 
equilibrium can be achieved but no chemical equilibrium. As a consequence a supersaturated 
pion fluid develops at a positive chemical potential p, , leading to an excess of pions at low 
momenta as /t, -» m,. For a very large value of the pion chemical potential dose to the 
Bose condensation threshold the low-pj- enhancement can be reproduced as a fflHis^quf IKAI -
of Bose statistics. Within such a scenario Katája and Ruuskanen (2] obtain an excellent fit 
to the measured spectrum of negative particles h 5 + S and О+Ли collisions at 200 AGeV 
for T * 164 MeV and /i, = 118 MeV and T - 169 MeV and м. = 126 MeV, respectively. 

In contrast to these models which stress the non-equilibrium aspect with respect to the 
hadron chemistry there exist a class of models which are based on the assumption that 
the matter formed in these collisions is locally in the state of thermal as well as chemical 
equilibrium. 

Historically one of the first models in this category, which could reasonably well describe 
the pion transverse momentum spectrum assumed that during tbe evolution of the hadronic 
fireball a quite sizable collective transverse flow develops, which, when superimposed on 
thermal motion, results in the experimentally observed concave shape for the pr-distribution 
[5]. 

An alternative mechanism, namly tbe influence of resonance decays on the transverse 
momentum distribution of pions, was studied by different groups [6, 7] assuming a hot gas 
of hadronic resonances in thermodynamic^ equilibrium which decouples instantanuosly and 
develops no transverse flow at all. Although tbe major part of the pion transverse momem-
tum spectrum is excellently reproduced within these models, a major objection against this 
models stems from the fact, that a freeze-out temperature of T ~ 200 MeV is necessary to 
fit the pion PT spectrum resulting in a pion mean free path A* <1 fm which is much to short 
to allow pions to decouple from the system at this stage of the evolution. 

Yet another possible solution to come to a realistic description of the measured particle 
spectra is suggested in [8, 9], namely the inclusion of resonance decays into the collective 
flow model. 

In such a situation where various rather different models seem to be able to explain 
certain features of experimental observations equally well it is necessary to have more than 
only one observable to distinguish between these models. In paticular, we argue that the 
possible existence of a supersaturated pion gas would also have a strong influence on tbe 
rate of lepton pair production during the course of the nuclear collision process. Especially 
muon pairs in the invariant mass region between the two-pioo threshold (M = 2m,) and the 
/>-resonance will be strongly enhanced. Since all stages of the collision process contribute 
to the measured di-lepton spectra, a careful analysis could in principle uncover the whole 
space-time history of tbe nuclear collision event. Therefore, correlating the two observables, 
low-pr pion abundance and low-mass muon pair yield, might help to settle the question of 
a possible large pionic chemical potential. 

2 Lepton pairs from hot and dense hadron matter 
In what follows we assume that heavy ion collisions at CERN energies generate a bot central 
region which can be described by a dense and hot hadron gas dominated by mesonic degrees 

file:///ow-pr
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of freedom, predominantly pions. We do not require tbat all of tbe incoming matter (i.e. 
nudeons) is stopped in tbe center of mass frame. It is sufficient that a certain fraction of 
tbe available energy goes into tbe formation of a bot and dense fireball. We expect such a 
picture to be approximately valid for tbe matter created dose to tbe central rapidity region. 
This ab» implies that this fireball contains only a small net baryon number when compared 
to tbe number of produced secondary mesons. Such a scenario seems to be consistent [6] 
with data on particle spectra measured in heavy km collisions at CERN SPS energies [1]. 

For our purposes it is sufficient to assume that the considered piece of matter can be 
reasonably well described by a static fireball with a volume V which lives for a timcspan At. 
We shall not invoke here any of the popular bydrodynamical models to fix the space-time 
evolution of the hadronic fireball as tbe qualitative features we are going to discuss do not 
strongly depend on a specific dynamical scenario. The basic quantities which are relevant 
for our considerations are the pion chemical potential p, and the (average) lifetime Д< of 
the system. 

In such a high density system the mean free path of pions will be rather short and hence 
the collision frequency high. Besides the many elastic as well as inelastic collision processes 
also reactions leading to the production of lepton pairs can take place. We are in particular 
interested in the processes 

* + * - • * + » +/+ + /" 
where l = e, ft. 

Since dileptons are emitted throughout the lifetime of the fireball, a certain amount of 
lepton pairs will be produced by tbe above process if the lifetime of the system is long 
enough. These dileptons will mainly populate the region of invariant mass between the 
two-pion threshold and the p meson peak. 

These dileptons, however, will have to fight the background of lepton pairs from the de
cays of resonances after decoupling from the fireball. Consequentely the question if dilepton 
production by pion annihilation can be observed above that background will depend on tbe 
lifetime of the system. 

2.1 Lepton pair production from pions 
Neglecting for a moment possible changes of the pion dispersion relation in the supersatu
rated pion medium, tbe production rate of di-muons per unit time and volume, with momenta 
p+ and p . from the annihilation of pions with momenta pi and pj, is given by kinetic theory 
as 

d*x J <Ppi ff* <Pp+ <rV 
{2w)32Ei (2tf2E2 (2ж)*2Е+ {2ж)*2Е. 

/i(£i)/2(ß»)(2x) 4*(p, + рг - Я + - р_)|Л<|а 
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Figur« 1. Di-kpton pair production by pkm uaihihtion in tbe vector «кипнмасе picture (VDM). 

are the occupation probabilities of pious in the fireball restframe, with a finite positive pionic 
chemical potential p«. The quantity |Л1| 2 is the squared invariant matrix element which can 
readily be calculated by making use of vector meson dominance (see Fig.l) 

\M\ = \М(ж ж ^ P - p p )| '-Jjr-Jfi ( т о ; г _А#а)» + то»П { ) 

We have introduced here the di-muon invariant mass A/ 3 as (p + + p_) a and chosen the 
parameters m, = 775 MeV, m; = 761 MeV and Г, = 118 MeV which, according to (10), 
give a reasonable description of the measured pion electromagnetic form factor. The quantity 
Gp*m is an effective coupling strength [11] for tbe ржж interaction with a value G„,,/4ir ~ 
2.84. The factor e 2 /~ ] m^ stems from the virtual p —* 7 transition which is parametrized by 
the inverse of the constant / , ( /J/4» ~ 2.26). In our calculation we have set G\„lPp = 1. 

As a first step we have used here the vacuum propagator lor the intermediate p-meson 
and shall consider corrections to the width and pole position (/> mass) in a pion medium at 
/f« as 0 in the following. 

2.2 Tbe p propagator in a dense pion medium 
Discussing "medium"-effects on the p-meson propagator is not an easy task as recent investi
gations indicate. The modifications obtained do strongly depend on how the basic interaction 
of the p with the surrounding matter is modeled, whether they are based on tbe underlying 
quark structure of hadrons or whether fundamental hadron fields are considered. 

Earlier consideration* [12] in the framework of chiral mean field theory bave focussed 
on the question how the p>meson properties might be modified at finite temperature due to 
the approach towards the chiral symmetry restoring phase transition. The expectation that 
the p-meson above the critical temperature for chiral symmetry restoration (which probably 
coincides with deconfinement) should dissapear from the hadronic spectrum of excitations 
seems to be supported by recent results from lattice calculations [1.1]. However, the question 
concerning tbe behavior of the p-meson properties below the phase transition region is rather 
unclear. Calculations, based on QCD sum rules [M] and Nambu-Jona-Lasinio type of models 
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[15], where the interaction is directly modeled in quark degrees of freedom, indicate only 
rather modest changes of the p-mmas up to the critical temperature. The same holds true 
for the decay width. 

Also recent investigations by Gale and Kapusta [16] based on the vector dominance model 
at finite temperature indicate that corrections to the width and pole position (p mass) in * 
pioo medium at p, = 0 are rather small. 

The situation changes if nudeonic degrees of freedom are taken into account. During 
the past few years a number of theorists [17] have explored the modifications of the elec
tromagnetic formfactor of the pion in a dense nuclear medium. Inclusion of corrections to 
the electromagnetic **-annihilation vertex due to a strong p-wave pkm-nudeon interaction 
(which is also known as the delta-hole model) can lead to a broadening of the p-peak ac
companied by a reduction of the peak bight. These modifications, however, depend strongly 
on the baryon density and do not play a role in our case, since we consider a fireball with a 
small net baryon density. 

In what follows, we shall consider modifications of the /imeson properties in a dense pion 
tned'tim at high temperature and large pion chemical potential /i*, and the consequences for 
dilepton production. 

To begin with we decompose the squared matrix element in Eq.(3) in the following way: 

(m» - M2)2 + (£Г,)' (4) 

We remark that we have made an implicit assumption in writing down this decomposition, 
namely, that the longitudinal and transversal polarization degrees of freedom behave exactly 
the same in the dense pion medium. This is not necessarily the case, however, the investiga
tions of Gale and Kapusta have shown that differences are rather small. The squared matrix 
element \M(x**~ -* p)\2 describes the жж -* p transition (which can also be understood as 
strong p-decay), and \M(p —»/+/")|2 the decay of the p into lepton pairs. The denominator 
results from the p meson propagator, but now with the "mediums-modified mass m, and 
the medium decay width Г,. The factor (ETv)2 instead of (т ,Г\) 2 is required [18] since 
the p-mesoo is moving in the fluid. 

After introduction of the four-momentum о = (p+ + p_) of the lepton pair with q2 = M2, 
the invariant mass of the pair and E = y/ffi2~~4~M2, the lepton pair rate can then be written 
as 

dN1*1' f d*q „, rt_% 1 ЕГ{жж -> p) 
J (2ж)з у и ' * (m*-d*xdM2 J (2*)* " '*(т*-ЛЯ)'-г(£Т,) а 

We have introduced the vacuum decay width for the p-*l+l~ decay 

Г(Я -»/•/") « ^ J^аш.{2ж)*6(Ч - p + - p.)\M{p - / + / - ) | 3 

and 
f(*» -,/>)= ± JAJidbbfiWMbWSiq- p, - n)\M(p - *ж)|а 

which can be understood as the formation rate of the р-теяоа [18]. Note that the direction 
of the arrow in the definition of Т(жж -+ p) is important. We can namely introduce the 
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decay rate 

f fr - *») * h J^<М1 + / , ( f c l ) ) ( 1 + ^ » W * « - Л - *M*fr - **)!* (8) 
which contains the Bote stimulated ешшкт factors (1 +£ (&) ) . ш thermal equifibrium (we 
do not require chemical equilibrium here) both rates are related, since 

(i + MK№ + Mb)) = • Ä 4 * - t e ' w r A(*№(*) (») 
and we have 

f (/» - » . » ) « f («r - ^Je«*-**^ (10) 

The important quantity, however, which describes the effective decay width of the p in the 
medium is (19): 

f,«fy-**)-f(w-d (U) 
With the help of the last two equations we can write the formation rate completely in terms 
of the total rate, i.e. 

where a factor shows up which can be understood as the distribution function of /»-mesons 
with a chemical potential tif = 2/t„. Although we have started with a kinetic equation 
for pion-annihilation and nowhere introduced the /»-meson as an elementary particle it does 
appear automatically due to the specific dynamical situation [18]. Hence, we can write for 
the dilepton production rate 

™ m I $rri> - "̂  (*; - Л \ (*У' ( Е ) (13) 

We can interprete this formula in the following way. Instead of describing the dilepton 
production via *+*" annihilation we can alternatively describe this process by the decay 
of "elementary" p mesons into leptons, with a mass distribution given by the Breit-Wigner 
function under the integral. However, we have to take into account the formation and decay 
processes in the pion medium via corrections to the /»-mass and width. We remark, that this 
picture is only valid as long the considered matter stays in thermal equilibrium. 

One can show [20] that the same expression can be obtained if from the beginning an 
elementary /»-meson field is introduced [16, 18]. We proceed now and compute the decay 
width for the p meson imbedded in a pion medium. Using Eq.(l 1) we arrive at 

2Et, = Jd*,<Ml + /,(£,) + MEt))(2w)4S(q - p, - рг)\М(р - **)\3 (14) 

We note that the first terui in the bracket gives the vacuum width for the decay p -* **, 
the finite temperature and density corrections are included via the term proportional to 
/ i (£i) + MEt). It is easy to see that for a dilute system /i(Ej) s / J ( £ I ) ~ 0 the use of 
the vacuum width is justified. 
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Figure 3. The dilepton rale as a function of JM for fixed temperature T= l&i MeV and different chemical 
potentials. In (a) we have set p, = 0 MeV, whereas in (k) ji, = 130 MeV. For comparison we also show the 
rate without medium corrections by the full line. 

Using the result for the vacuum width 

2£Г,= 

we find for the effective medium width 
8*M 

\Mip-*t*)\> 

f = Г 1 + (Af 
2MT Л- е-(Е</»-м.)/г\-| 

with *S[ E±\q\ 
(A/* - Ат\У>г 

M 1 

(15) 

(16) 

(IT) 

Since the changes in tbe pole position (p mass) are rather modest we focus in the following 
on tbe modifications of the decay width only. 

Prom Fig's. 2 we can read off the dependence of the decay width on the chemical 
potential. In both parts of that figure we have chosen T = 160 MeV. Assuming a pion 
chemical potential as large as /i, » 130 MeV the p meson peak nearly dissapears (broken 
line). For comparison we also show the rate without medium corrections by the full line. 

Important for our considerations, however, is the result, that the dilepton yield in the 
invariant mass region 2m« < M < 500 MeV is practically unaffected by the medium cor
rections. Since we shall focus our attention on this region we simply neglect the "medium" 
corrections henceforth. 
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2.3 Three-body processes and w meson production 
When considering a dense pion fluid near the Bose condensation threshold, it seems justified 
to ask for the relevance of three-body (pion) collision processes and the effect on the dilepton 
yield under the ы peak. As a first simple ansatz one might approximate successive two-body 
collisions in a siiperdense system by local three-body collisions. In this case we can easily 
generalize our previous analysis to the case where the ш meson appears in the form factor 
for three pion collisions. Using the same methods as outlined previously it is not difficult to 
find that such a contribution to the dilepton rate is proportional to the total width of the 
и meson. Since this width is too small to give a important contribution we shall omit this 
process in the following. 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 
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2.4 Bremsstrahlung 
Another important source of lepton pairs might be provided by ж — ж elastic scattering 
processes where the lepton pair is produced via the decay of a virtual photon (see Fig.3). 

Since we consider only processes where the virtual photon is radiated off from the 
external charged legs of the scattering graph we impliciteiy restrict our discussion to the 
soft photon approximation. This approach is assumed to be valid [21] for the radiation of 
photons with an energy g° < 100 - 200 MeV, and we shall restrict our discussion to the 
production of di-electrons only. In order to treat also processes where photons with higher 
energies can be radiated one has to include those processes where the photon is produced 
inside the blob of the graph in Fig. 3 which usually turn out to be kinematically suppressed. 

Denoting the incoming pion momenta by p„ pi and the outgoing ones by pi, p», we can 
write the kinetic rate for di-electroii production as 

AN . • . -

d*x I -J (2» 
#P. <Ррь <Pp\ #Pt <*V *9- (18) 
rp2£. (2ж)*2£* (2ж)ПЕх {2ж)ПЕг {2ж?2Е+ (2жр2Е. 

/.(£.)/»( £*)(1 + /,(£,))(! + Mb№*)4*{P. + Р » - Л - Я а - Р + - Р - )И | а 

The important fact to note is the appearance of the stimulated emission factors (I + 
/i(£»))(! + MEt)), which leads to the expectation of a sizeable enhanced collision rate. 



However, it has been argued recently [22, 23], that a possible increase of the scattering rate 
associated with the Bose occupancy factors is largely compensated by a drop in the cross 
section, when medium effects on the pionic cross section are consistently take j into account. 
In this spirit we shall drop the stimulated emission factors for the final state pions and shall 
also use the vacuum matrix element. 

Following the approach of Craigie and Thompson [21] we approximate the matrix element 
by the leading Bremsstrahlung term 

\M(*x - mre +e")| a a \M{*x — **) | ; 
Axa\J - c|a 

- \ |2 | * i (7 ->e + 0| (19) 

PT (20) 
with the current 

j * = <?,-£-+Q 2J2- - g.-£- - Qk-
P i - Я Р г Я Р т Ч Г* Я 

the photon polarization vector <„, the electromagnetic charges Qi, the matrix element 
M{KX -» vir) which only depends on the momenta of the elastic scattering pions, and 
with M(i -* e +e~), the matrix element for the internal conversion of the virtual photon 
into a electron-positron pair. 

Different approximations for the radiation term \J -t\2 are proposed. We follow here the 
reasoning of Gale and Kapusta [10] and shall use [24] 

if .a 2 1 - 1 (21) 

with the replacement (g 0) 2 -» E4,JE* — M2 for the energy of the virtual photon. 
And finally we shall assume that the matrix element for the elastic scattering of pions is 

dominated by the formation of an intermediate p-meson at low center of mass energies, an 
assumption which seems to be justified experimentally. 

2.5 Vector meson- and Dalitz decays 
Although the cross section for dilepton production in the invariant mass region Л/ < 1 GeV 
constitutes the major part of the measured yield, the present knowledge and understanding 
of the low mass data in hadronic collisions is rather limited. The prominent features of the 
invariant mass distributions as measured in pion and proton induced reactions are the p — u/ 
peak and.a large enhancement between the dilepton threshold and M *- 600 MeV. For quite 
a long time there has been some controversy as to whether the more trivial sources like the 
Dalitz decays of hadron resonances alone can account for the observed enhancement [25]. 
Presently it is, however, fair to say that a main reason for the puzzle concerning the low 
mass dilepton continuum can be traced back to severe background problems and uncertanties 
concerning inclusive cross sections and kinematic distributions of those resonances which 
finally decay into lepton pairs via the Dalitz decays. New data, in particular the identification 
of the n and 7' mesons, have changed the situation about the strenght of a possible low 
mass di-muon continuum considerably. According to a new analysis [26] the n Dalitz decay 
background had been underestimated by approximately a factor 2-4 in previous analyses of 
the data. The measured larger r/ and rf abundances are more in line with the picture of a 
tbermalized fireball in chemical equilibrium, with a temperature consistent with the slope of 
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Figure 4. The invariant mass spectrum of di-muons in two different scenario* bated on the models of (6, 71 
and (2), respectively. Part (a) corresponds to the parameters (T = 200 MeV, ^ s 0 MeV) used ia (в. 7] to 
describe the pion transverse momentum spectrum, whereas (b) assumes the parameter set (T = 160 MeV, 
/«, = 130 MeV) utilized in [2]. For further details see text. 

the pr-spectra. For that reason we have included nearly all possible dilepton decay modes 
of the pseiidoscalar and vector mesons and shall assume that these processes are sufficient 
to account for the low mass continuum. Those readers which are interested in the details of 
the calculations and complete list of decays should consult [20]. 

2.6 Results 
After collecting all the various individual sources we show in Fig. 4 how the invariant 
di-muon mass spectrum could look like in central nuclear collision events, based on two 
scenarios which recently had been utilized to describe the experimentally observed low pr 
pion enhancement. 

In both cases we have assumed the same volume parameter V s 100 fm3 as it only 
contributes to an overall normalization of the spectrum. The lifetime of the fireball was 
chosen as Д/ s f> fm which is a reasonable ball-park number with respect to the rather small 
projectiles used in the present experiments. 

Besides the full line in each figure, which shows the sum of all contributions, we have 
also indicated by the broken line the ж+*~ -* ц+ц~ process separately. 

The physical picture [6, 7] employed in Fig. 4a is based on the assumption that during 
the course of the niirlpar collision process a hot gas of hadrons and, most importantly, 
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hadron resonances is formet!, which after decoupling yields a large number of low energetic 
pions via the decay of resonances. An excellent description of the measured pioit transverse 
momentum distribution was achieved with a freeze-out temperature of T = 200 MeV and 
u, = 0 MeV. At such high temperatures the production of hadron resonances is favored and 
the major part of the detected pions result from the decays of resonances. This effect is also 
responsible for the large di-muon continuum at low Л/ which is due to Dalitz decays of the 
copiously produced n and w resonances. Although there is a sizeable contribution from the 
pion annihilation process (shown by the dashed line), it canuo' compete with the background 
sources. The spectrum looks very similar to tin* one usually observed in hadronic interactions 
[25] with the characteristic dip in the invariant mass region between the di-muon threshold 
and the р-ш peak. The only new effect is a somewhat increased p |>eak due to additional 
p —» /I +M~ decays during the lifetime of the fireball (27] which, however, is subject to change 
after the medium corrections are taken into account. 

The situation changes if we consider the scenario put forward by Katája and Ruuskanen 
[2] which is depicted in Fig. 4b. In this case the temperature is lower, T * 160 MeV, and 
/и = 1Я0 MeV was chosen to reproduce the low-pr pi«» enhancement. In this scenario we 
observe a strong enhancement of niuon pairs in the invariant mass range between 2m, < M < 
500 MeV which completely fills the usually observe«! dip. As can be seen from the broken 
line these di-muons result solely from the pion annihilation process which predominantly 
enhances the low mass tail of the p meson. This is intuitively to be expected since in the 
process ж* ж" —» «"*>" the effect from the positive pion chemical potential enters twice. In 
addition, due to the lower temperature, les* resonances are excited and the background from 
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Dalitz decays is .«uch smaller. Hence the pioa annihilation rate starts to dominate the whole 
di-mvon spectrum. Hence a simple measurement of the low mass di-muon mass spectrum 
seems sufficient to distinguish between both scenarios. 

Let us now turn to the case of di-electron production, which is depicted in Fig. 5. Within 
both scenarios the spectrum is dominated by the large continuum of di-elearons from the 
Dalitz decays of the т ° , n and ш mesons. Also the Bremsstrahlung process provides a large 
contribution to the total di-electron yield in the very low invariant mass region for both 
considered scenarios, which could be observed if the Dalitz decays could be subtracted from 
the measured spectrum. An observation of this Bremsstrahlung continuum would point 
towards the existence of an interacting pion matter system but cannot help to distinguish 
between different dynamical scenarios as in both cases the spectrum looks very similar.- We 
point out that an increase of the lifetime of the fireball does not change the situation as both 
contributions, pion annihilation as well as Bremsstrahlung, are proportional t o Д<. In both 
scenarios the di-electron spectrum would be dominated by those dileptons produced during 
the lifetime of the hot hadronic matter. The results presented for the di-electron spectrum, 
however, should be taken with some care as our calculation does contain some rather crude 
approximations. In any case, this result demonstrates that this process deserves some further 
investigation. 

3 Summary and outlook 
We have demonstrated thai the presence of a superdense pion gas developing a large positive 

c jiion chemical potential will have clearly observable effects on the invariant muon mass 
p spectrum in the mass region 2 m , < Д/ м +„- < tnp. Using the same parameters which 
j recently have been used to successfully describe the so-called low-pr P>°n enhancement, we 
j have found a strong enhancement of muon pairs in the invariant mass region between the 

niuon threshold and the p — иг resonance for the case of a large pion chemical potential. In 
a future work we will investigate in more detail the dependence of di-lepton production on 
the dvnamical evolution of the hadron matter fireball. 
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Eta and Dilepton Production in Heavy-Ion Reactions1 

Gy. Wolf2, W. Cassing, and U. Mosel 

Institut für Theoretische Physik, Universität Giessen, D-6300 Giessen, 
Germany 

Abstract 

We present a nonperturbaiive dynamical study of /7-meson and pion produc
tion in heavy-ion collisions from 1 to 2 GeV/A bombarding energy. The dy
namical evolution of the nucleus-nucleus collision is described by a transport 
equation of the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck type evolving phase-space dis
tribution functions for nucleons, Л*з, iV(1440)'s. ,V(1535)*s, pions and »j's 
with their isospin degrees of freedom. Furthermore, we present results for 
differential dilepton yields in heavy-ion collisions at bombarding energies of 
1 and 2 GeV/A incorporating all known sources for dilepton production. 
We investigate in particular the sensitivity of the calculated yields to pre
dicted changes of the p meson in dense matter and discuss the feasibility I 
to measure the time-like electromagnetic form factor of hadrons and their . . 
medium-dependence through the observation of dileptons. ,1 

1 INTRODUCTION 

'Work supported by BMFT and GSI DarmiUdt 
30n leave from the CRIp' H-I52& Budapest, Hungary 

th 

During the last years the dynamics of heavy-ion collisions up to bombard
ing energies of 2 GeV/A has been quite successfully described by transport 
approaches of the BUU type [1, 2]. Since during the compression phase the 
nuclear density may reach values of 2 - 3 po, heavy-ion reactions are es
pecially suitable to study the properties of hadronic matter under extreme 
conditions. Particle production plays a special role in this context [5], as 
mesonic and electromagnetic probes, that are not available in the initial I 
stage of the reaction, carry information on the high density phase. 

In addition to pion production the study of i/-rneson production through 
various entrance channels has recently attracted interest (6. 7, 8] because, 
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first, at intermediate bombarding energies these mesons are primarily pro
duced through the excitation and decay of the JV(1535) nudeon resonance. 
Thus a detailed study of the production process may yield information on 
the properties of this resonance in the nuclear environment. Second, the 7 
mesons carry hidden strangeness and consequently contain information on 

1 as excitations during the production process in dense, bot nuclear matter. 
At subthreshold energies they may, furthermore, be selective probes to in
vestigate the equation of state of thermalized nuclear matter as indicated 
in [9, 10] since they are dominantly produced via multiple baryon-baryon 
collisions. Finally, the Dalitz-decay of the 17 meson also contributes substan
tially to the dilepton yield (e +e~ pairs), so that the production processes for 
9-mesons have to be clearly understood. 

Contrary to mesons, electromagnetic signals are particularly promising 
, for an investigation of the violent phases of a high-energy heavy-ion collision 

because they can leave the reaction volume essentially undistorted by final-
state interactions. The observation of direct photons is hampered by the 

p , . strong background of r° decay photons, but dileptons [e*e~ pairs) are free 
, from such problems [11]. Indeed, dileptons from heavy-ion collisions in the 

(_ energy range mentioned have been observed by the DLS collaboration at the 
BEVALAC: these results provide the basis for the construction of a second-
generation dilepton spectrometer (HADES) for use at SIS [12]. 

Besides being sensitive to the phase-space distribution of nucleons during 
' *, ' the collision, dileptons can also be used as probes for the coupling of massive 

photons, i. e. time-like photons through which they are produced, to charged 
hadrons in the nuclear medium. The vector-meson dominance model assumes 
that this coupling proceeds through virtual qq excitations of the QCD vacuum 
with the quantum numbers of the photon, i. e. through the vector mesons 
(mainly the p meson). Dilepton yields can thus be expected to be sensitive 
to the properties of the vector mesons in the medium. While the time-like 
electromagnetic form factor of the free pion has been measured and indeed 

ibard- shows a strong, resonance-like enhancement at the /imeson mass, the time-
nsport like form factor of the nucleon in the vector-meson mass region is still totally 
t S e tbe unknown because it can be accessed only in half-off-shell processes. A« we 
u e eg. will discuss in this paper, heavy-ion and proton-induced reactions at energies 
itreme UP t o ? GeV/A offer a unique possibility to investigate the properties of the 
[5I ag imeson in the dense medium as well as the time-like form factor of the 
initial proton. 
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We study the dynamics of H1C by use of transport equations of the Boltzmann-
Uehling-Uhlenbeck type. At the energies of our interest the colliding system 



contains DO longer only nucleons, but also T'S, t/'s, Д'в and higher resonances 
as well. Therefore, distribution functions and evolution equations have to 
be introduced for each type of particles. The A's and W*'s are propagated 
in the same (Skyrme-type) potential as the nucleons, whereas pkms and »'s 
are treated as free particles. The mean-field potential used in our calcula
tions generates an EOS with m* = 938 MeV and compressibility К = 300 
MeV. We solve the system of equations by the test-particle method where the 
continuous distribution functions are substituted by distributions of a finite 
number of test-particles. The test-particles move on classical trajectories in 
the selfconsistent mean-field potential, while the collisions are handled as in 
a cascade code; the only modification appears for fermions in the final state, 
where a Pauli-blocking factor (1 — /(r,p,t)) is included. We use the parallel 
ensemble algorithm in which collisions are only allowed between particles in 
the same ensemble. The details of our model are described in ref. [2,4]; here 
we only describe briefly. 

2.1 Collision Term 
The previous version of our model [2] describing nucleons {N), A(l232)'s, 
iV(1440)'s and r's is extended by the inclusion of the n-meson and the 
N(1535) resonance. In the collision term we include elastic collisions for 
baryons and the following inelastic reactions: 

NN <=> NR 
NR = > NR-
Д Д = > NX 

R <s=» Nu 
ЛГ(1535) <=* Nr, 

where N and R denotes nucleons and resonances (A(1232),JV(1440), and 
ЛГ(1535)), respectively. 

The cross sections for Л'(1535) production are not directly known but can 
be fixed by assuming that all the n's produced stem from the decay of this 
resonance with the same branching ratio as in free space (as 50 % to NTJ). 
Thus we use 

0NN~NN{\i&) * 2ffNN~NNi> • (2) 

The cross section for the elementary n-meson production process through 
the /V(1535) resonance has been studied recently in an effective One-Boson-
Exchange model [13, 14]. In our calculation we use a parametrization of 
the calculated values from (3,4,14], which agrees also reasonably well with 
experimental data for pp -* ppr,. In the OBE calculations just mentioned the 
pit ~* pnr, cross section comes out to be about 3 times larger than that for 



aces pp [13]. We use this factor also in our calculations and furthermore assume 
e to that the cross section for ^-production in the nn channel is equal to that 
»ted in the pp channel. We also note that the experimental data for pp -* ррц 
i V s are determined only within a factor of about 2. This uncertainty, together 
ula- with that connected with our assumptions for the other isospin channels, is 
300 directly carried over into a corresponding uncertainty of this order in our final 

' the cross sections. If any of the other cross sections are not available we assume 
taite that they are gives by the corresponding NN cross sections at the same 
e J 0 invariant energy y 6 (e. g. <rNb~NN4(y/s)« 0.5амы^нпч(у/*)^ the factor 0.5 
as in arises from spin average). 
täte, Apart from baryon-baryon collisions, the if-meson can be produced via 
rallel pion induced reactions, too: e. g. r'p -» qn. This cross section is expen
ds in mentally well known and the parametrization is given in [4,15]. We assume 
„he** here again that the reaction proceeds through the ЛГ(1535) resonance. The 

cross sections for the other isospin channels are then calculated by isospin 
symmetry. 

In order to determine unknown cross sections for reactions involving reso
nances, a wellknown method is to calculate them by detailed balance from the 

32)'s, time reversed reaction. This concept was widely used e.g. for the ЛГД -* NN 
A the channel. However, in case of broad resonances the previously used simple 
1 8 ft* method [1] does not apply [16]. We thus propose a modified treatment of the 

inverse channel in case of short lived resonances [4] which differs somewhat 
from a related method proposed in [16]. 

We propose 

du SNfpj dtt j g 2 » F[M*)dM> ' U 

The modification compared to the previously used formula [1] is an extra 
), and factor 

i (4) 
•utcan ßÜZtnW**' 
o f tfa* which is always larger than 1 and especially large close to threshold. This 

0 "Ч'ш leads to the physical effect, that A's are more strongly absorbed than in the 
conventional detailed balance description. 

h r o a 6 b 2.2 Results for к and r/ Dynamics 
Boson-
ttion of We have shown in ref. [2] that our previous model correctly reproduces 
•11 w jth baryon spectra from 0.4 to 2 GeV/A. After the modifications described 
n e a < the above the pion yield now fits much better to the experimental data from 
,hat for (19, 20] which is essentially due to the larger A absorption compared to our 
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Figure 1: Numbers of calculated n's (dashed line) and IT'S (solid line) in 
comparison to the experimental data from refs. [19, 20, 21]. Both, the 
calculated and the experimental tf yields are scaled by a factor of 300. 
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Figure 2: Calculated transverse momentum (p t) spectra of IT'S (solid line, 
l.h.s.) and 7*s (histogram, r.h.s) produced in central wCa +4°Ca collisions. 
Dashed lines: thermal distributions eq.(5) with Tr = T„ = 70 MeV. The pion 
data are taken from ref. [22] and are normalized to our calculation (see text). 
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Figure 3: Time evolution of various quantities in a central collision of 
* V a + * C » at 1 GeV/A: The central density p in units of Po * 0.17/m" 3 

(thick solid line); the number of A's (solid line), ;V(1535)'s (dot-dashed line), 
íj 's Mashed line), and »'s (dotted line). 
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previous calculations. In Fig. 1 we show the calculated pion (solid) and n 
(dashed line) numbers and compare them with the experimental data [19,20]. 
The l39La + ' 3 9 La data [20] are multiplied by a factor 40/139 in order to 
compare them with the *Cc + 4 0 Ca data. Note that both the experimental 
and calculated 7 yields are scaled by a factor of 300; the calculated yield 
for 7 production at 1 GeV/Л is compatible with the experimental results of 
Metagetal. [21]. It is important to note in the context of dilepton production 
(section 3), that we reproduce the correct magnitude of the experimental tf 
yield for *°Ca + * Ca at this bombarding energy. 

In Fig. 2 the calculated transverse momentum spectra of T'S (solid line) 
and 7's (histogram) are compared to thermal spectra (dashed lines) 

i — ^ ^ e p [ - ! £ ] . m r ^ m H ^ . (5) 

with apparent temperatures T, s Г, s 70 MeV. Within the accuracy of 
the thermal fits the calculated tr° and n spectra show the same slope. The 
experimental »/-spectra have still too large uncertainities for a meaningful 
comparison. The .situation is different for the pions where good — though 
not normalized — spectra have been measured [22]. In Fig. 2 we, therefore, 
»how the experimental pion spectrum which — because of the absence of 
an absolute cross section for these data — we have normalized such that 
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Figure 4: Initial ж (solid lines) and л (dash-dotted lines) numbers (я»9.) 
as a function of the density at their creation point for *°Ca + 4 0 Ca and for 
I W Au + m >4u at 1 and 2 GeV/A in comparison to the density dependence 
of the final mesons (*/,*}/) that have escaped from the reaction volume. 



the integral agrees with our calculation. It is clearly seen that the overall 
agreement is quite good but that there is an apparent deficiency at small 
Pt (note the special weighting of this region by the factor 1/pi). Possible 
origins of this discrepancy may be the neglect of any s-state processes far 
pion production and absorption and the neglect of the two-pion decay modes 
of the baryonic resonances which become more important at the high energies 
considered here. 

In Fig. 3 we show the time evolution of the Д, 7V(1535), n and * yields in 
comparison to the density of the central region (thick solid line). The number 
of "excitations" (the sum of mesons and resonances) reaches its final value 
already in the dense phase, where almost all "excitations'* are resonances). 
The meson yields, on the other hand, reach their final values only in the 
expansion stage, where the n's decouple from the baryons earlier than the 
pions. Furthermore, n's are produced at higher energy density than pions 
due to the substantially larger threshold involved. 

For «Ca+"Ca and mAu+mAu at 1 and 2 GeV/A bombarding energies 
we compare in Fig. 4 the density dependence of n and * creation to the 
density dependence of those n's (n/) and »'s (яу) which actually leave the 
system. For each reaction the majority of n's are produced (dot-dashed line) 
at high density; however, far n's reaching the detector the density dependence 
of the production is rather flat. The situation is similar for pions, but there 
is aii extra peak at small densities which is much more pronounced at the 
higher energy of 2 GeV/A. The explanation is obvious: due to the strong 
resonance absorption for both the mean-free path of the mesons is small such 
that the high density peak is supressed. That the final t/'s have a broader 
density distribution reflects the fact that they experience less ^scattering 
than the pions (see the discussion of the preceding paragraph). 

To illustrate this point we show in Fig. 5 the distribution in the free path 
between collisons for i/'s and r's in a central collision of *°Ca + 4 0 Ca at 1 
GeV/A bombarding energy. Exponential fits yield average mean-free paths 
А, я 1.3 fm and A, » 1.3 ±0.1 fm which are small compared to the radius of 
*°Ca. Note that these numbers are averaged over the energy spectra of the 
mesons. 

3 DILEPTON PRODUCTION 
As noted before dileptons and photons can leave the system without being 
distorted so that they can provide direct information from the hot dense zone 
of the collision. The dileptons as observable« have the advantage over photons 
that by measuring the dilepton invariant mass spectra one can separate their 
various sources by appropriate cuts in mass, e. g. to exclude e*e~ pairs from 
the ir° Dalitz-decay one cuts for M > 140 MeV. This is why especially the 
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Figure 5: Path length (distance between two соШаоп») distribution for *'s 
and n's produced in mCa + * C« at 1 GeV/A. Abo shown are exponential 
fits with AS = AJ = 1.3 frn. 

dilepton production attracts great interest in heavy-ion physics nowadays 
(23,24,25,26,12). 

We calculate dilepton production taking into account the contributions 
from proton-neutron bremsstrahlung, the Dalits-decay of the Д and я as 
well as т+ж~ annihilation, pioo-nucleon bremastrablung, the Dalitz-decay 
of the N' and t° in the same way as described in ref. (2). The coher
ent bremsstrahlung production was found to be essential only for low mass 
diieptons [27,28] and is thus neglected in our calculations. 

The pk» annihilation proceeds through the /»-meson which decays into 
a virtual massive photon by vector meson dominance. The cross section is 
parametrized as in [23] 

*«*'---(M)« у (£)' )Jl - $\ЫМ)\г. (•) 
where the electromagnetic form factor of the pion is gives by 

j 

lFw{m]* " (Af*-m;')'+mjr» ' ( 7 ) 

where M is the dilepton invariant mass, a is the fine structure constant, and 

m, = TfbMeV, m'0 * 76lMeV , Г, «118MeV. 



Note that eg.(6) deacribea the free pion annihilation cross section. Foaaibfe 
medium modificatioaa will be discussed m aectiou XX 

Whenever charged particles cnffide, they can radiate a photo« or — via, 
a virtual photon — produce a dUeptoa pair, m oar cute, the relevant con-
tributioo cornea from proton-neutron oremsstrahluag since aft the energies 
considered' bete the proton-proton birmsstrsbliing is »»gBgpbl» compared 
to tbe proton-nentroa radiation became of the destructive interference be
tween tbe virtual photons radiated by the two protons. As already ahown 
in (2) K*N bremaatrahrang contributes only for vary low dileptott masses 
(M < 100 MeV) which we discard in the present «tody. For the cross sec
tion of the proton-neutron brtrnssf uniting we use *Ae phase space corrected 
soft-photon approximation which tamed ont to be a goo«I approximation to 
a> more fш<lameoЫolte-bc«on-exca«agectJctIЫion[2,29j. 

Since all the resonances and mesons considered h o e have an electro
magnetic decay channel they can ahn radiate dileptons (Dalits-decay). The 
diléptonk decay width depends on the fem of the «ihrtrntnagnttir vertex of 
tbe particles. Par Д'в and for N*4 these are given in [2] and aim need in the 
following simulations. 

In addition to oar previous calculations we new abo include the f Datita-
decay given by [30,31): 

where the form factor is parametrised a* ([31]) 

with 
A, ж 0.77 GeV. (10) 

This form factor arises from vector dominance and agrees well with tbe ex
perimental value Л, = 0.72 ± 0.09 GeV. 

3.1 Results 
We calculate the dUepton yields for p+9Be at 1 and 2.1 GeV, for *Ca+*C* 
and mAu + m Ли at 1 and 2 GeV/A bombarding energies and compare in 
Rg. 6 with tbe «срепгпепЫ<1аи<)( the DLScc41*bc*atioo [32,33, J4J. The 
moat important sources of dikptons are mdicatod in the figures. According 
to our calculation only for p + *Be at 1 GeV pn rxemsatrahlung and Д-
decay contribute dcmunaotly over tbe full mass range. For all tbe otber 
systems the n Dalitz-decay dominates tbe spectra up to masses of about 450 
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Figure 6: Dilepton invariant mass spectra for p+ 9Bt at 1 and 2.1 GeV and 
for "Co + 4 0 Ca and 1 9 Mu + 1 » 7 Au at 1 and 2 GeV/A bombarding energies. 
Solid line: pn bremsstrahlung; dot-dashed: 17 Dalitz-decay, dotted: ж*ж" an
nihilation; dashed: Д Dalitz-decay; thick solid line: sum of all contributions. 
Data points are taken from [33, 34]. 
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Figure 7: Density dependence of dilepton production for pn bremsstrablung 
(solid), *+*- annihilation (dotted), and Д Dalits-decay (dashed line) in 
central l9TAu +»" Au collisions at 1 and 2 GeV/A bombarding energy. 

MeV. Since the 7 lifetime is much larger than the nucleus-nuclei» reaction 
time, the 7-mesons decay outside of the dense system so that the 7 Dalits-
decay contribution reflects only the final 7 number. Since the 7 yidd can be 
measured independently (e. g. cf. (21)) the low energy part of the spectra 
(150 MeV < M < 500 MeV) can be used for absolute normalization of the 
cross section or to control the experimental acceptance. As we have noted 
in section 2.3 we reproduce the experimental 7-number for "Ca + * C e at 1 

It is important to note that in «Ca+"Ca and wAu+ltrAu collisions 
at 1 GeV/A practically all the dileptons with M > 500 MeV stem from 
ж**" annihilation, while pn bremsstrahlung and Д-decay play only a minor 
role. At 2 GeV/A the general picture is still the same, although here the 
bremsstrablung spectrum considerably hardens and starts to compete wjth 
the pion annihilation component. Though the pion multiplicity is much 
smaller in p + 9Bt at 2.1 GeV as compared to nucleus-nucleus reactions, 
the annihilation component becomes comparable with pn brenwtrahlung 
for invariant masses in the p-mass region. Between 400 MeV and 700 MeV 
invariant mass, however, the pn bremsstrahlung still dominates the spectrum. 
Mote that in these calculations the pion's and 7's electromagnetic form factor 
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is assumed to be the free, experimentally measured form factor, while for the 
proton and for the Д no form factors have been included so far. We note, 
that in all calculations where we compare with the DLS data (Fig. 6) we 
have folded our results with the experimental acceptance of the DLS. 

Besides a systematically too large calculated crass sections at small masses 
(M < 300 MeV, not shown in the figure), where also the experimental ac
ceptance filter plays a significant role, the agreement with the DLS data is 
quite good. For p +• Be at 2.1 GeV the deficiency for masses above 0.4 GeV 
could possibly be due to the effect of the proton and Д electromagnetic form 
factor which will be discussed later in section 3.2. 

Since our motivation is to probe the high density phase of the reactions 
it is very important to study the density dependence of the various dilepton 
production channels (cf. Fig. 7). It is seen that the pn bremsstrahlung chan
nel is limited to the density rerjon p> po since, being a two-body process, it 
is ~ p7. The Д Dalitz-decay essentially also contributes to the higher density 
regime, however, extends to lower densities too, because the Д'$ propagate 
for some time and may decay in the surface region. As was discussed in 
section 2.3, the pion density is rather low at high baryon densities; therefore, 
the density dependence of х*ж" annihilation is quite flat and there are also 
sizeable contributions from the low density phase. 

One can reduce the low density events substantially by studying the high 
invariant mass region. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 which shows that the 
annihilation events with masses M % 300 MeV are most likely to be produced 
in the low-density zone whereas those around M « 700 MeV stem mainly 
from the high-density phase. This enrichment of heavy pairs is due to the 
larger characteristic kinetic energies of pions in the compressed phase; it is 
particularly pronounced for the higher bombarding energy of 2 GeV/ A. Thus 
by measuring dileptons for M > 500 MeV we may study the high density 
phase of heavy-ion reactions more closely. 

3.2 Effects and medium corrections of electromag
netic form factors 

Since the electromagnetic form factor of the pion is obviously determined by 
the properties of the /»-meson [35], in-medium modifications of the latter are 
expected to affect the dilepton mass spectrum. The actual modifications of 
the /»-meson in a dense baryonic environment, however, are still a matter of 
debate. Within the vector-dominance model Herrmann et al. [36] predict 
that the p mass does not change much with density, but the width of the 
/»-resonance should increase substantially (rf. Fig. 9). Similar, but less 
pronounced, modifications have been predicted by Chanfray et al. [38]. 

On the other band, QCD inspired models (39] or estimates based on 
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Figure 8: The contribution to r*w~ annihilation from three density bins in 
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Figure 9: Electromagnetic form factor of the pion at three densities: [p « 0 
(solid line); p = po (dashed line); p в 2/ц> (dotted line)) from Herrmann et 
al. [36] compared to the experimental result from Barkov et al. [37]. 
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Figure 10: In-medium changes of the pion-annihilation component for Ca+ 
*>Ca at 1 and 2 GeV/A. The curve labelled by "background" contains all 
processes except т+ж" annihilation. The dotted curve is obtained with a 
free pion form factor whereas the solid line gives the result with a medium-
dependent form factor according to ref. [36]. 

QCD sum rules [40] indicate a decrease of the p-meson mass with density. 
In order to explore the possibility, if such medium effects might actually be 
investigated in heavy-ion reactions, we have performed calculations using a 
rough fit to the density dependent p-meson form factor of Herrmann et al. 
[36]. In Fig. 9 the data points show the "free" electromagnetic form factor of 
the /»-meson while the curves represent the theoretical predictions at different 
densities, which reflect the broadening of the p-meson due to a softening of 
the pion spectrum in dense matter. 
' In Fig. 10 we show the calculated dilepton mass-spectrum for Co + 

*>Са at 1 and 2 GeV/A. While the uppermost dotted curve was obtained 
with b)e free form factor for the pions, the solid line gives the result for 
the density-dependent form factor of Herrmann et al. (shown in Fig. 9). 
In the vector-meson mass region around 750 MeV the predicted spectrum 
is lowered by about a factor of 3 when the medium effects on the form 
factor are taken into account. At 1 GeV/A (contrary to 2 GeV/A) the 
background is negligible compared to the annihilation component, so this 
predicted effect may be used to define the necessary resolution for a second-
generation dilepton spectrometer. 
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Figure 11: Effects of the proton form factor on the dilepton spectra for p+*Be 
at 2.1 GeV. For a discussion of the different lines see text. 

For the heavy-ion collisions just discussed the vector-meson mass re
gion is dominated by pion annihilation while the contributions from- pn 
bremsstrahlung are negligible. This is different in proton-nucleus collisions 
(e. g. p + 9Bc at 2.1 GeV; cf. Fig. 11) since the pion density is much lower. 
Here the pn bremsstrahlungs-component is comparable to the pion annihila-
tion component for M » 700 - 800 MeV. In this system one would thus expect 
to be sensitive to the half-off-shell electromagnetic form factor of the proton 
in the time-like sector. In order to estimate again the size of the expected 
effects we have, in the absence of any experimental information on this form 
factor in the mass-region below about 3.8 GeV, simply used the same form 
factor as for the pion, for simplicity ignoring all effects of the off-shell char
acter of the photon-emission vertex. The result of our simulation is shown in 
Fig. 11 where the dashed line gives the contribution from all processes except 
the pn bremsstrahlung while the dot-dashed line gives the bremsstrahlungs 
contribution without a form factor. The dotted line, furthermore, shows the 
dramatic effect of including a free form factor for the proton and the solid line 
gives the cross section obtained with a medium-corrected one. The predicted 
increase of the cross section relative to the calculation using a point oucleon 
amounts to a factor 10! The agreement with the data is now significantly 
better, because inclusion of a form factor raises the cross section just in the 
mass region where we have underestimated the data (see the discussion in 
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section 3.1). Note also that at the lower bombarding energy of 1 GeV the 
good agreement reached is not spoiled by the inclusion of a form factor which 
has its main effect at higher masses not reached at this energy. 

We want to stress that the determination of any medium-dependent 
changes of the proton's form factor needs as a basis a reliable measurement 
of the free time-like form factor in the vector-meson mass region. 

4 SUMMARY 
We have studied heavy-ion reaction dynamics on the basis of a microscopical 
model of the BUU type. In this model the nucleons, baryonic resonances, the 
Д(1232), the JV(1440) and the JV(1535) as well as pions and n's are expfiatdy 
propagated. The model appears to describe the hadronic processes quite 
reliably. We have shown that most of the n's and pions leaving the system 
are produced at rather low densities so that they are not well suited to study 
the high density phase of the reaction. 

We have applied this model to the process of dilepton production by cal
culating the contributions from proton-neutron bremsstrahlung, the Oalitz-
decay of the Д and n as welt as т*х" annihilation, pion-nucleon bremsstrah
lung, the Dalitz-decay of the N' and w°. While the first two do not contribute 
substantially to the total cross sections, the x° dominates the invariant mass 
spectra below the pion mass. It is found that for all systems considered, 
except for p+9Bt at 1 GeV, the n Dalitz-decay, furthermore, dominates the 
spectra up to an invariant mass M » 450 MeV. In ^Ca+^Ca as well as in 
»Mu + mAu at 1 GeV/A for M > 500 MeV practically all the cross sec
tion stems from T+JT~ annihilation. At 2 GeV/A, however, we find sizeable 
bremsstrahlung contributions, too. For studying especially t*x~ annihila
tion in the p mass regime a bombarding energy of 1 GeV/A therefore seems 
to be optimal either for mAu + wAu or ^Ca + *Ce collisions. We also 
have shown that by studying dileptons at high invariant mass, we may gain 
airect information about the high density phase of the reactions. 

By dilepton measurements medium effects on the p meson may be also 
explored. According to the vector-meson-dominance model т + т " annihila
tion proceeds via the production and decay of the p meson which might differ 
substantially in the medium [36, 38]. Since the t*ir~ annihilation dominates 
the dilepton invariant mass spectra around the p mass region, a change of 
the mass or width of the p as also suggested by QCD inspired models [39,40) 
should be seen experimentally. In order to estimate the magnitude of this 
effect we have performed calculations with the free p meson properties and 
compared to dilepton spectra that involve a density dependent form factor 
in line with the calculation of ref. [36]. The spectra differ by about a factor 
of 3 (cf. Fig. 10). Any future experiments looking for this effect would thus 
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have t o be sensitive to changes o f this order. 
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Basing on a transport model of Boltzmann type we study the evolution of relevant degrees of freedom 
in the course of ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions. First we consider the approach of dense parton 
matter towards quark glnon plasma. The pre-equilibrium parton matter is found to represent an 
important source of continuum dileptons in the J/ф region at very high beam energies (RHIC and 
LHC). Second we analyze dense off-equilibrium pion matter. We find an approximately constant 
effective pion chemical potential. Such a scenario results in a strongly increased dilepton yield from 
hadron matter near the kinematical threshold for producing muon pairs via pion annihilation. 

1. Introduction 
Heavy ion collisions at high energies are aimed to study the behavior of nuclear matter under 
extreme conditions. The hope is to reach high excitations. Such matter states are easily 
described by the parameters "density" and "temperature", and there is a lot of theoretical 
work on this subject [1]. However, temperature and density describe a state only in local 
equilibrium. In creating a highly excited state much entropy is produced, what is definitively a 
non-equilibrium process which cannot be described in terms of density and temperature alone. 
Also the disassembly (or break-up) of nuclear matter into finally observed hadrons is a non-
equilibrium process. Kinetic theory represents a tool to describe such non-equilibrium stages. 

Here we consider two applications of kinetics on the evolution of different degrees of free
dom in the course of heavy ion collisions at high energy, say a few hundred GeV per nucleon 
and more. The first one is the relaxation of dense partem matter in the very early collision 
stage. The parton matter relaxes towards equilibrium, i.e., quark gluon plasma. In worst case 
the equilibrium stage might not be reached, e.g., due to rapid longitudinal and subsequent 
transverse expansion, or it is too short-living to leave imprints. Even then the dense parton 
matter is a quite interesting subject as pre-cursor of the wanted plasma, and it is worth for a 
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detailed investigation. As good candidate to probe the deeply primordial matter the dikptons 
appear. 

Our second topic is the evolution of hadron matter prior to freeze-out. ш this field the 
insight, that the number of pions is essentially conserved, has been gained recently. Conser
vation of pion number means that a chemical potential exists and, in comparision with the 
chemical equilibrium picture, * more involved dynamics appears. The recently debated low-pi 
enhancement has been interpreted as indication of a high chemical potential and consequently 
as indicative for dense pion matter. If so, then also deep probes, as dQeptons, are modified, 
and we here discuss these modifications. 

2. Kinetics 
To set the scene we assume here that kinetic theory gives the adequate framework to describe 
the evolution of matter. To be more specifically, we employ a BoUzmann type equation 

*<* / + V « C + 5 , (1) 
where p* = (тхсЬу,тоАЛу,рх) is the four momentum of particles under consideration, ex-
pressed by rapidity у and tansverse momentum px. and transverse mass m x « у/тг+р\. V 
is some Vlasov term, which can describe, e.g., the motion of partons in the colored mean field 
[2]. $ represents a source term, which may describe, e.g., particle production via. string frag
mentation [3]. Also there might be various particle species (such as quarks, anti-quarks and 

, gluons, or the various hadrons), to be described by a coupled set of equations of Boltzmann 
type (1) (or the individual distribution functions / [4]. We here are interested in a more quali-

. tative description to explore basic features and therefore neglect these sophistications, i.e., set 
c . V = S — 0 and consider only one particle species. Then all physics is condensed in the collision 
_,.._. term С which we also further simplify by applying a relaxation time approximation, 

ífrom C - - » £ V * ( / - / „ ) . (2) 

The essential physics, left to be fixed, now is in the relaxation time rtd and the reference 
distribution function / e f . One may realize that r r t/ depends implicitly on the actual solution of 
/ , therefore, Trtt(t,z). In local equilibrium the collision term vanishes, therefore the reference 
distribution has the structure of a local equilibrium distribution, i.e., a five-parameter Jfittner 

under function 
^easily / „ ( , , * )« [ar f fVfk - M)/T(x)} + * Г (3) 

. . ( i = ±1 for Fermions/Bosons and 0 in Maxwell approximation). When the chemical potential ц 
. . appears the particle number is conserved due to microscopic particle number conservation which 

i is expressed by vanishing first moment of the collsion term, /C<r*p — 0. The other parameters 
of / C f follow from microscopic energy-momentum conservation which is expressed by vanishing 
second moment, JCp*JPp = 0. We consider here only the dominating longitudinal evolution of 

. § ' matter in very high-energetic heavy ion collisions and rely on the space-time symmetry of the 
. ID scaling solution, i.e., the Bjorken scenario. This implies that then the motion of matter is 

•"J . prescribed by the four velocity 

eequent where new coordinates, defined by t — r ch i\, x » r sh 7, exploit the space-time rapidity 7 
, ра^оп *n <* proper t*me variable r. Collecting all these simplifications together, eq. (1) can be cast 
th for a m t 0 t h e í o r m W 

fc/+ ^ */•"£?(/-/1) W 



(£ = if - у). This equation has the solution 

/ÍPx,f, r) = e-«[/o(px,í.) + £ ^ ^ И Л.(Рх,Г, rO) (6) 

with 

/.(px,0 = /(Рх,*,т,), Л,(.1, Г) - íexp{(mx^l + ( I d ^ ) 3 - ^(г))/Г(г)} + i] 

Note that this solution needs the explicit determination of the time behavior of the parameters 
p,T. It is found from microscopic particle and energy conservations which, together with eq. 
(2), give the so-called matching conditions 

n = gW'Jfpf = i(2»)-»y (fp/.,, (7) 

t - fWjfpBJ =* W*J*pBfmt (8) 
and define particle density n and energy density t{gi% the degeneracy factor). Since /щ is a 
function of Ц and Г, one has n(p, 7) and «(/*, Г). Evolution equations for n and e follow from 
eq. (5) (by multiplying with 1 and E, integrating over <Pp and intergrating in parts the d</ 
term): 

пт = const, ft- + — L i - f l = 0, (9) 
от r 

where pi = д(2ж)~% J (Ppfpl/E a the longitudinal pressure. Note that these equations hold in 
general, independent of the degree of thermalization. In case of particle conservation the first 
equation (9) determines as implicit equation also /», while the second equation (9) is of little 
use. Instead one can use eq. (5) with the solution (6) to get a closed integral equation for the 
energy density 

where in the approximation mi S p x the function h follows as h(x) = J i i + ar*!iftffi"*J»»od 
Л depends on the initial distribution /o at r0, 

A = j£pJfpEMpj.,(o)- (И) 
For explicit calculations one needs to ipecify the intial distribution /o and the time dependence 
of rfti{r). 

3. Dileptons 
Having the distribution function at hand one can calculate the dilepton production Tor processes 
12-» tt 

dN 
d*xd*Q J WW? / , ( * , f t ) M x , P i ) v *»*•*<**> *4W - Л - Л) (12) 
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with Qr = (МхскУ,МхаЬГ,&) as font momentan» of the lepton pair, £. is its 
momentum and UL ж v ^ + S . * stands for t k trasjsvene mass. « « «f(l - f ^ ) ^ is the 
relative flax, while ff(M*) denotes the cross section far creating a dDepton with invariant там 
M. The rate can be simplified by exploiting the t function, by using the space-time volume 
element d*x ж жВРаттёщ (Я is the transverse radius of the radiating region) asjd by explicit me 
of the cross section. Explicit formulae are presented below far midrapidity pairs with Y ж Q. 
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4. Parton matter 
Doe to frequent inelastic reactions of partons their aumber is not< 
potential is not needed, a s 0. Abo a MaxweU approximation is appropriate. Neglectiagparton 
masses, the cross section for quark - anti-qnarfc fusion into dilrpton» reads ff(M*) ж f g r £ (for 
u,d quarks, a = j^)- The dilepton rate (12) then shnptine* to 

dAPiYiM* err J (W) 

Яха = J Ml - 2Л#А pu ch(e - Ci) + f i , , Л^ж^М^Лц-риЛ^), 

with рд = iJ^lAfichín—^Tox)""1, which must be calculated numerically in accord with eqs. 
(6,8,10). Explicit solutions of the latter ones need a specification of the initial distribution /« 
which, however, is rather uncertain at present. The above presented kinetic theory is certainly 
not adequate to describe the full evolution of the parton distribution, ш particular the very first 
stages seem to need other transport models. In these first stages the parton structure functions 
is modified due to soft initial state interactions, and nuclear modifications (such as shadowing) 
may be important. The primordial parton distribution then evolves due to hard interactions, jet 
and mini-jet productions and string fragmentations. While the hard interactions are tracktable 
within a perturbative QCD treatment, there are softer interactions which need non-pestnrbative 
(phenomenological or effective theory) handling. Probably the hard and soft interactions have 
different time scales. Presently developed numerical simulation codes [7, 6] are devoted to 
quantitative predictions of the parton evolution. Our considerations set in at a r0 when the 
secondary partons are essentially created and initial coherence of partons is destroyed. ID Ref. 
[8] we guessed as initial parton distribution for the kinetic evolution 

/oÍPx.O-A'Wexpí-pi/A-} (M) 
for which A « T 0/T. The longitudinal distribution is inspired by the Bjorken picture, while the 
transverse one stems from the Schwinger mechanism. The parameter К determines the mean 
transverse parton momentum via К « * < рж >', and the normalization tf ж ТАТЦК is 
related, via eq. (8), to the initial energy density. Using parameters as considered in Ref. [9] as 
appropriate for SPS, RHIC and LKC energies we found (8) that the dilepton radiation might 
exceed the Drell-Yan background (i.e., the quark - anti-quark fusion of primary distributions as 
described by structure functions) at RHIC and LHC in a window around the J/s). The form of 
the invariant mass spectrum depends on the relaxation time This might be used to study the 
achived degree of thermalization. In Fig. 1 some results are displayed for the initial parameters 
To = 500 MeV and r0 = 0.13 fm/c which might apply at RHIC [9]. The toll lines show the 
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К, m caae of very long relaxation 
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i of tbe hydiodynamkal model (dotted fine, ты ~+ 0). m the героя displayed all the 
predictions axe above tbe DreU-Yaa (DY) estimates Item Ret Щ. At loner invariant там tbe 
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that there is a post-DreD-Yan stage which interpolates from the initial Drefl-Yan stage to the 
late pie-eqoiKbrhim stage. It hm been tackled ш Reis. [12, U]> 

i . Pion matter 
We follow ckeery aa approach of Ret [13] aad consider the evolution of pico» with conserved 
particle number. Detailed analysis of tw scattering at not too high energy gave good reasons 
that the-anaats 

r«KT)-e- , r , (15) 
wHb a as coapfiag parameter, summarises the essential features. Ret [14] uses also this form 
with a ~ 2 and 4 for S + S aad О + Aa reaction to ДО Note, 
however, that this paramefansation does not iacfode a freescMKit stage in the one dimensional 
motion. Only if the later three diinearioaal motion caases aa expansion faster than r«, ос r 
the coOaioa rate drops below the expansion rate, aad matter freezes oat. Since we expect a 
negligible contribution to the djleoton soectra bom thk short freere^wt sUge we led tlut the 
present scenario is adequate. 

For pion matter e « 3 aad i » - 1 , and tfo corresponding equffibrium distribation Inaction 
(3) in not. (7,8) can be integrated to give the equation of state 

т > , Л - J V < ^ r E « r f f e * a ( f c ) r \ 
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where К\з are modified Beted functions and г 
thermal equilibrium distribution 

пц/Г. Af initial distribution we choose a 

Mj>U) » lexp{(mAchí - ме)/Гв) - 1 ) -» (17) 

for which A s » A(a) m eq. (10). Numerical solution» of the energy density evolution eq. (10) 
are displayed in Fig. 2. For later use we present some fits of the results by 
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(18) 

(e * e/e* * » r/r«). The solutions are bounded by «(*)* * &(*'*) for a -* 0 (free stream 
regime) and e(*)# ж « " , / э for a -» oo (hydro regime). Using the equation of state (16), the 
particle number conservation nr * const and the energy density evolution (18), one gets the 
time evolution of the chemical potential and temperature as displayed in Fig. 3. Observe that 
the temperature evolution is affected by the finite chemical potential.-In the expansion T{r) 
decreases faster with finite chemical potential due to additional work in longitudinal direction 
caused by the larger numbers of pious at ft > 0. Notice the slower falling temperature fór less 
equilibrated situations, i.e., when a becomes smaller. In the bydrodynanücal Hunt, a - • oo, the 
system cools most lastly. Higher initial chemical potentials cause faster tooling. The evolution 
of the chemical potentials depends on the relaxation velocity. Slow thermalizetkm (small values 
of or) causes a- strong dilution of the pion matter, i.e., the chemical potential decreases and might 
also become negative. Faster equilibration causes a roughly constant chemical potential, while 
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Figure S. Chemical potential p (left panel; dotted/full/dashed fines are for a = 2 / 5 / 10) and 
temperature T (right panel; dashe-dotted Впек a = 0.5; henry fine: 7 a г"1"; if there are pain 
of same line type then the upper/lower one is for до s 50 / 130 MeV, otherwise po = 50 MeV) as 
function of time. Initial value* are To * 200 MeV, T 0 = 1 fm/c Note that p,T are reference value* 
for/«,. The proper distribution of the system is described by / determined by eq. (6). 

very fast equilibration causes an increase of the chemical potential. The coupling parameter* 
a, advocated in Ref. [14], allow just the chemical potential to remain approximately on the 
initial level, supposed the initial chemical potential is large enough. Therefore, in what follows 
we use u » const and the proper time evolution of 7*(r). 

6. Dileptons from off-equlibrium pion matter 
Having now the time evolution of the distribution function at disposal we can calculate the 
dilepton rate from pion annihilation in hadron matter. Due to the vector dominance model 
the cross section takes the form **„-(№) ж e(AP)F*(M*)(l - $ * ) ' " , where ¥*{№) ш 

«rf»-H)£r»m» » t h e f o r m & c t o r ("*' = m M e V M d r - 1 1 5 M e V ) a n d "№) = Ч& 0 + 
•jjf) (1 - -gf-)lf7 denotes the electromagnetic annihilation cross section. The direct calculation 
of eq. (12) with / from eq. (6) together with eqs. (9,16) needs some elaborate numerical work. 
However, as has been shown in Reu. [8,9] the rate is well approximated when using /«, instead 
of / . The reason is that, due to the matching conditions eq. (3), fH can be considered as fit 
of actual / and that for the given initial distribution function /(to) the momentum spectrum 
is dominated by exponential behavior. For other initial conditions this does not longer hold. 
This replacement induces a tremendous simplification of the rate 

dN 
dM*dYdMl 

l/a 

(19) 
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Figure 4. DDepton yield as function of invariant mass far different 
initial values are T0 * 200 MeV and r 0 * 1 fm/< (Я = 7 £ш/е). 

pine fhwninJ potentials The 

JB = (Ml - ЛР)»/» N-f'-^S^^f 
*-«»{-££}, «.-^хАМ-Л^а-^У^ 2* Г 

ТЫ» yield is displayed in Fig. 4. We choose м breakup conditions Г** » 120 MeV which 
determines also r^.- Observe the strong enhancement in the region above the threshold for 
dilepton production via pion annihilation. This effect has been observed also recently (15] in a 
more schematic model with constant temperature. In the present model the enhancement comes. 
from contributions to the yield at low temperature at sufficiently large chemical potential. It 
causes a plateau or double-hump structure in the region 2m, - m,. In contrast to the higher-
mass dileptons beyond the p peak, the low-mass dileptons probe also the lower temperature 
region. Concerning the ML spectra we find no change of the slopes in the higher mass region 
around and above m,. However, in the low-mass region around 2m, the M± spectra get a 
pronounced concave shape, i.e., also showing a strong low Pj, enhancement as the pions (see 
Fig. 5). This might be used for their experimental identification. 

Background processes, i.e., Dalits and direct decays into dileptons after break-up are 
presently estimated [16] in a self-consistent model. 

7. Conclusions 
In summary, we have considered sources of dileptons in ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions. In 
doing so we extended the local equilibrium models and analyse pre-equilibrium parton matter 
and partially thermalized pion matter. We find that off-equilibrium effects are important. 
Dileptons probe these stages and carry information on the degree of thermalization reached. A 
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Collisions in an Expanding Pion Gas and the p± 
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Abstract: Neglecting the mean field effects we solve the bosonic Boltzmann equation 
for an expanding gas of pions using the in-medium scattering matrix from a Bethe-Goldstooe 
type equation. The increase of the scattering rate in the *as for large final state Bose 
occupancy factors is nearly compensated by an overall drop of the in-medium cross section. 
Investigating the effect of the **• scattering in thermalizing the momentum distribution 
small values of the hadronization time are needed to obtain a strong enhancement at low 
P i -

1 Introduction 
In ultrarelativistic collisions of heavy ions a hot central region is formed that subsequently 
decays mostly into * mesons. One of the main goals of the theory of collisions is to trace the 
evolution of the hot initial zone until the stage when the freezeout occurs. For this purpose 
one has to study the dynamics of the pionic gas. One of the problems to be solved is, to 
what extent the observed pion spectra and, in particular, the enhancement at low momenta 
have to be associated with the formation of a hot and dense pionic zone right after the 
hadronization. In other words, one has to find out, whether in the rapidly expanding pion 
cloud the жж collisions are effective and frequent enough to thermalize the distribution of 
the pions. If not, the experimentally observed distribution of the pion* might be remainder 
of the hadronization process itself and could give us, for example, information on whether 
the pions originate from a badranizing plasma blob or not. 

To answer these questions the evolution of the system has been studied with a Boltzmann 
equation including Bose statistics [1], [2]. Due to Bose statistics the collision rate is huge 
and may even lead to condensation in the momentum space. However, it was shown [3] 
that a consistent description of the ** scattering in the gas results in an in-medium cross 
section which is largely reduced compased to the free one. The collision rate turned out to 
be almost the same as in the ordinary Boltzmann equation containing the unaffected cross 
lection and disregarding the proper Вове occupancy factors. 

The goal of the present work is to calculate the evolution of the hot and dense pion gas 
using the Boltzmann equation with proper statistics and in-medium cross sections. We do 
not consider the effects of the mean field [4]. 
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2 Bosonic Boltzmann Equation with In-Medium жж 
Scattering 

The relativistkBotenwmequatic« forte 
of the interacting Bose gas of pious reads 

where the abbreviation« stand for 4 * « ffi/frkflEi, & - 0»!+j£> h 2 / Д - Ю » 
1+/(*<-,#), *be mass of the pion ism* and £ and *< stand for their momenta and spatial 
coordinates, respectively. 

The in-medium scattering of the pions is described! by the t-matrix that may be derived 
microscopically using the nooeqmBbrium Green's function technique (see rets. [5] and ids. 
therein). The equation for the t-matrix is then of Bethe-GoMstone type (see also ret (6)); 
it describes the interaction of a pair of pions embedded in a pore pionic medium. The 
influence of the medium is accounted for through the phase space occupancy factors and by 
the single-particle energies in the propagator that we take equal to the free energies as in 
(1). In the subsequent calculations we will consider the »»interaction in the isospin / = 0 
s-wave and in the / = 1 p-wave channels. The former one is referred as to the о channel and 
the latter one as to the p channel corresponding to the resonaace formed in these channels. 
Tbe square of | f j 2 in (1) is decomposed into the channel contributions a 

(2) 
a 

where 0 is the scattering angle. The solution of the t-matrix equation is greatly simplified 
when the ж* amplitude is parametrized in the separable form. The potential is in this case 
(see also Johnstone and Lee [7]) of the form 

V:9 s 0 n r ! K | a > — l _ < e | V | „ > , (3) 

where * — E1 — P 2 is the center of mass energy of the pion pair having a total momentum 
P. The formfactor is given by 

V,.(k) = 4» ш(к) gu y/mr. (-)'• j — | U 

with the parameters: Л/о * 940 MeV, oo = 0.60 m j , / a , b> = 2.71 m, in the s-wave channel 
and Mi = 826.7 MeV, ft = 0.6684 m i I / a and kx m 3.34 m, in the p-wave channel. The 
dispersion relation for the pions is w2, » m2 + fc2. 

The t-matrix in the channel a becomes 

« „ < * , * , . , v-4*w 

A.-K (4) 

*-ч-*сл*'щраш íiLi (5) 
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In solving tbe Boltzmann equation (1) we use the test particle method. We mention that 
in calculating the collision rates the two effects of the medium, namely the enhancement 
factors 1 + / in the Boltzmann equation and the similar factors in the in-medium t-matrix 
of eq. (5) nearly balance one another [3]. This is illustrated in fig. 1 for the ratio Я of the 
collision rates < !\hv\TOm-mUi4mhh > a&d < /i/)Vi3?/rM > affected and not affected by 
tue medium. 
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3 Results and Discussion 
The foal of о « study к to find oat to what extent the intención of the pious will drive the 
pious to occupy preferentially regions with low momenta, lb make the situation we want 
to address dear, let as for a moment assume that the expansion of the pkm gas would be 
purely adiabatic maintaining chemical and thermal equilibrium. In this case the distribution 
of the pious is given by f(jt*,T) « l/(exp((£ - Pw)/T) - 1) where E is the energy, ft, 
and T are the chemical potential and the temperature, respectively. At low energies pion 
annihilation processes such as 4* -»2* are suppressed and entropy and particle number are 
conserved. Such an assumption would imply that the chemical potential increases during 
the expansion. The key point к however, whether the system expands slowly enough and 
there are sufficient collisions to teach such a equilibrium distributions. In other words, we 
want to find out by means of our realistic calculations to what extent ai all a given initial 
distribution of the pions can be tbermalized by the subsequent collisions. 

We consider specifically the central collision of 1 # 0 on Au at 200 GeV per nucleon measu
red by the NA35 collaboration [8]. Integration wet the experimental rapidity distributions 
givas about 400 pions. These pions are observed in » rapidity range of Лу « 1.З. We esti
mated the initial volume by assuming that the fireball has a cross section given by that of 
the M 0 nucleus and the extension in the longitudinal «-direction к connected to the rapidity 
ыхш r*" sink у according to the Bjorken picture. The parameter r*" describes the time 
which к needed for the formation of the pions. Since pions originate from different sources, 
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such as resonance decays or the hypothetical plasma stage, the parameter r*" may larger/ 
exceed the hadronizatkm time of 1 fim familiar from the string badronization picture. 

A rather large fraction of the (mal pions will will come from the decay of long lived 
resonance states such as the w's and if* while the short lived />'s decay during the expansion, 
(fa reff. [9,10] the re-formation process of p mesons is considered too.) In fact, invoking the 
string picture «ad assuming that strings break by creating pairs of quarks and antiquarks 
independently, mesons are formed according to their statistical weights. Therefore we expect 
that they are formed in the ratio ж : p: и: n — 3 : 9 : 3 : 1 . Phenomenological modelling 
of quark jets, such as done in the Lund model have statistical weights dose to these values. 
So we start with 38 x, 114 p, 38 w and 13 n mesons and use a momentum distribution 
in accordance with a temperature of 160 MeV and zero chemical potential. The effective 
badronization time r*fi determine« the initial particle density which is roughly proportional 
to 1/r*". The finite life time of the mesons are taken into account which implies some 
modifications of the Bcltzmann equation (1). The in-medium rv scattering is described by 
the t-matrix in eq. (5), whereas the elastic scattering of the pions with the и and n mesons 
is treated by a Häuser- Feshbach type method outlined in ref. [11]. 

The final results of three calculations with the hadronization times r*" - 1 fim/c , 

Hi—>»*«•-• • а — и м ч я т а ш и г ' 



4.$ fm/c and 8 fin/c are compared with l*0 daU in fig. 2. One sees that for the smaO 
hadronization time there is pronounced peak originating from the scattering processes and 
decaying resonances which concentrate the pions mto a narrow region of the phase space 
with low momentum. Using the larger hadronization time the effect is moderate. 

So we are led to the conclusion that a pronounced peak at km p A values in the pkm 
spectrum as has been seen in the %*0 on Au experiment could be explained by an early 
onset of the pion formation. 
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KALMAN FILTER AS THE THIRD PERSON OF 
THE LANDSBERGIAN SCHEME Ш HEAVY ION REACTIONS i t 
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ABSTRACT 

Energetic heavy ion collisions are generally not equilibrium processes in thermody-
nunic sense. Therefore even the number of thermodynamic degrees off freedom is not a 
priori known. We show here that a combination of Landrberg's scheme for finding the 
independent macroseopk variables and the Kaiman filtering of systems analysis yields an 
operative tool for detenninsog the degress of freedom. The procedure is demonstrated on 
a simple example, which, however is a reaction definitely off local equilibrium. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Heavy ion collisions are often used to produce exotic but theoretically predictable 
states of matter as 4.g. density isomers or quark plasma. However the existence of exotic 
states can only be deduced from final state observables, and they do not show, of course, 
directly to such states. Therefore the only possibility is to use a reliable description from 
maximal density to detection, and the*» the detected data may or may not indicate the 
states under investigation. 

A very economic description is thermodynamic», using a very limited set of parame
ters. However, in energetic heavy ion ooffisions Uieimodynamtc equilibrium or even near-
equilibrium is questionable, and the comparison of characteristic times does not indicate 
equilibrium at all. 

For orientation let some characteristic times be listed here; for an 800 MeV Ar + Ar 
collision the characteristic time between subsequent collisions in the hot stage of maximal 
compression is % OJfrtt/c. At the end of the collision this goes up by a factor « 7. By 
contrast, the time between total overlap and breakup is 4 - 8m\/c. The characteristic 
time of cooling is below 3 fin/c. Convaring these timetcales we are not in the regun* of 
asymptotic complete thermalixation [1]. 

Up to 2GeV/nucleon beam energy local equilibrium thermodynamic formalisms often 
^rield detected spectra near to the observed ones, but the reason behind is not fully known. 
One may guess that at in least some part of the collision the matter is out of equilibrium. 
For such states there are some suggestions for off-equilibrium thermodynamic formalisms. 
However, our goal is not to reproduce final states; the final states can be measured if 
required. We would like to find out the m<err/te**s*te stOes. 

can 
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Lansdsberg baa estabÜnhcd a method fcr deducing the псссаигу degree» of a thermo-
dynamic description fcr a system. We will use lus criteria. However, in the original farm 
it needs an external ««server. A heavy ion collision lasts some 10~**s, so external kwmax 
obeer vera are not the most appropriate in such a context We bane to "observe'' numerical 
calculations by mean» of objective atetaséV. ш this paper we show that the Kafanan filter 
can take the role of the oboerwr in Landsberg's t 

2. HOW TO SELECT MACROSCOPIC VARIABLES? 

For compfetness here we recapitulate the Landsberg scheme. For context and definition 
see Ref.2. The key sentences are a» follows. 

"When a system, together with its domain of permissible changes, ha» been specified 
in ordinary language, and a set of values for its thermodynamic variables has ab» been 
chosen, one can ask another person to set up copies of this system for v/Uch these variables 
have the same values, within certain tolerances, which must also be specified. One can now 
ask a third person to attempt'to find a macroscopic difference between these system« (other 
thin their location in space and time), by making arbitrary measurement» to the agreed 
accuracy. If he succeeds in finding a macroscopic difference, one indudes the value of the 
variable measured by him in the specification of the first system, so that this value must 
now also be exhibited by the copies of the system. The third person is now again asked 
to find a difference. By repeating this procedure, a situation is eventually attained such 
that the system under consideration have to be regarded as macroGCopically similar by any 
other observer. One then says that one ha» arrived al macroscopic specification of tbe вШе ш 

of the first system." 
The scheme is operative if the notion of "macroscopic difference" is defined, and in 

any case when one uses a tktrmoifn*mU description, it must be defined. Later we show 
that the Kaiman filter can act a» one of Landsberg's "third i arsons". 

3. ON THE KALMAN FILTER 

The technique of Kaiman filtering is widely used in analysis of stochastic systems, and 
the details can be find in the standard literature (3]. Here only the neeetiary definitions 

^ are given. For the use in a heavy ion context see Ref. 4. The actual «täte of a system is 
described by the state vector x*, where к stands for the discrete time (number of steps). 
Earlier and next state vectors are connected by 

»»•! * #*+i,*x* + Вт* + w», (1) 
en 
n. 
Ю. 
IS. 
'f where **+i,t » the state-transition matrix, w* is the dynamic noise, respectively. The 

measurable quantities y* are the neue disturbed combinations of the state variables. For 
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у»*В*ж* + П , (2) 

where Ha ia the intaaiirtiainf matrix, and n ie the mmtiisiminl noiw Both the dynamic 
and the imasumi*eut noises are supposed авто mean, white С—»та processes. The Kf 
ia a return*« algorithm [3) developed to estimate the state vecior ming the nmwnatkm 
carried by the signals. The estimated value ia bmlt up trom a so-cslled one-step prediction 
and a correction. The one-step prediction ia noibmg ebe thtt tto а^кэтятиа« evofation 
of tteaystcm from a previous states B^iw.aonie correction 
The correction ia K*{*« where the weight function K§ is the ao-caDed Kafanan gam while 
it ы the innovation. The latter ia the new тЬяшОк» extrsxied rrom t ^ lasi sigask. 

&*iy»-y»« 
*y»-H»#M-ix»-i W 

The statistical properties of the imnwaliuo radicate the gotrdnfss tit thf fttirnatkra In fart, 
after the learning period, when tbe Kf presents tbe optimal (in tbe mean square sense) 
estimation of the state vector, the innovation и a aero mean, white Gaussian process. 
Therefore monitoring the innovation is ths best way to recognise if aome degradation 
occurs during the filtering procedure. The moat frequent reason for tbe degradation of the 
filter performance ia tbe wrong applied parameters m the matrices of the system and/or 
measurement models. Tbe proper values of tbe paramétere must be fitted [3]. 

It could happen that the dynamic model describmg tbe mMleilying system is macreat̂ r 
incorrect or in a certain sense is not compact (detaiM later). Since we have only tbe signals 
y**s, tbe state vector can only be guessed. In certain areas of physics there м ю agreement 
among tbe experts about which description of a phenomenon ia tbe true one (if any ia at 
all). 

ш tbe following we consider tbe problem of tacraMsyaamtc description of a non-
equilibrium process. Different viewpoints are confronted and a possible way to select from 
them ia suggested. The method is based on the development of the concept of construct
ing thermodynamic state variables originally proposed by Landaberg (see tbe previous 
Section). It can be seen that Landeberg'a objective spectator can be substituted by the 
Kaiman filter. The technique ia applied to interpret tbe particle spectra yielded by heavy 
ion collision experiments. 

4. LANDSBERCS OBSERVER 

Now let us try to realize Laiidsberg's prescription ciUd in Sect. 2. 
The duplicate of the system must be accurate only within certain tolerances. The 

Kafanan filter ia developed to tolerate aome ttneertainties nüurtntiy In this context tbe 
uncertainties originate from the rmereyer modelling of .the system as well aa from the 
measurement itself. Tolerating uncertainties is equivalent to considering news terms (or 

13» 
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s) in tbe model system, m tbe language of tbe 
Landsbcrg's original system is the aet of *»ca»af»sfc quantities, to. the i 
The copy of the system is the ipumie model developed to describe the 
original one. Tolerance is taken into account through the additional noia« 

The role of the third ftr-% » to compare the dwertfr measured variables to the 
modelled (or caknkUt) variables. If tbe diffaemjes are within a, certain range then the 
mffdtl system is acceptable. 

The Kahnau filter automatical!/ рефпи such kind of checlongm every time step. Ь 
fact, the тпФтЦфл ia the ЛЯегепсе between tbe measured and tbe calculated signals. If 
the dynamic model ia correct then the innovation is a. aero mean, white Gaussian process 
with a. well-defined variance. In the cam of improper modelling cither the mean or tbe 
variance taJax^dhwjrentvala* (or b ^ 
by the fact thai tbe innovation ia a. stscaasn« process. 

Therefore the Kahnan filter ia asaiiafiat with the third person and tte judgement is 
embc4b^mthemiwv»tkn.FbriMresrnm»tsseeRef.4. 

If the innovation м net in the tolerance regime then generally the conclusion is that 
tbe model is wrong. However now we want to use tbe thermodynamic description, which 
is weD defined; but on the other hand the system could not have been checked previously 
for the equation of state and for its macroscopic degrees of freedom. Since the system 
is expected to be off equilibrium, one can guess that the equXbrium set of extensives is 
insufficient. Therefore it is obvious to conclude that untolerable innovations are signals 
that a new variable must be introduced into the model as a pteuio-extenthe variable 
[5]. Ret 4 lists tbe reasons to believe that the pseudo-extensive is closely related to the 
innovation. Here we only note that i) in equilibrium tbe pseudo-extensim are sero, while tbe 
innovation disappears in average; ii) near equilibrium tbe entropy deficiency is quadratic 
in tbe pseudo-extensive, so if tbe innovation is calculated for the entropy, then we know 
even the functional fenn. 

5. THE NON-EQUILIBRIUM B O N D O R F - G A R P M A N - Z I M A N Y I FIREBALL 

Consider tbe simplest heavy ion scenario nontrivial in the present context. We start 
from tbe well-known Bondorf-Gaxpman-Smanyi solution of tbe bydrodynamk equations 
[6J. As й M well-known, analytic solutions exist if tlieexpaiiek«»i»orelaimetk, spherical, 
the equation of state is that of a Boltzmaan gas, and the initial density and temperature 
profile is special. Now let us take the same system but with moderate deviations from 
the local equilibrium. For tbe deviation we assume ieotropy and the simplest polinomjai 
form. For the general formulae see Ref. 5, in which the same system was discussed, wHhout 
dynamics. Tbe deviation from equilibrium is treated in relaxation time approximation. 

Neglecting quadratic terms of deviation in the preisiire tbe dynamics is ttosune as in 
Ret 6. Then all tbe quantities can be given in analytic form, for which see Ref. P) Here we 
recapitulate only the expressions for the pseudo-extensive x and for tbe nco-equffibrium 
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including all the parameters thermodynaimfally relevant. The state-transition matrix •(»+ 
1,«) is given in Ref. 4. The noise terms are calculated from thermodynamic fluctuations 
(7). The so-called metumrei values came from the literature (8]. 

The evolution and innovation curves far the thermodynamic variables n f с and « 
are displayed in Ret 4, and their general features are as fellows; For n(t) and «(f) the 
innovations are of »его means, within the tolerances. This is, however, not a serious cheek 
of the model, because these two quantities are subjects of conservation laws. In contrast, 
the innovation of s is definitely not of sero mean, at least for the first 60 steps (several 
foa/c); the mean is monotonously dwressing in time. This obsei ved feature dearly suggests 
the following picture. 

Either the equation of state is dnferent, or the entropy has a further variable too. The 
first explanation would contradict to our starting assumption of a Bottsmann gas, and 
at low beam energies (as here at 900 MeV/nudeon) the maximal density of the fireball is 
insufikienrt for very strong repulsive interactions ш the matter, so let uscboosette second 
alternative. 

If « m s(n,e,*), then the new variable x is demasing in time. This is just expected 
in such a way if * is an off-equffibcnim variable, relaxing. Therefore * may indeed be a 
pseudo-extensive. 

Now we check this assumption. On one hand, the function »(f) can be taken from 
Eq. (4). It« simulated value, according to Eq, (6), is proportional to the square root of 
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the innovation of a. The two cwves are eooapered on Fig. 1. The mean of tfe simulated f 
dearly follow» the analytic function «(f). The variance eeema to be within tolerance. 

One can observe an almost constant moderate vertical shift between the calculat
ed and simulated value» of the pseudo-extensive. However note that is this stage of the 
art no reliable formula exists for the fluctuations of fuse's extensives, and also our: 
equilibrium * function does depend on such a pseudoHextensive. Here the i 
from theoretical fluctuations, so minor differences can be expected. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

Here we have demonstrated that the Kafanan filtwer can check if the number of ther-
modynamical variables in a description of a heavy ion reaction is snnVient or not. In the 
present example the Kaiman filter indicated the deviation from local еаиШЪгтт, at least 
one extra extensive or pseudo-extensive is to be introduced. With one new parameter the 
method ceases to give warning signals. 

This example is only a demonstration for the method; two model calculations of the 
same type were compared However, if BUU or VUU type calculations with a high time 
resolution are available, then the results of such calculations play the role of the measured 
state vector, and the macroscopic model calculations ghe the predicted or filtered one Xj. 
Then the Kaiman filter directly checks if the chosen macroscopic description is sufficient 
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to fhrwM* all the important degrees of freedom of mkaoacopy eurming macroscopic 
averaging. Such соозрагкюод arc going to be in preparation. 
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